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Abstract
The most prominent surface integral equations, the electric field integral equation (EFIE)
used for the scattering analysis of perfectly electrically conducting (PEC) targets and the
Poggio–Miller–Chang–Harrington–Wu–Tsai (PMCHWT) formulation commonly utilized
for the analysis of homogeneous penetrable objects, are usually discretized, in the context
of method of moments (MoM), with edge-based divergence-conforming basis functions.
Divergence-conforming discretizations of the EFIE and PMCHWT formulations excel as
conforming schemes, hence with converging solutions in the physical space of currents.
However, the divergence-conforming MoM implementations require the underlying mesh
to be geometrically conformal, with pairs of adjacent facets sharing a single edge. The
development of divergence-conforming schemes for composite objects with junctions, viz.
boundary lines where more than two regions intersect, becomes somewhat awkward be-
cause of the definition of special continuity conditions at junctions. Moreover, the meshes
arising from the juxtaposition of independently meshed subdomains in the modular de-
sign of complex objects are typically nonconformal and thus not suitable for conventional
divergence-conforming MoM schemes.
In this thesis, we address the robust, accurate and versatile scattering analysis of PEC and
penetrable objects with arbitrary shape and composite objects with junctions meshed with
conformal or nonconformal meshes. For this purpose, we employ the EFIE–PMCHWT
integral-equation formulation, which follows from the application of the EFIE or PM-
CHWT formulations over boundary surfaces, respectively, enclosing PEC regions or sep-
arating penetrable regions. The proposed schemes rely on the expansion of the currents
with the facet-based, discontinuous-across-edges basis functions. This choice gives rise
to boundary integrals with hypersingular kernels, which we handle by testing the equa-
tions with well-suited testing functions defined off the boundary tessellation, inside the
region where, in light of the surface equivalence principle, the fields must be zero. Our
facet-based EFIE-PMCHWT implementations exhibit improved accuracy when compared
with the conventional continuous schemes in the analysis of sharp-edged targets where
the accurate modelling of singular fields is of great importance. Moreover, our schemes
manifest in general great flexibility in the analysis of composite objects with junctions as
the special modelling of currents at junctions is not required. Finally, the proposed im-
plementations can handle geometrically nonconformal meshes when applied to piecewise
(or fully) homogeneous arbitrarily shaped objects.
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Chapter 11
Introduction
1.1 A brief overview of numerical methods in electro-
magnetics
The classical electromagnetic theory is governed with a set of four partial differential
equations describing the space and time dependence of the electromagnetic field, named
by its creator, Maxwell’s equations [1]. In the design process of electrical devices, e.g.,
antennas, transformers, induction motors, radar systems, or metamaterials, the solution of
Maxwell’s equations is indispensable. However, the analytical solution to these equations
can be obtained just for a few canonical geometries which severely limits their practical
application (an example is scattering analysis of a sphere described in a seminal work of
Gustav Mie [2]). A scientific discipline called computational (numerical) electromagnetics
is developed in order to seek the electromagnetic solutions previously intractable for
analytical methods. With the advent of powerful computers, numerical methods are
becoming increasingly relevant. The numerical solution is organized in terms of a set of
data, which provides limited insight into the solution of a mathematical task, whereas
the analytical solution gives a fully comprehensive picture, in terms of functions. On the
other hand, the numerical procedure is organized as a set of standardized steps while
the analytical procedures often differ from task to task. Most importantly, numerical
methods can solve almost any electromagnetic problem, which is a great asset in cases
where there are no valid analytical approaches. The most relevant numerical methods
in the full-wave computational analysis of electromagnetic fields can be roughly divided
into two classes: differential equation methods and integral equation methods. The most
popular differential equation methods in the numerical analysis of electromagnetic fields
are: finite element method (FEM) [3,4], finite difference time domain method (FDTD) [5]
and transmission line matrix method (TLM) [6]. These methods discretize the differential
operator of the wave equation directly and solve for the unknown fields. Therefore, in
the analysis of open problems with unbounded domains, the computational region has
to be truncated artificiality and special absorbing conditions have to be defined [7]. On
the other hand, these methods excel in the analysis of inhomogeneous, anisotropic and
nonlinear problems producing sparse interaction matrices, which is a favourable property
for iterative methods.
Integral equation methods are well suited for the analysis of open problems since the
radiation condition at infinity is inherently satisfied in the analytical formulation and
truncation of the domain under interest is not necessary. Therefore they are especially
attractive tools in the analysis of scattering and radiation problems (antenna arrays,
radar-cross-section calculations, computation of forces and torques exhibited by the wave
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on a particle). Volume integral equations (VIE) discretize the interior of the target under
consideration making them perfectly suitable for the scattering analysis of inhomogeneous
and/or anisotropic targets. If the structure under interest is piecewise homogeneous and
isotropic, surface integral equations (SIE) are preferable tools since both the unknowns
and the analysis lie on the boundary-interfaces between the different homogeneous regions
resulting in comparatively smaller interaction matrices. If the structure under consider-
ation allows approximation with a boundary condition, such as good conductors with
PEC condition, the SIE are very attractive since they can be restricted to the boundary-
surface of the object. In that case, the target can be considered as impenetrable avoiding
modelling of the interior fields.
In this thesis, we focus on the electromagnetic scattering analysis of piecewise homoge-
neous and isotropic targets. For this reason, SIE are the central topic of this research.
1.2 Surface integral equation methods
The first step in the derivation of surface integral equations is the transformation of
Maxwell’s equations to equivalent integral representations for the fields. This is achieved
with the help of vector Green’s identities [8] and appropriate Green’s function [8]. The
scattered fields are then expressed as the spatial convolution of the currents, the un-
knowns, defined over the interface-surfaces between different homogeneous regions, and
the Green’s function of the problem. Finally, the integral equation is constructed by
invoking appropriate boundary conditions on the surface of the target. The method of
moments [9], proposed by Harrington in 1968., is the most widespread numerical scheme
used in the discretization of boundary integral equations. In the standard MoM ap-
proach, the unknown rotated tangential traces of total electromagnetic fields residing on
the boundary of the target, the equivalent electric and magnetic currents, are expanded
with suitable sets of basis functions. Then, the discretized equations are cast into ma-
trix form by means of testing the tangential field traces with appropriate sets of testing
functions.
Essentially, there are two kinds of surface integral operators present in the electromagnetic
scattering analysis of piecewise homogeneous targets, namely; the electric field integral
operator (EFIO) and the magnetic field integral operator (MFIO), which for the case of
PEC objects, in combination with appropriate tangential boundary conditions defined
on the surface of the target, give rise to the electric field integral equation (EFIE) and
the magnetic field integral equation (MFIE). The EFIE is applicable to open and closed
surfaces, while MFIE can be applied just to closed surfaces. Usually, EFIE yields more
accurate results than the MFIE especially for the cases of objects with sharp edges and
corners. Substantial effort has been invested in order to improve the accuracy of the
MFIE; accurate computation of the Gram matrix [10], discretization with discontinu-
ous basis functions [11] or the mixed discretization conforming to the relevant function
spaces [12]. The EFIE is a fundamentally ill-conditioned equation plagued with prob-
lems like a dense-discretization breakdown or low-frequency breakdown associated with
the condition number of the discretized electric field integral operator. Remedies to
these problems are given in form of, for example, Calderon preconditioner [13] and quasi-
Helmholtz decomposition [14]- [17], respectively. Neither EFIE or MFIE are uniquely
solvable for all the frequencies of interest. They break down at resonant frequencies for
which the associated integral operators have a null space. The remedy to this problems
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is given in the form of the combined field integral equation (CFIE), which results from
the linear combination of the MFIE and the EFIE. Although uniquely solvable for all
the frequencies of interests, CFIE inherits the above-mentioned problems characteristic
to the EFIE and MFIE.
On the other hand, many surface integral equation formulations can be developed for the
scattering analysis of homogeneous penetrable bodies. They arise from different combina-
tions of EFIO and MFIO, coupling coefficients between them, and appropriate boundary
conditions defined on both sides of the surface [18]. The most prominent representatives
are Poggio–Miller–Chang–Harrington–Wu–Tsai (PMCHWT) formulation [19]- [21], com-
bined tangential formulation (CTF) [22], and NMu¨ller formulation [23]. Each of these
formulations has its characteristic properties which makes them suitable for a particular
class of problems.
1.2.1 Fast solvers and preconditioning
The standard MoM discretization of integral operators gives rise to densely populated
system matrices due to the presence of the Green’s function. This represents a major
bottleneck since memory requirements scale as O(N2) and computational complexity of
direct inversion scales as O(N3), where N is the number of degrees of freedom in the
system. The direct solution of the MoM linear system hence becomes prohibitively costly
for a large enough number of unknowns, limited in practice to problems with a total sur-
face at most of roughly 100λ2 (λ is the free-space wavelength). Instead, iterative Krylov
subspace methods are used. They rely on a sequence of matrix-vector products in order
to find a solution to the linear system of equations. The computational complexity of
such methods scale as O(αN2), where α is the number of iterations required to reach the
desired accuracy in the solution vector. Hence, since the required computational effort
per iteration now scales as O(N2), the global time to ensure convergence in the iterative
search of the solution may be minimized drastically with a moderate number of iterative
steps. A wide range of fast iterative methods, such are the multilevel fast multipole algo-
rithm (MLFMA) [24], the multilevel matrix decomposition algorithm (MLMDA) [25], [26],
and the adaptive cross approximation (ACA) [27] have been developed to further accel-
erate the matrix-vector product associated with iterative solvers, and reduce the memory
consumption. Most of them are based on multilevel decomposition algorithms so that
the computational cost per iteration and the memory requirements scale as O(NlogpN),
where p is a positive real number characteristic to the particular fast method. However, in
order to minimize the number of iterations required to reach convergence, the impedance
matrix has to be well-conditioned. The MFIE is a well-conditioned equation since it
consists of a compact operator (MFIO) (on smooth surfaces) and identity operator. Ac-
cordingly, its condition number (ratio of the maximum and minimum singular value of
the impedance matrix) is low. Conversely, the EFIE has two forms of ill-conditioning;
the low-frequency breakdown and the dense-discretization breakdown. The low-frequency
breakdown of the EFIE is due to the different frequency scaling of the singular and hyper-
singular parts of the EFIO. Singular vector potential operator scales proportionally with
the frequency, while the hypersingular scalar potential operator is inversely proportional
to the frequency. Therefore, when frequency goes to zero, the singular values of scalar and
vector potential operators are driven apart, and the condition number grows. A classical
remedy to this problem is given by the surface quasi-Helmholtz decomposition [14]- [17].
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If the surface of the target is simply connected, the discretized current space can be de-
composed to solenoidal and non-solenoidal subspaces. Then loop (solenoidal) and star
or tree (non-solenoidal) basis functions [14]- [17] are used to capture each of the sub-
spaces. With proper frequency scaling of the resultant system matrix, the low-frequency
breakdown is cured. Another way to circumvent this breakdown is by treating the charge
density as an independent unknown [28]. As the average mesh size h reduces i.e. the
number of unknowns increases, the condition number of the discretized EFIO scales as
1/h2 indicating that EFIE is ill-conditioned when discretization becomes finer. This so-
called dense-discretization breakdown can be cured by exploiting Caldero´n identity [29],
i.e. the fact that the square of the EFIO gives rise to the compact plus identity operator.
However, Caldero´n preconditioner has to be carefully crafted in order to incorporate it
effectively into the existing MoM codes [13]. Virtually all the surface integral formula-
tions can be represented as a combination of the EFIO, MFIO, the identity operator and
appropriate boundary conditions. Therefore, the presence of the aforementioned integral
operators reflects on the properties of particular equation.
In the analysis of large and multi-scale problems, the resultant impedance matrix is
often ill-conditioned due to the disparate electrical sizes of the structure components.
Domain decomposition methods (DDM) offer the most effective preconditioners for these
kinds of problems. The multi-scale structure is decomposed into a union of separate
non-overlapping subdomains that are meshed independently according to their respective
electrical sizes and local features. The convergence of DDM is strongly dependent on
the transmission conditions established between adjacent subdomains. The transition of
the tangential fields between neighbouring subdomains can be enforced with auxiliary
unknowns defined on artificial closing surfaces [30] or with the definition of discontinuous
monopolar-RWG basis functions along the tearing contour arising in the decomposition
of the original object [31]- [33]. To accelerate the iterative search of the solution, a block-
diagonal preconditioner is implemented, with the blocks accounting for the self-subdomain
interactions.
1.2.2 Conforming discretizations of surface integral equations
For the majority of problems of practical interest, SIE can not be solved analytically.
Method of moments [9] is the most widely used numerical scheme in the discretization of
SIE. Usually, the boundary of the target (Γ) is tessellated into a union of non-overlapping
facets, the mesh, and the unknown currents are expanded with a known set of basis
functions with the local support on the mesh. These are divergence-conforming sets,
such as the Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) set [34], which enforce normal continuity across
the edges arising from the discretization of the boundary and span a finite-dimensional
subspace inside H−1/2(divΓ,Γ) [35], the function space that encompasses the physical
space of the currents. RWG set is a low-order divergence-conforming set which provides
piecewise linear expansion of the currents on a particular facet. However, a piecewise
linear approximation becomes rather simple whereby too many basis functions may be
required to achieve the desired accuracy, for example, in the analysis of sharp-edged ob-
jects with detailed intricacy, concave cavities or electrically large targets. Instead, higher
order divergence-conforming basis functions, based on piecewise high order polynomials,
are developed to reach better accuracy for the same number of degrees of freedom (dof).
To reach their full potential, higher order basis function have to be coupled with higher
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order modelling of the geometry. Significant work in this area has been done, among oth-
ers, by Kolundzˇija, Popovic´, Notarosˇ [36]- [38], Graglia, Peterson and Wilton [39], [40].
Furthermore, in the scattering analysis of objects with sharp edges and corners, singular
fields are induced around geometrical singularities. Their accurate representation is of
great importance, and special singular higher order divergence-conforming basis functions
of the additive kind have been proposed [41].
After the SIE are discretized, they are cast into a matrix form by means of testing the
tangential field traces with a proper set of testing functions. For the discretization to be
conforming to the function spaces, the testing has to be done in the dual space of the
range of the tangential-trace operators [12], [42], [43].
For example, in the conforming RWG discretization of the EFIE and the PMCHWT, the
proper testing space is H−1/2(divΓ,Γ), whereby RWG set can be used as a testing set giv-
ing rise to conforming Galerkin discretization. Conforming discretizations are favourable
since solutions will converge in the physical space of the currents [44], [45].
However, since the divergence-conforming basis functions are edge-based, embracing at
least two edge-adjacent facets, the conforming implementations are only valid for con-
formal meshes, where pairs of neighbouring facets have a single edge in common. This
stringent condition gives rise to the plethora of problems in the analysis of real-life objects,
a topic to which this thesis is partially dedicated.
1.2.3 Discontinuous discretizations of SIE for the analysis of com-
posite and multi-scale structures
Generating a geometrically conformal mesh for a realistic multi-scale structure composed
of parts with disparate electrical sizes is a daunting task. Moreover, the successful con-
struction of such meshes often leads to ill-conditioned impedance matrices, which slow
down the iterative search of the solution with Krylov subspace methods. For example, a
PEC aircraft represents a multi-scale structure (wings, propellers, cabin, flaps, airframe)
that assembles features with very different electrical dimensions. Generating a conformal
mesh for such problem as a whole becomes, therefore, a very demanding task. Instead,
it is much more agile to undertake the independent meshing of the constituent parts
(subdomains) of the aircraft and assemble them back in the original structure. The re-
sulting mesh, however, becomes geometrically nonconformal; that is, it arises from the
juxtaposition of open independent triangulations with nonmatching edges. Moreover,
the definition of divergence-conforming bases for piecewise homogeneous composite ob-
jects meshed with conformal meshes around junction-edges, viz. boundary lines where
more than two regions intersect, becomes demanding from the implementation point of
view [46]- [50]. In any case, these conforming single-surface (or single-trace) techniques
yield accurate results with comparatively small number of degrees of freedom and have
been widely used despite the inherently associated programming complications. In order
to increase the versatility of the method, other so-called two-surface [51] or multi-trace [52]
conforming schemes have been implemented. These approaches avoid the special man-
agement of junction-edges by considering the composite object as a union of isolated
homogeneous subdomains defined in a host medium, with the separation distances tend-
ing to zero. These schemes provide improved flexibility when managing composite targets
with junctions at the cost of additional redundant degrees of freedom defined on touching
surfaces.
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The conventional conforming MoM approaches which normally use divergence-conforming
basis functions require, by definition, the underlying mesh to be geometrically conformal,
with all pairs of adjacent facets sharing a single edge. Therefore, the application of such
schemes to geometrically nonconformal meshes, which often arise in the modular design
of objects, or as a flaw in the construction of a conformal mesh, where adjacent facets
may not share single edges, appears unworkable.
Clearly, a breakaway from the standard edge-based MoM schemes is needed. Recently,
discontinuous facet-based discretizations of integral equations have been introduced for
the analysis of PEC [11], [53]- [56], penetrable [57]- [62] or composite [58], [62], [63] tar-
gets. The unknown tangential field traces are usually expanded with discontinuous-across-
edges monopolar-RWG basis functions [11]. These implementations are nonconforming to
the natural divergence function spaces since the finite-dimensional subspace spanned by
the monopolar-RWG basis functions belongs to the space of square-integrable functions,
L2(Γ). Interestingly, some of them exhibit similar or better accuracy than the conven-
tional RWG-schemes in the scattering analysis of targets with sharp edges and corners,
PEC [54]- [56], or penetrable [57]- [60], [62] especially if electrically small. In general, they
exhibit great flexibility in the analysis of homogeneous targets meshed with nonconformal
meshes [53]- [56], [61], [62]. Moreover, these schemes excel in the single-surface analysis of
piecewise homogeneous composite objects with junctions as the special modelling of cur-
rents at junctions is not required [58], [62], [63]. The facet-based nonconforming schemes
become also well suited for the enhancement of integral-equation domain decomposition
methods [31]- [33], [61], [64] since the transmission conditions between contiguous sub-
domains may be satisfied through the discontinuous monopolar-RWG current expansion
along the tearing contours.
The main bottleneck of the aforementioned integral equation methods discretized with
the discontinuous basis and testing functions can be traced down to the necessity of
the proper evaluation of the discretized hypersingular operator in the EFIE. Indeed, in
the discontinuous Galerkin discretization of the scalar potential operator, double-contour
integral arises, which becomes unbounded when the field integration point approaches the
source point (on the same line). Over the last years, two different strategies have been
proposed to make the unbounded kernel contributions numerically manageable, namely;
compensating the double-contour integral through the introduction of the so-called penalty
terms or directly evaluating the problematic integral through the non-Galerkin testing
over small volumetric or surface domains attached to the boundary surface, defined inside
the region where the fields must be zero according to the equivalence theorem.
Usually, there are two penalty terms added to the discontinuous Galerkin discretization of
the EFIE; the first term is adjusted to directly cancel out the problematic double-contour
integral, and the second one is introduced to weakly enforce the continuity of the cur-
rents across the adjacent mesh elements [53]. The second penalty term often comes with
the multiplication factor dubbed the interior penalty stabilization function. However, the
value of the interior penalty stabilization function often varies from case to case greatly
influencing the accuracy and stability of the solution, and in some works, it is even set
to zero, totally excluding the second penalty term [31], [61]. Moreover, the discontin-
uous Galerkin methods have been explored mainly in the context of scattering analysis
of PEC targets. Their performance in the scattering analysis of penetrable targets has
been less studied, with the exception of the work in [61], which deals mainly with low
relative permittivity contrast dielectrics. In general, if the stabilization factor is well ad-
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justed, the discontinuous Galerkin integral equation methods produce similar accuracy to
standard divergence conforming implementations, but doubling the number of unknowns.
Their performance in the scattering analysis of challenging problems like high relative
permittivity contrast dielectrics, ferromagnetics or plasmonics remains unknown.
The second strategy relies on the direct evaluation of the unbounded contributions origi-
nating from the discontinuous discretization of the hypersingular operator through atten-
tively designed non-Galerkin testing schemes. The testing elements are constructed off the
boundary tessellation, in the region where the fields are compelled to be zero according
to the surface equivalence theorem. Two families of discontinuous non-Galerkin testing
schemes have been devised over the past few years; volumetric and surface tangential-
normal scheme. They have been successfully applied to the scattering analysis of PEC
2D [58] and arbitrarily shaped 3D targets [54]- [56], penetrable 2D [58] and 3D tar-
gets [57], [59], [60], [62] or composite 2D [58] and 3D [62], [63] structures. Remarkably,
these schemes often offer improved accuracy compared to the standard edge-based schemes
in the scattering analysis of subwavelength objects with geometrical singularities (PEC
targets, penetrable objects with high relative permittivity or permeability values and plas-
monic nanoparticles). These are very challenging problems due to the appearance of the
singular field quantities around sharp edges and corners, which accurate modelling may
dominate the overall accuracy of the solution. Moreover, no additional contour penalty
stabilization term is needed, which becomes very handy in the analysis of nonconformal
meshes [64]. However, from the point of practical realization, the non-Galerkin discon-
tinuous schemes become more complicated to implement than the Galerkin discontinuous
counterparts since additional volumetric and line integrals have to be evaluated, and
the original mesh has to be manipulated in order to construct the off-boundary testing
entities.
1.3 Outline and the objectives of the thesis
This thesis focuses on the accurate nonconforming discontinuous discretizations of the
most popular integral equations in electrodynamics, EFIE for PEC targets, and PM-
CHWT for homogeneous penetrable objects applied to 2D and 3D problems. The un-
known currents are expanded with discontinuous set of basis functions, monopolar-RWG
(3D) or discontinuous piecewise linear (2D), and the discretized equations are tested with
surface(2D)/volumetric(3D) or line(2D)/surface(3D) tangential-normal non-Galerkin schemes.
The objective of this thesis is to rigorously asses the accuracy and stability of new discon-
tinuous implementations by testing them against challenging scattering problems. With
extensive numerical tests, we prove that these formulations are more accurate than stan-
dard edge-based implementations in the scattering analysis of objects with sharp wedges
or corners where singular field quantities are induced. Furthermore, we show how these
schemes of discretization become versatile in the analysis of complex objects meshed with
geometrically conformal or nonconformal meshes.
• Chapter 1 gives a general overview of the numerical methods in electromagnetics with
a focus on integral equation formulations. The state of the art in the integral equation
schemes is briefly delineated with the emphasis on discontinuous schemes, a subject to
which we dedicate this doctoral thesis.
• Chapter 2 presents Maxwell’s equations along with boundary conditions and the con-
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stitutive relations. Scalar and vector potentials are introduced leveraging appropriate
Green’s function. Then, integral representations for the fields are given, and the fun-
damental surface integral equations are constructed.
• In Chapter 3, the standard conforming method of moments discretization of commonly
used surface integral equations is presented. Necessary function spaces are introduced
along with commonly used low order basis and testing functions.
• In Chapter 4, a discontinuous method of moments discretization of line integral equa-
tions applied to 2D problems is presented. The currents are expanded with discon-
tinuous piecewise linear basis functions and the fields are tested with surface or line
tangential-normal testing schemes. We show how these schemes offer improved accu-
racy in the analysis of single electrically small sharp-edged PEC targets (TE-scattering),
sharp-edged dielectric targets with high relative permittivity contrast (TE-scattering)
or sharp-edged ferromagnetic targets (TM-scattering) when compared to standard con-
tinuous piecewise linear schemes and the same number of dof. Furthermore, we show
how our discontinuous schemes excel as versatile tools in the scattering analysis of
infinitely long piecewise homogeneous composite objects with junctions.
• In Chapter 5, we introduce our discontinuous discretizations of commonly used surface
integral equations. The unknown currents are expanded with a discontinuous-across-
edges monopolar-RWG set. The discretized equations are cast into matrix form by
testing the fields with volumetric or surface tangential-normal testing functions. Simi-
larly to the observations in 2D, we show how these non divergence-conforming integral
formulations boost the accuracy in the scattering analysis of subwavelength homoge-
neous targets, penetrable and PEC, with sharp edges and corners compared to standard
edge-based divergence-conforming schemes and a similar number of dof. Moreover, we
display the versatility of our discontinuous schemes in the scattering analysis of single
homogeneous or composite piecewise homogeneous objects meshed with geometrically
nonconformal meshes.
• Chapter 6 is dedicated to the hierarchical decomposition of the facet-based monopolar-
RWG space to the edge-based even and odd monopolar-RWG subspaces. The even-odd
monopolar-RWG discretization of PMCHWT formulation is used to analyse sharp-
edged subwavelength plasmonic nanoparticles in resonance domain. We have observed
faster convergence of computed scattering and absorption spectra, and improvements
in the near-field region compared to the results obtained with RWG discretization of
PMCHWT.
• The conclusions and future research lines are summarized in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 22
Maxwell’s Equations and
Integral Representations
for the Fields
2.1 Introduction
Maxwell’s equations [1] are a set of coupled partial differential equations that provide a
mathematical framework for the electromagnetic phenomena ranging from nano-scale to
intergalactic scale. James Clerk Maxwell built upon the works of his predecessors, Gauss,
Ampe`re, Faraday, and Coulomb, adding the concept of the displacement currents, i.e. the
fact that the time-varying electric field induces the magnetic field, to the Ampe`re’s law.
This crucial term allowed the theoretical prediction of electromagnetic waves opening
the door to a myriad of new applications in science and technology. In their original
form published in 1865., they formed a set of twenty equations, however it was Oliver
Heaviside [65] who introduced the concise vector notation and compressed them to the
famous four expressions. Maxwell’s equations are invariant to the speed of light and
consistent with the laws of Einstein’s special theory of relativity [66]. It was not until
the middle of 20th century that the classical Maxwell’s equations have shown to produce
inaccuracies on very small scales (below 1nm) and were put in the framework of quantum
field theory as a classical limit. In this work, we are interested in the electromagnetic
problems around geometries far bigger than 1nm, where classical Maxwell’s theory holds.
2.2 Maxwell’s equations
Assuming the time-harmonic ejωt variation of the fields and sources with the angular
frequency ω, we take the Fourier transform of the time-dependent Maxwell’s equations
converting them to frequency domain expressions which in their symmetric form are
∇×H = J + jωE (2.1)
∇×E = −M − jωµH (2.2)
∇ · (E) = ρe (2.3)
∇ · (µH) = ρm (2.4)
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where H is magnetic field vector (A/m), J is the electric current density vector (A/m2),
E is the electric field vector (V/m), M is the magnetic current density vector (V/m2),
ρe is the electric charge density (C/m3) and ρm is the magnetic charge density (Wb/m3).
Magnetic current density and the magnetic charge density are not physical quantities since
they have never been observed in nature (so far). They are added to Maxwell’s equations
in order to symmetrize them and make the mathematical apparatus easier. Furthermore,
 is the permittivity of the medium and µ is the permeability of the medium in which the
fields and sources are defined. The total electric and magnetic current densities, J and
M , are defined as a sum of the conduction (Jc, M c) and impressed (J i, M i) currents
as
J = J i + Jc (2.5)
M = M i +M c (2.6)
The conduction currents are induced in the materials due to the fields as follows
Jc = σeE (2.7)
M c = σmH (2.8)
where σe and σm designate the electric and magnetic current conductivities, respectively.
Furthermore, the electric and magnetic fields are related to their respective fluxes as
D = E (2.9)
B = µH (2.10)
The equations (2.7)-(2.10) are known as constitutive relations. The constitutive param-
eters , µ, σe and σm can be functions of space (inhomogeneous materials), frequency
(dispersive materials), field itself (nonlinear materials), or a tensor (anisotropic mate-
rials). In this thesis, with the exception of the chapter dedicated to the analysis of
plasmonic nanoparticles, we focus on the linear, isotropic, and piecewise homogeneous
materials and therefore the constitutive parameters take the form of a scalar. In the case
of the plasmonic effect, the dispersion has to be taken into account since the permittivity
of the material is frequency dependent.
2.3 Boundary conditions
Maxwell’s equations along with constitutive relations describe the fields within a media
with specified electrical parameters. However, on the boundary (Γ) between the media
with different electrical properties they have to be supplemented with proper boundary
conditions. Let us consider two regions filled with media, each with distinctive electri-
cal parameters. Then, on the boundary-surface between the two regions, the following
tangential boundary conditions for electric and magnetic fields hold
nˆ× (E1 −E2) = −MΓ (2.11)
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nˆ× (H1 −H2) = JΓ (2.12)
where JΓ and MΓ are electric and magnetic surface current densities at the boundary-
surface between the regions. The unit normal nˆ is oriented from region 2 to region 1
(see Fig 2.1). Furthermore, we define the normal boundary conditions for electric and
magnetic fields at the interface
nˆ · (1E1 − 2E2) = ρe,Γ (2.13)
nˆ · (µ1H1 − µ2H2) = ρm,Γ (2.14)
where ρe,Γ and ρm,Γ are electric and magnetic surface charge densities on the interface
between the regions. These boundary conditions can be derived by applying integral
forms of Maxwell’s equations to the infinitesimally small surfaces or volumes defined at
the interface of two mediums (see for example [67]).
2.4 Potentials and field representations
In this section, we will derive the expressions for the electric and magnetic fields due to
the sources, currents and charges. We assume the medium is linear and isotropic, and the
conductivities are equal to zero, i.e. σe = σm = 0. In the absence of magnetic sources,
the magnetic field is solenoidal and the following statement holds
∇×A = H (2.15)
where the vector function A is magnetic vector potential, and we used the fact that
∇·(∇×A) = 0. Next, we take the second Maxwell’s equation (2.2), and by interchanging
H with ∇×A we get
∇× (E + jωµA) = 0 (2.16)
Now we can define the electric scalar potential Φe as
−∇Φe = E + jωµA (2.17)
exploiting the fact that ∇× (∇Φe) = 0. Inserting the definitions of the potentials to (2.1)
and using the identity ∇×∇×A = ∇∇ ·A−∇2A we get
∇∇ ·A−∇2A− k2A = J i − jω∇Φe (2.18)
where k = ω√µ is the wave number of the medium.
In order to simplify (2.18), we prescribe the divergence of magnetic vector potential to
be ∇·A = −jωΦe which is called the Lorenz gauge condition in literature. By inserting
the Lorenz gauge condition in (2.18), we get
∇2A+ k2A = −J i. (2.19)
Furthermore, by taking the divergence of (2.17) and using the Lorenz gauge condition in
combination with (2.3) we have
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∇2Φe + k2Φe = −ρe

(2.20)
Equations (2.19) and (2.20) are called the wave equations for electromagnetic potentials,
and their solutions can be given in terms of the convolution of the sources (impressed
electric currents and electric charges) with the appropriate Green’s function of the medium
as follows
A =
∫∫∫
V
J i(r′)GdV (2.21)
Φe =
1

∫∫∫
V
ρe(r′)GdV (2.22)
where R = |r − r′| is the distance between the source point r′ and the field point r, and
G is the Green’s function, the fundamental solution of the scalar Helmholtz equation
G(r, r′) = e
−jkR
4piR , R = |r − r
′| (2.23)
If we assume there are no electric sources, the analogous procedure leads to the definition
of electric vector potential F and magnetic scalar potential Φm as follows
F =
∫∫∫
V
M i(r′)GdV (2.24)
Φm =
1
µ
∫∫∫
V
ρm(r′)GdV. (2.25)
Now, by exploiting the superposition theorem, we can express the electric and magnetic
fields in terms of their excitations, currents and charges in the form of mixed potential
representations
E = −∇× F − jωµA−∇Φe (2.26)
H = ∇×A− jωF −∇Φm (2.27)
where the electromagnetic potentials are related to the sources with the expressions (2.21)
- (2.25). If the sources are distributed on the surfaces or lines, than the corresponding
volumetric integrals in (2.21), (2.22) and (2.24), (2.25) reduce to surface or line integrals,
respectively.
2.5 Surface equivalence theorem
The surface equivalence theorem is a natural consequence of the second Green’s vector
identity applied to the vector Helmholtz equations for the fields (complete derivation is
reproduced in, for example, [68]). Without loss of generality, let us assume the problem
of the electromagnetic scattering from a penetrable target illuminated by a plane wave
(see Fig. 2.1). The surface equivalence theorem breaks the original physical problem
into two equivalent problems. The first equivalent problem states that the total physical
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fields inside the region 1 (E1,H1) can be uniquely determined by knowing the sources
inside the region 1 (Einc,Hinc) (in our example the source is the plane wave, but it
can be any other source of radiation) and the rotated tangential traces of the total fields
(nˆ × E1, nˆ ×H1) residing on the boundary (Γ) between regions 1 and 2 (see Fig. 2.1).
Therefore, the distribution of sources and fields inside region 2 can be arbitrary and does
not affect the physical solution of fields inside region 1. If we assume, for example, that
fields inside region 2 (E2,H2) are zero, then, by invoking the boundary conditions and
replacing medium 2 with medium 1, we have
nˆ×H1 = J1,Γ (2.28)
− nˆ×E1 = M1,Γ (2.29)
where J1,Γ and M1,Γ are the equivalent non-physical radiating surface currents and nˆ
is the unit vector normal pointing from region 2 to region 1. These currents radiate the
correct physical scattered fields inside the region 1 and exactly cancel out the incident
fields generated inside the region 1 in the volume occupied by region 2. Applying the
same rationale to the fields in region 2 we get the other set of equivalent currents, J2,Γ
and M2,Γ;
− nˆ×H2 = J2,Γ (2.30)
nˆ×E2 = M2,Γ (2.31)
1 1,   
2 2,   

Region 2
Region 1

1 1,   
1 1,   
1,J
1,M

2 2,    2 2,   
2,J 2,
M
nˆ
incE
incH
incE
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1
sH
1
sE
1 0
inc s E E
1 0
inc s H H
2 0
s E
2 0
s H
2
sE2
sH

 
Figure 2.1: Surface equivalence theorem
Analogously to the first equivalent problem, the non-physical equivalent surface currents
J2,Γ and M2,Γ defined in the second equivalent problem radiate the correct physical
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scattered fields inside region 2, and zero fields inside region 1 (because we assumed there
are no sources inside the region 2). The original physical problem can be viewed as a
superposition of two equivalent problems. To reduce the number of unknown equivalent
surface currents, we invoke the tangential boundary conditions of the physical problem,
relating the equivalent currents as follows
J1,Γ = −J2,Γ (2.32)
M1,Γ = −M2,Γ (2.33)
which renders the problem uniquely solvable. In the following, we will omit the subscript
Γ from the definition of the equivalent current densities, assuming they are surface or line
current densities, which will be clear from the context.
2.6 Electromagnetic surface integral equations
With the mixed potential representations of the fields and the surface equivalence theorem
at hand, we proceed to the derivation of the most important surface integral equations.
Without loss of generality, consider an arbitrarily shaped homogeneous and isotropic
target with orientable Lipschitz surface (Γ) and electrical parameters (2, µ2) embedded in
a surrounding medium (usually free-space) with parameters (1, µ1). The time-harmonic
electromagnetic field (Einc, Hinc) with angular frequency ω is impinging upon the target
and the unit normal vector nˆ is oriented outwards, (see Fig. 2.1). To this end, we
introduce two tangential trace operators, the rotated tangential trace operator γr and the
tangential trace operator γt which act on an arbitrary vector function F as follows [18]
γtF = −nˆ× nˆ× F (2.34)
γrF = nˆ× F (2.35)
We proceed by replacing the physical problem with the two equivalent problems by virtue
of the surface equivalence theorem and use the tangential boundary conditions for the
total electric and magnetic fields, (2.11) and (2.12), applied to each of the equivalent
problems. Then, the following statements for the first equivalent problem hold
γtE
inc = γrM1 + γt(∇× F 1 + jωµ1A1 +∇Φe,1) (2.36)
− γtHinc = γrJ1 + γt(∇×A1 − jω1F 1 −∇Φm,1) (2.37)
where we have used the fact that the total fields in region 1, (E1, H1) are the sum of the
incident fields (Einc, Hinc) and the scattered fields (Es1, Hs1) which in turn are generated
by the equivalent currents (J1, M1).
Analogously, for the second equivalent problem we may write
0 = γrM2 − γt(∇× F 2 + jωµ2A2 +∇Φe,2) (2.38)
0 = γrJ2 − γt(∇×A2 − jω2F 2 −∇Φm,2) (2.39)
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where the total fields in region 2 (E2, H2) are equal to scattered fields (Es2, Hs2) which
are radiated by the equivalent currents (J2, M2).
Summing the equations (2.36) with (2.38), and (2.37) with (2.39), and using the Lorenz
gauge condition in order to express scalar potentials through vector potentials, we arrive
to the PMCHWT integral formulation
− γtEinc =
2∑
i=1
γt
[ ηi
jki
(k2iAi +∇∇ ·Ai)
]− γt(∇× F i) (2.40)
− γtHinc =
2∑
i=1
γt
[ 1
jηiki
(k2iF i +∇∇ · F i)
]
+ γt(∇×Ai) (2.41)
where ki is the wave number of medium i associated to the region i, ηi =
√
µii is
the impedance of the medium i, and we have used the fact that J = J1 = −J2 and
M = M1 = −M2. Furthermore, we can write equations (2.40) and (2.41) in the form
using integral operators as follows
− γtEinc =
2∑
i=1
γtηiTi − γtKi (2.42)
− γtHinc =
2∑
i=1
γt
1
ηi
Ti + γtKi (2.43)
where Ti is the electric field integral operator (EFIO) defined as
Ti = 1
jki
[∇∇ · ∫∫
Γ
Gi(r, r′)X(r′)dΓ + k2i
∫∫
Γ
Gi(r, r′)X(r′)dΓ
]
(2.44)
and Ki is the magnetic field integral operator (MFIO) defined as
Ki = ∇×
∫∫
Γ
Gi(r, r′)X(r′)dΓ (2.45)
where X is electric or magnetic surface current density and Gi is the Green’s function of
the medium i defined as
Gi(r, r′) =
e−jkiR
4piR (2.46)
Integral operators Ti and Ki should be interpreted in Cauchy principal value sense if the
field point is on the surface of the target.
Let us now consider a special case where region 2 is occupied by PEC. Then, there is
only one equivalent problem, which exactly corresponds to the physical problem. Since
M = M1 = 0, we are left only with the equivalent electric surface current which is
equal to the physical surface electric current, J = J1, induced on the surface of the PEC
target. Taking this into consideration and leveraging the tangential boundary conditions
for electric and magnetic field, (2.11) and (2.12), we may write
− γtEinc = γtη1T1 (2.47)
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γrH
inc = J1(r)2 − γrK1 (2.48)
and the integral operators are again evaluated in Cauchy principal value sense. The
equations (2.47) and (2.48) are the well known electric field integral equation (EFIE)
and magnetic field integral equation (MFIE) in the electromagnetic scattering analysis
of PEC objects. Both the EFIE and the MFIE are not uniquely solvable for all the
frequencies of interest, corresponding to internal resonance frequencies. The common
remedy to this problem is to define the combined field integral equation (CFIE) [69] as a
linear combination of the EFIE and the MFIE as follows
− αγtEinc + (1− α)γrHinc = αγtη1T1 + (1− α)(J1(r)2 − γrK1) (2.49)
where the combination factor α is a real number between zero and one (usually α = 0.5).
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Conforming Method of
Moments Discretization
of Surface Integral
Equations
3.1 Introduction
We are interested in solving surface integral equations for the unknown surface electric
and magnetic currents, J andM . Once the currents are known, the fields anywhere in the
space can be computed using the mixed potential representations, (2.26) and (2.27), with
the special care taken if the field evaluation point is on the surface of the target. However,
for most of the problems of practical interest, the surface integral equations introduced in
Chapter 2 are not analytically solvable. Instead, we introduce two approximations. First,
the surface of the target under analysis is represented as a union of nonoverlapping facets
(usually flat), called mesh. Second, we approximate the unknown surface currents with a
set of subsectional known basis functions, with the local support on the mesh, weighted
with unknown coefficients. The discretized surface integral equations are cast into matrix
form by means of testing the tangential field traces with a set of known subsectional testing
functions, and the linear system is solved for the unknown coefficients. However, in order
for the discretization to be conforming to the function spaces, hence with converging
solutions in the physical space of the currents, special restrictions have to be put on
the choice of basis and testing functions. Indeed, basis functions have to span a finite-
dimensional subspace inside the physical space of the currents, and the testing functions
have to span the finite-dimensional subspace of the dual of the range of tangential-trace
integral operators [12], [42], [43]. Through this thesis, we will slightly abuse the term
nonconforming, thinking about all the discretizations of surface integral equations that
do not satisfy the above-mentioned rule. In this chapter, we will introduce the conforming
MoM discretization of the commonly used surface integral equations presented in Chapter
2.
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3.2 The mathematical spaces and mapping properties
Here we introduce the natural mathematical spaces of the surface currents (the domain
of the integral operators) and of the (rotated) tangential traces of the integral operators
(the range space of the tangential trace of integral operators). Since both the current
densities and the tangential traces of the integral operators are vector quantities resid-
ing on surfaces, their natural mathematical space is the vector Sobolev space of frac-
tional order. The surface electric and magnetic currents, J and M , belong to the space
H−1/2(divΓ,Γ) [35]. Therefore, the basis functions fn have to belong to that space, i.e.
fn ∈ H−1/2(divΓ,Γ). These are edge-based divergence-conforming basis functions which
commonly straddle two adjacent mesh elements, preserving the normal continuity of the
currents across them. Next, we define the mapping properties of the (rotated) tangential
traces of integral operators
γtT : H−1/2(divΓ,Γ)→ H−1/2(curlΓ,Γ) (3.1)
γrI/2− γtK : H−1/2(divΓ,Γ)→ H−1/2(curlΓ,Γ) (3.2)
I/2− γrK : H−1/2(divΓ,Γ)→ H−1/2(divΓ,Γ) (3.3)
where I is the identity operator. Furthermore, we will assume that we have a mesh at
hand, defined as a union of nonoverlapping flat triangular facets Γ˜ =
Nt⋃
t=1
St, where Nt
is the number of triangular facets on which low-order divergence-conforming RWG basis
functions [34] are defined. This mesh has to be geometrically conformal, with all pairs of
adjacent facets sharing a single edge, in order for RWG basis functions to be successfully
constructed. Equipped with the necessary function spaces, mapping properties of the
tangential traces of integral operators, and a conformal mesh, we can proceed to the
conforming MoM discretization of the SIE.
3.3 Conforming MoM discretization of the EFIE
We are interested in the scattering analysis of an arbitrarily shaped PEC target with an
orientable surface Γ and the unit normal nˆ oriented outwards, embedded in the medium
with parameters 1 and µ1, illuminated by a time-harmonic electromagnetic field (Einc,
Hinc). The induced electric current J can be retrieved by solving the EFIE on the meshed
boundary Γ˜. We proceed by expanding the unknown electric current J with low-order
divergence-conforming RWG set {fn} ∈ H−1/2(divΓ,Γ) as follows
J '
Ne∑
n=1
Jnfn (3.4)
where Ne is the number of interior edges arising in the tesselation of the boundary and
{Jn} is the set of unknown coefficients in the expansion of the current. The RWG basis
functions {fn} are defined on interior edges of the mesh [34] as, (see Fig. 3.1)
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fn(r′) =
{
1
2A1n
(r′ − r1n), r′ ∈ S1n
− 12A2n (r
′ − r2n), r′ ∈ S2n
(3.5)
where A1n and A2n denote the areas of the corresponding edge-adjacent triangles, S1n and
S2n, respectively. The position vectors of the free vertices opposite to the nth edge are
designated by r1n and r2n, (see Fig. 3.1). Different to the definition in [34], we do not
normalize the basis function with the corresponding edge length ln.
Figure 3.1: RWG basis function defined over two edge adjacent facets
The RWG discretization of the EFIE yields
Ne∑
n=1
η1γt(T 1n )Jn = −γtEinc (3.6)
where the discretized EFIO, T 1n , is defined as
T 1n =
1
jk1
[∇∇ · ∫∫
S1n∪S2n
G1(r, r′)fn(r′)dS′ + k21
∫∫
S1n∪S2n
G1(r, r′)fn(r′)dS′
]
(3.7)
The range space of the tangential trace of the operator T is H−1/2(curlΓ,Γ) (see eq. (3.1)).
It is well known that the dual space of the H−1/2(curlΓ,Γ) is H−1/2(divΓ,Γ) [12], [44] so
the good candidates for the testing functions would be RWG basis functions. Proceeding
with this justification we transform the discretized EFIE (3.6) into matrix form as∫∫
S1m∪S2m
Jnη1T 1n · fm(r)dS = −
∫∫
S1m∪S2m
Einc · fm(r)dS,
1 6 m 6 Ne,
1 6 n 6 Ne
(3.8)
The discretization shown in (3.8) is dubbed Galerkin MoM discretization since the basis
and the testing functions are the same. Apart from being conforming to the natural func-
tion spaces, divergence-conforming Galerkin MoM discretization of the EFIE is especially
convenient since the hypersingular part of the EFIO (first term on the right hand side of
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(3.7)) can be transformed into an integral with weakly singular kernel by virtue of the
Green’s identity. The EFIE can be applied on closed or open surfaces.
3.4 Conforming MoM discretization of the MFIE and
the CFIE
Alternatively, if the boundary of the PEC target Γ is closed, the unknown electric current
J can be obtained by solving the MFIE or the CFIE. We proceed by approximating
the unknown electric current with RWG basis functions as in (3.4). Then, the RWG
discretization of the MFIE yields
Ne∑
n=1
Jn
2 fn(r)−
Ne∑
n=1
γr(K1n)Jn = γrHinc (3.9)
where the discretized MFIO K1n is defined as
K1n = ∇×
∫∫
S1n∪S2n
G1(r, r′)fn(r′)dS′ (3.10)
Using the mapping properties defined in (3.3) we can deduce that the range space of the
rotated tangential trace of the MFIO is H−1/2(divΓ,Γ) and therefore the dual of the range
space is H−1/2(curlΓ,Γ). Naively we could assume that the convenient testing functions
would be f˜m = nˆ × fm since f˜m ∈ H−1/2(curlΓ,Γ). However, this choice would lead
to the singular Gram matrix and the ill-conditioned linear system. The commonly used
RWG-Galerkin discretization of the MFIE leads to the following statements
∫∫
S1m∪S2m
Jn
2 fm(r)fn(r)dS −
∫∫
S1m∪S2m
Jnγr(K1n) · fm(r)dS =∫∫
S1m∪S2m
γrH
inc · fm(r)dS, 1 6 m 6 Ne, 1 6 n 6 Ne
(3.11)
However, this RWG-Galerkin discretization of the MFIE is not conforming with respect
to the aforementioned mapping properties. To obtain the conforming discretization of the
MFIE, a new set of testing functions is needed. These are Buffa-Christiansen (BC) basis
functions {gm} [70], [13]. These functions are divergence-conforming by its construction,
but also quasi curl-conforming in the sense that the Gram matrix linking the rotated BC
basis functions g˜m = nˆ × gm and the RWG basis functions fm is well conditioned [13].
We proceed with the mixed discretization of the MFIE [12] as follows
∫∫
Dm
Jn
2 g˜m(r)fn(r)dS −
∫∫
Dm
Jnγr(K1n) · g˜m(r)dS =∫∫
Dm
γrH
inc · g˜m(r)dS, 1 6 m 6 Ne, 1 6 n 6 Ne
(3.12)
where Dm is the domain on which the mth rotated BC testing function is defined. It
was shown in [12] that the mixed conforming discretization of the MFIE produces more
accurate results than the frequently used Galerkin RWG discretization.
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The commonly used Galerkin RWG implementation of the CFIE is also not conforming
with respect to the mapping properties, since the rotated tangential trace of the MFIO
is not well tested. Instead, mixed discretization of the MFIE (3.12) is adopted together
with the Galerkin RWG discretization of the EFIE resulting in the conforming low order
mixed discretization of the CFIE as follows
(1− α)
(∫∫
Dm
Jn
2 g˜m(r)fn(r)dS −
∫∫
Dm
Jnγr(K1n) · g˜m(r)dS
)
+
α
∫∫
S1m∪S2m
Jnη1T 1n · fm(r)dS = (1− α)
(∫∫
Dm
γrH
inc · g˜m(r)dS
)
− α
∫∫
S1m∪S2m
Einc · fm(r)dS, 1 6 m 6 Ne, 1 6 n 6 Ne
(3.13)
3.5 Conforming MoM discretization of the PMCHWT
Let us consider the scattering analysis of an arbitrary shaped penetrable target with
orientable surface Γ and electrical parameters (2, µ2) immersed in the medium with
parameters (1, µ1). The time-harmonic electromagnetic wave (Einc, Hinc) is impinging
upon the homogeneous obstacle, and the unit normal nˆ is oriented outwards (see Fig.
2.1). We approximate the equivalent electric and magnetic currents with the weighted
sum of the RWG basis functions defined on a triangulation Γ˜ analogously to the expansion
performed in (3.4) for PEC targets.
The RWG discretization of the PMCHWT reads
Ne∑
n=1
2∑
i=1
γtηiT inJn −
Ne∑
n=1
2∑
i=1
γtKinMn = −γtEinc (3.14)
Ne∑
n=1
2∑
i=1
γtKinJn +
Ne∑
n=1
2∑
i=1
γt
1
ηi
T inMn = −γtHinc (3.15)
where the discretized operators T in and Kin are defined according to equations (3.7) and
(3.10), respectively, by setting the proper values for the wave number and the impedance
of the region i (i = 1, 2). The sets of unknown coefficients in the expansion of the electric
and magnetic currents are designated as {Jn} and {Mn}, respectively. The range space
of the tangential traces of the involved integral operators is H−1/2(curlΓ,Γ), (3.1), (3.2),
so the testing should be done in H−1/2(divΓ,Γ) [45]. Therefore, the Galerkin RWG MoM
discretization of the PMCHWT excels as low order conforming scheme and leads to the
following linear system
2∑
i=1
∫∫
S1m∪S2m
JnηiT in · fm(r)dS −
2∑
i=1
∫∫
S1m∪S2m
MnKin · fm(r)dS =
−
∫∫
S1m∪S2m
Einc · fm(r)dS, 1 6 m 6 Ne, 1 6 n 6 Ne
(3.16)
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2∑
i=1
∫∫
S1m∪S2m
JnKin · fm(r)dS +
2∑
i=1
∫∫
S1m∪S2m
Mn
1
ηi
T in · fm(r)dS =
−
∫∫
S1m∪S2m
Hinc · fm(r)dS, 1 6 m 6 Ne, 1 6 n 6 Ne
(3.17)
3.6 Remarks
Conforming discretizations of surface integral equations guarantee the convergence of
the numerical approximation to the physical solution as the number of unknowns rises
[18]. This does not hold for nonconforming discretizations. In the implementation of a
numerical scheme, we are limited by memory resources and the CPU time, which set an
upper bound on the number of unknowns in the approximation of currents. Therefore,
in this discretized space we are searching for the most accurate solution possible. It
has been observed by Yla¨-Oijala et al. [42] that conforming solutions may not always
be the most accurate for a fixed number of unknowns. For example, the conforming
MoM Galerkin discretization of the EFIE with BC basis functions has shown to produce
results of very poor accuracy because of the inadequate modelling of the charge. On the
contrary, other nonconforming strategies have proven to be very accurate especially in
the analysis of objects with sharp edges and corners where singular fields are induced.
For example, the Galerkin discretization of the MFIE with discontinuous-across-edges
monopolar-RWG basis functions introduced by Ubeda and Rius [11] perform close to the
conforming RWG Galerkin discretization of the EFIE in the analysis of electrically small
sharp-edged targets. Similar observations were made with Galerkin MoM discretization
of the MFIE with low order curl conforming basis functions [11], [71]. Therefore, as we
will show in the next three chapters, a cleverly crafted nonconforming discretization of
surface integral equations may produce a more accurate result than the corresponding
conforming discretization for the fixed number of degrees of freedom.
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Discontinuous Method of
Moments Discretization
of Integral Equations
Applied to 2D Problems
4.1 Introduction
The discretization by the method of moments and Galerkin testing of, respectively,
the electric field integral equation [34], for single perfectly conducting objects, or the
Poggio–Miller–Chang–Harrington–Wu–Tsai formulation [19]– [21], for single penetrable
objects, is traditionally based on low order divergence-conforming functions, e.g., Rao-
Wilton-Glisson basis functions [34], [72], so that normal continuity is preserved across
edges. In the particular case of infinitely long (2D) bodies, these implementations are
normally carried out with continuous piecewise linear basis functions [73], [74]. These
are node-based strategies because the basis functions embrace two adjacent cells in the
meshed boundary. Moreover, these schemes are conforming, hence with converging solu-
tions [44], [45], because the finite dimensional subspace in the current expansion lies in the
physical function space and the testing functions span the dual of the range of tangential
trace integral operators [12], [42]. The divergence-conforming choice is especially advan-
tageous for the computation of the impedance matrix because of the cancellation of the
hypersingular kernel contributions. In practice, these schemes can be extended naturally
to the scattering analysis of composite objects, made up of different homogeneous regions,
PEC or penetrable, as long as there are no junctions, such as coated metallic objects or
multi-layered penetrable structures [75], [76]. Junctions stand for boundary lines where
more than two regions intersect [46]- [50]. In general, for an arbitrary composite object,
they are modelled with edges (nodes in 2D).
However, the development of conforming schemes for composite objects with junctions
becomes somewhat awkward because continuity conditions need to be applied at junc-
tions through specially tailored functions [46]- [50]. The conventional MoM-codes are then
modified accordingly by inserting exceptions at junctions. This is a somewhat convoluted
task that involves the search for junctions, the identification of the regions intersecting at
each junction, and the choice of the appropriate continuity condition (metallic-penetrable
or penetrable). In any case, these single-surface (or single-trace) approaches have been
successful for decades in the analysis of composite structures despite the involved search of
junctions and the required identification of the number and type (metallic or penetrable)
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of intersecting regions at each junction. More recently, other so-called two-surface [51] or
multi-trace [52] schemes circumvent the management of junctions by treating the com-
posite object as a set of disjoint objects immersed in a host medium, with the separation
distances tending to zero. These schemes provide improved flexibility when managing
composite objects but require the definition of additional redundant unknowns on touch-
ing surfaces. Clearly, the single-trace approaches were developed in earlier times, with re-
stricted computational resources, such that the definition of additional unknowns was just
too costly. Conversely, over the past years, the double-surface and multi-trace schemes
have captured the attention of researchers thanks to the dramatic increase of available
memory resources. All these schemes suffer from the mesh restrictions imposed by the
adopted divergence-conforming sets, which need to be defined over geometrically confor-
mal meshes, with all pairs of adjacent segments sharing a single node. In consequence,
the mesh generation of composite objects in the single-trace analysis becomes especially
constrained, inadequate to combine arbitrary meshes arising from the independent tes-
sellation of each of the several subdomains that form the original structure.
In this chapter, we present a new, robust, and accurate method for the scattering analysis
of 2D piecewise homogeneous objects with junctions, based on the discretization of the
EFIE, over boundaries enclosing PEC regions, and of the PMCHWT formulation, over
interface boundaries between different penetrable regions. We propose the expansion of
the electric and magnetic currents with piecewise linear basis functions, discontinuous at
nodes. The resulting EFIE-PMCHWT implementation gives rise to hypersingular kernel
contributions, which we evaluate numerically by testing the electric– or magnetic–field
equations, in the transversal electric (TE) or transversal magnetic (TM)–implementations
over domains off the boundary segmentation, inside the region where, in light of the sur-
face equivalence theorem, the fields must be zero. Whereas the surface scheme tests the
fields over a set of trapezoids attached to the boundary, the tangential-normal scheme
makes use of a set of pairs of adjacent segments, such that one matches a boundary
segment and the other one is quasi-normally oriented. These discretization strategies are
nonconforming because the finite-dimensional subspaces of electric and magnetic currents,
spanned with discontinuous piecewise linear basis functions, are not the proper subsets
of the function spaces of currents. Interestingly, as we will show in this chapter, in the
scattering analysis of sharp-edged 2D conductors, nonconforming MoM implementations
of the TE-EFIE, based on the discontinuous cell-based expansion of the current exhibit
more accurate and faster converging solutions in the near-field or far-field regions than
the conventional conforming schemes. Similar observations were made in the scattering
analysis of sharp-edged 2D dielectric targets with moderate or high permittivity contrasts
or sharp-edged 2D ferromagnetic objects using TE-PMCHWT or TM-PMCHWT, respec-
tively. Furthermore, we show that these TE/TM-EFIE-PMCHWT implementations, with
segment-based expansion and testing schemes, excel as flexible and versatile tools in the
analysis of composite objects when compared with the conventional node-based implemen-
tations. Although our discontinuous EFIE-PMCHWT discretizations rely on an elaborate
generation of the impedance elements, the burdensome management of junctions of the
conforming schemes is circumvented because only segment-to-segment interactions are
considered.
The concepts introduced in this chapter are published in [58].
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4.2 Theoretical background
Field singularities arising in the infinitely long sharp PEC wedges, with aperture angle
α, (α < 180◦) are associated with the transverse component of the incident field. In the
TE scattering analysis of a PEC wedge, the electric charge density becomes singular near
the tip of the wedge, while the electric current stays bounded [77]. Conversely, in the TM
scattering analysis, the electric current exhibits singular behaviour near the tip of the
wedge, while the charge density is equal to zero in the system [77]. These singularities
get more pronounced as the wedge becomes sharper. The singular field behaviour around
penetrable wedges is more involved. Field singularities arising in infinitely long dielectric
or magnetic sharp wedges, are linked with the transverse component of, respectively, the
electric or magnetic fields [77]. Singular field performance near penetrable wedges, sharp
(α < 180◦) or reentrant (α > 180◦), occurs whenever the transverse field component of
the impinging plane wave is, respectively, parallel or perpendicular, to the line bisecting
the wedge [77]. In the TE (or TM) scattering analysis of dielectric (or magnetic) sharp
wedges, the singularity of the magnetic (or electric) current and the electric (or magnetic)
charge density near the wedge becomes more pronounced as the relative permittivity (or
permeability) rises for the fixed aperture of the wedge (see [77], [Table 4.2] and [77], [Fig.
4.28]).
As shown in this chapter, our nonconforming discretization of the TE-EFIE for PEC
sharp wedges, TE-PMCHWT formulation for dielectric sharp wedges, or, similarly, of the
TM-PMCHWT formulation for magnetic sharp wedges, must provide a better capture
of the singular electric-field or magnetic-field performance, respectively, than the con-
ventional piecewise continuous scheme because improved accuracy, versus the number of
unknowns, is observed. Conversely, the analogous implementations of TM-PMCHWT
for dielectric wedges, or of TE-PMCHWT for magnetic wedges, do not provide improved
accuracy, versus the number of unknowns, because, consistently, in these cases field sin-
gularities do not occur [77]. In any case, all these nonconforming EFIE and PMCHWT
implementations, segment-based, are very useful for the agile management of junctions
in 2D composite objects.
Several authors characterized the specific behaviour of electromagnetic fields near sharp
edges [77], [80]. Several basis functions incorporate the Meixner subsets [79] for the
rigorous capture of the singular behaviour of the current near edges in PEC sharp wedges
[41], [81]- [83], where the singular coefficients of the singular terms are obtained from
the aperture angle of the wedge. The definition of the subsets for penetrable wedges,
though, requires the numerical solution of transcendental equations that depend on the
aperture angle and the relative permittivity/permeability contrast [77], [80]. The use
of our discontinuous piecewise linear schemes in these cases appears as a robust option
because, unlike the elaborate singular-field implementations with the Meixner subsets,
our approach does not require the a priori knowledge of aperture angles or the relative
contrasts of the body.
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4.3 Discontinuous discretization of TE-EFIE for con-
ductors
For a z-infinite PEC closed body illuminated by a TE plane wave, the expansion of the
electric current J with a set of discontinuous piecewise linear basis functions gives rise to
J '
Ns∑
n=1
2∑
p=1
Jpnf
p
n (4.1)
where Ns denotes the number of segments over the transversal boundary of the body. The
sequences {J1n} and {J2n} denote the unknown coefficients in the expansion of the electric
current. The sets of discontinuous basis functions {f11...f1Ns ,f21...f2Ns} are defined as
fpn(ρ′) =
1
hn
(ρ′ − ρpn), ρ′ ∈ Ln p = 1, 2 (4.2)
where Ln stands for the nth segment arising from the boundary segmentation, with length
hn, and ρ1n and ρ2n represent the position vectors of the endpoints of Ln (see Fig. 4.1)
Figure 4.1: mth segment arising from the discretized section of an infinitely long PEC
cylinder where the surface testing scheme is defined conformal to the boundary
The approximation of the TE scattered electric field from the expansion of J in (4.1)
yields
ES ' −jkη
Ns∑
n=1
2∑
p=1
JpnA
p
n(ρ)−
Ns∑
n=1
2∑
p=1
Jpn∇Φpn(ρ) (4.3)
where k and η denote, respectively, the wave number and the impedance of the host
medium, where the object is immersed. The two source contributions (p = 1, 2) at the
nth segment in the discretization of the potentials Φpn and Apn yield
Apn(ρ) =
∫
Ln
Gk(ρ,ρ′)fpn(ρ′)dl′ (4.4)
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Φpn(ρ) = j
η
k
[ ∫
Ln
Gk(ρ,ρ′)dl′ −Gk(ρ,ρp+1n )
]
(4.5)
where the superscript in (4.5) assumes modulo two arithmetic. The Green’s function Gk
of the host medium is defined as
Gk(ρ,ρ′) =
1
4jH
(2)
0 (kR), R = |ρ− ρ′| (4.6)
where k = ω/√µ, η = √µ/, and ω denotes the angular frequency in the ejωt time-
harmonic dependence assumed for fields and currents. The constants  and µ denote the
permittivity and the permeability, respectively, of the host medium (usually free space).
The Galerkin testing of the gradient of the electric scalar potential ∇Φpn in (4.5) cannot
be evaluated numerically for self or node-adjacent interactions because of the unbounded
contributions in ∇Gk(ρ,ρp+1n ), behaving as O(|ρ − ρp+1n |−1) when the field point ap-
proaches the endpoints of the segment. In this chapter, we present two non-Galerkin
testing schemes that ensure a proper numerical evaluation of such contributions by test-
ing transverse components of the fields inside the body under analysis, off the boundary
line. These testing functions are devised to have a good coupling with the fields generated
by the discontinuous piecewise linear basis functions.
4.3.1 Surface testing
The surface testing is carried out over a set of quadrilaterals {Sm} attached to the set of
segments over the boundary {Lm}, inside the region where the fields are zero (Fig. 4.1).
The quadrilaterals can be defined either conformal or nonconformal to the boundary.
Whereas the former establishes trapezoids with two sides parallel to the matching seg-
ments and with two sides bisecting the angles formed by the adjacent segments, the latter
adopts rectangles. This definition appears more flexible because no a priori knowledge
of the boundary shape is required. For segments with a node lying on an abrupt sharp
edge, though, the testing rectangle may break out of the boundary interface and some
numerical error may appear.
We define the set of surface testing functions {P 11...P 1Ns ,P 21...P 2Ns} as
P qm(ρ) =
1
Hmhm
[
(ρ− ρqm) · lˆm
]
· lˆm + (−1)q 1
Hmhm
[
(ρqm − ρ) · nˆm
]
tanαqm · lˆm,
ρ ∈ Sm q = 1, 2 1 6 m 6 Ns
(4.7)
where Hm denotes the height of the mth quadrilateral, and nˆm and lˆm represent, respec-
tively, the unit normal and tangential vectors to the mth segment. The parameters α1m
and α2m denote the angles of the sides of the quadrilaterals meeting the endpoints of the
mth segment, respectively, ρ1m, ρ2m, with respect to the normal direction to the segment.
For testing elements that are nonconformal to the boundary, these sides are perpendicular
to the segment, whereby α1m = α2m = 0 and the second term in (4.7) gets canceled.
The surface tested nonconforming discretization of the TE-EFIE results in the following
matrix system:
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E
S,[m,q]
inc =
Ns∑
n=1
Z
S,[m,q]
[n,1] J
1
n +
Ns∑
n=1
Z
S,[m,q]
[n,2] J
2
n,
q = 1, 2 1 6 m 6 Ns
(4.8)
where the excitation vector stands for
E
S,[m,q]
inc =
∫∫
Sm
P qm(ρ) ·Einc(ρ)dS (4.9)
and Einc(ρ) denotes the incident TE-electric field. The definition of the impedance
elements in 4.8 yields
Z
S,[m,q]
[n,p] = jkη
∫∫
Sm
P qm(ρ) ·Apn(ρ)dS +
∫∫
Sm
P qm(ρ) · ∇Φpn(ρ)dS (4.10)
where, for self- or node-adjacent interactions, the second surface integral at the right-
hand side can manage the singular terms in ∇Φpn because an extra degree of freedom is
incorporated with respect to the Galerkin scheme. In our implementation, we compute
(4.10), equivalently, as
Z
S,[m,q]
[n,p] = jkη
∫∫
Sm
P qm(ρ) ·Apn(ρ)dS +
∫
∂Sm
Φpn(ρ)P qm(ρ) · nˆSmdl
−
∫∫
Sm
∇ · P qm(ρ)Φpn(ρ)dS
(4.11)
where nˆSm stands for the unit vector normal to the boundary of the rectangular domain
Sm and pointing outwards (see Fig. 4.1). All the integrals appearing in (4.11) are with
weakly singular kernels, readily computable with existing numerical routines.
4.3.2 Line tangential-normal testing
The line tangential-normal testing is defined over pairs of segments sharing a node arising
from the segmentation of the boundary line. Whereas one testing segment matches a cell
arising from the boundary segmentation, the other segment is oriented towards the region
where the fields, in light of the equivalence principle, are zero (Fig. 4.2). The tangential-
normal testing scheme can also be defined conformal or nonconformal to the boundary
depending whether the off-boundary segment is aligned over the direction bisecting the
angle between adjacent segments or perpendicular to the matching segment.
The definition, with modulo two arithmetic, of the tangential-normal testing functions,
{t11...t1Ns , t21...t2Ns} yields
tqm(ρ) =
{
1
hm
(ρ− ρqm), ρ ∈ Lm
1
hN,q+1m
(ρN,q+1m − ρ), ρ ∈ Nq+1m q = 1, 2 1 6 m 6 Ns
(4.12)
where t1m and t2m represent the two tangential-normal functions sharing the mth segment
Lm, and N1m and N2m denote two segments with lengths hN,1m and hN,2m evolving inward
from the endpoints of Lm, respectively, ρ1m and ρ2m, to ρN,1m and ρN,2m , inside the null-field
region (see Fig. 4.2)
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Figure 4.2: mth segment arising from the discretized section of an infinitely long PEC
cylinder where the tangential-normal testing scheme is defined conformal to the boundary
The discretization of the TE-EFIE with discontinuous piecewise linear basis functions
and tangential-normal testing leads to the following matrix system:
E
T,[m,q]
inc =
Ns∑
n=1
Z
T,[m,q]
[n,1] J
1
n +
Ns∑
n=1
Z
T,[m,q]
[n,2] J
2
n, q = 1, 2 1 6 m 6 Ns (4.13)
where the excitation vector yields
E
T,[m,q]
inc =
∫
Lm∪Nq+1m
tqm(ρ) ·Einc(ρ)dl (4.14)
and the impedance elements are defined as (see Fig. 4.2)
Z
T,[m,q]
[n,p] = jkη
∫
Lm∪Nq+1m
tqm(ρ) ·Apn(ρ)dl +
∫
Lm∪Nq+1m
tqm(ρ) · ∇Φpn(ρ)dl (4.15)
In view of the continuity along Lm∪N1m and Lm∪N2m of, respectively, t2m and t1m, (4.15)
can be simplified to
Z
T,[m,q]
[n,p] = jkη
∫
Lm∪Nq+1m
tqm(ρ) ·Apn(ρ)dl −
∫
Lm∪Nq+1m
∇ · tqm(ρ)Φpn(ρ)dl (4.16)
where the second line integral can now handle the ln(|ρ−ρp+1n |) singular contributions in
Gk(ρ,ρp+1n ). Interestingly, the generation of the impedance elements in (4.16) demands
less computational burden than in 4.11, for the surface tested approach. Similarly to
(4.11), the integrals appearing in (4.16) are with weakly singular kernels.
The accuracy of our nonconforming implementations depends on the height of the test-
ing elements (H ), which we define, in view of Figs. 4.1 and 4.2, as a fraction of the
discretization parameter (h).
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4.3.3 Numerical results
We show TE-scattering results, RCS and near-field, for infinitely long single PEC objects
with sharp-edged sections immersed in the free space. We pick the targets with small
electrical dimensions since the singular field behaviour is observed near sharp edges and
corners and, since the objects are electrically small, these singularities play an impor-
tant role in the scattered fields. We show the improved accuracy versus the number of
unknowns (N ) and the height of the testing domains (H ) of the corresponding discon-
tinuous implementations, surface-tested, TE-EFIE[surf], and tangential-normal tested,
TE-EFIE[tn], with respect to the conventional continuous implementation, TE-EFIE[C].
In the TE-scattering analysis of 2D PEC targets with smooth sections, where no singular
fields are present [77], our nonconforming schemes show similar accuracy to the continuous
piecewise linear scheme but doubling the number of unknowns.
In the TM-scattering study of infinitely long PEC targets, a Galerkin discontinuous piece-
wise linear implementation of the TM-EFIE is possible since the scalar potential is equal
to zero. However, for the cases of sharp-edged PEC targets, no improvements in the near-
field or far-field results were observed with respect to TM-EFIE[C], although the electric
current exhibits singular nature around sharp corners, according to [77]. This leads us
to the assumption that our nonconforming discontinuous implementations are especially
suited for the singular charge modelling, electric and magnetic, the fact we will heavily
exploit in the scattering analysis of plasmonic nanoparticles in resonance region.
We compute the inner line integrals in the generation of the impedance matrix through
the singularity subtraction technique [85], [86] and 6-point quadrature rule. In the TE-
EFIE[surf], we compute the surface testing integral over each quadrilateral through surface
integrals over two triangles with 3-point rule [87]. In the TE-EFIE[C] and TE-EFIE[tn],
the outer line integrals are computed with, respectively, 2 and 4 point rules, for the
potentials A or Φ. In all the 2D PEC testing objects, the scattered fields are computed
under an impinging +y propagating plane wave and the free space wavelength λ0 is set
to 0.06pim.
We assess the relative performance of the TE-EFIE implementations by displaying the
root-mean-square relative error of the near-field and RCS results. All the testing domains
are defined conformal to the boundary.
We define the near-field relative error enear for a particular implementation, as
enear =
[ M∑
j=1
|E˜(ρj)−EREF (ρj)|2 + η20
M∑
j=1
|H˜(ρj)−HREF (ρj)|2
]1/2
[ M∑
j=1
|EREF (ρj)|2 + η20
M∑
j=1
|HREF (ρj)|2
]1/2 (4.17)
by computing the approximated electric and magnetic fields, respectively, E˜ and H˜, over
a set of M points, {ρ1...ρM}. The observation points are distributed uniformly around the
object’s section at a very close distance (the mesh parameter adopted in the discontinuous
implementations).
Similarly, we define the far-field error efar in terms of the bistatic RCS computed with
a particular implementation over a set of M observation angles {θ1...θM}, uniformly
distributed, so that
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efar =
[ M∑
j=1
|RCS(θj)−RCSREF (θj)|2
]1/2
[ M∑
j=1
|RCSREF (θj)|2
]1/2 (4.18)
where θ1 = 0 and θM = 2pi − 2pi/M . The near-field and far-field errors provide relative
measures with respect to reference near-field and RCS solutions, respectively, EREF ,
HREF and RCSREF . With no analytical solutions available for the sharp-edged objects
tested, the reference solutions in (4.17) and (4.18) are computed with the conventional
continuous piecewise linear implementation, TE-EFIE[C], and very fine degree of meshing
of the boundary line (around 15000 segments for the tested objects). The segmentations
of the boundary line of the tested objects when computing the reference results employ
geometrical mesh refinement near the sharp edges so that the ratio of the smallest segment
to the biggest segment is set to 0.05. The source integrals in the computed far and near
fields in (4.17) and (4.18) are carried out with 2 point and 10 point numerical rules,
respectively. In all the examples, we adopt M = 1000.
4.3.3.1 Accuracy versus H
In Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, we plot the error performance of our nonconforming TE-EFIE im-
plementations for two infinitely long sharp-edged PEC objects with equilateral triangular
and square sections and sides of 0.2λ0. We plot our errors in terms of the height of
the testing domains H defined as a fraction of the mesh parameter h. We display the
normalized error e¯ for each nonconforming implementation which we define as
e¯tnnear =
etnnear
eCnear
, e¯surfnear =
esurfnear
eCnear
(4.19)
e¯tnfar =
etnfar
eCfar
, e¯surffar =
esurffar
eCfar
(4.20)
where etnnear, esurfnear, and etnfar, e
surf
far arise from computing, respectively, (4.17) and (4.18)
with the corresponding nonconforming implementations of the TE-EFIE.
Similarly, eCnear and eCfar are derived from evaluation of (4.17) and (4.18), respectively,
with the solution of the TE-EFIE[C]. In order to build a fair comparison, our noncon-
forming and piecewise continuous implementations handle the same number of unknowns.
Hence, TE-EFIE[C] makes use of segments that are twice smaller than the segments
adopted in our nonconforming implementations, where two unknowns are assigned to
each boundary segment. Also, we establish uniform segmentations of the boundary line
so that the mesh parameters are the same in all cases (h ' 0.0033λ0 for continuous
piecewise linear implementation).
In view of Figs. 4.3 and 4.4, our nonconforming discontinuous TE-EFIE implementations
outperform the continuous scheme for a wide range of H values in both far-field and near-
field scenarios. In view of the definition of the normalized errors in (4.19) and (4.20), there
is an improvement in our nonconforming implementations as long as the normalized error
is smaller than one. From the comparison of far-field errors in Fig. 4.3 with the near-field
errors in Fig. 4.4 the H -ranges of improved far-fields appear similar or slightly wider than
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Figure 4.3: Normalized RCS error (4.20) computed for several nonconforming TE-EFIE
implementations, relative to TE-EFIE[C], and the same number of unknowns (180 for tri-
angular and 240 for square section) versus the height H of the testing domains for PEC
cylinders with equilateral triangular or square sections and side 0.2λ0 (λ0 = 0.06pim). The
reference results are computed with TE-EFIE[C] and very fine meshing (12000 segments for
triangular and 16000 segments for square section).
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Figure 4.4: Normalized near-field error (4.19) computed for several nonconforming TE-
EFIE implementations, relative to TE-EFIE[C], and the same number of unknowns (180 for
triangular and 240 for square section) versus the height H of the testing domains for PEC
cylinders with equilateral triangular or square sections and side 0.2λ0 (λ0 = 0.06pim). The
reference results are computed with TE-EFIE[C] and very fine meshing (12000 segments for
triangular and 16000 segments for square section).
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the near-field H -ranges. In general, we observe the accuracy improvements between h/10
and h/500 for our nonconforming TE-EFIE implementations in both near-fields and far-
fields. Furthermore, we see that the impact on the overall accuracy of our nonconforming
implementations due to the surface testing and the tangential-normal testing is quite
similar.
4.3.3.2 Accuracy versus N
We show the relative far-field and near-field errors for our nonconforming and conforming
TE-EFIE implementations as defined in (4.18) and (4.17), respectively.
The errors are plotted in terms of the number of unknowns N for electrically small in-
finitely long PEC cylinders with square or equilateral triangle sections and side of 0.2λ0.
Our discontinuous implementations employ H values that are inside the good performing
H -ranges displayed on Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 . As regards the far-field behaviour, in light
of Fig. 4.5, TE-EFIE[C] exhibits around O(h1.3) decrease in the far-field error as the
mesh parameter h is reduced. As shown in Fig. 4.5, our nonconforming implementa-
tions of TE-EFIE exhibit the reduction in far-field errors, for the examples presented,
around O(h1.3), and the errors are always smaller than the ones produced by continuous
implementation. As for the near-field performance, in light of Fig. 4.6, the continuous
implementation exhibits around O(h1.5) decrease in the near-field error
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Figure 4.5: Relative RCS-error (4.18) computed for several nonconforming TE-EFIE imple-
mentations, versus the number of unknowns N for PEC cylinders with equilateral triangular
or square sections and side 0.2λ0 (λ0 = 0.06pim). The reference results are computed with
TE-EFIE[C] and very fine meshing (12000 segments for triangular and 16000 segments for
square section)
Our discontinuous implementations provide faster reduction and smaller near-field errors
as h diminishes, when compared with continuous implementation. Our discontinuous
implementations show a reduction in near-field error around O(h2) (see Fig. 4.6).
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Figure 4.6: Relative near-field error (4.17) computed for several nonconforming TE-EFIE
implementations, versus the number of unknowns N for PEC cylinders with equilateral tri-
angular or square sections and side 0.2λ0 (λ0 = 0.06pim). The reference results are computed
with TE-EFIE[C] and very fine meshing (12000 segments for triangular and 16000 segments
for square section)
4.3.3.3 Hybrid TE-EFIE
The hybrid nonconforming implementations of the TE-EFIE, in the analysis of sharp-
edged infinitely long PEC cylinders with polygonal sections arise from the continuous
expansion of the current at nodes inside the sides of the polygon and the discontinuous
expansion at the corners [54]. This implementation is not segment-based and cannot hence
benefit from the inherent flexibility associated with the fully discontinuous schemes.
However, as shown in Fig. 4.7 for the cylinders with the equilateral triangular or square
sections and side 0.2λ0, the hybrid discontinuous implementations of the TE-EFIE exhibit
huge improved accuracy with respect to the fully continuous schemes (and the same
number of unknowns). Note that the hybrid and continuous implementations for the same
boundary segmentation of sharp-edged target handle a very similar amount of unknowns.
When compared with Fig. 4.3 and the fully discontinuous implementations, it is clear that
the H -range of improved performance for the hybrid implementations rises drastically.
This illustrates that the observed trends in Fig. 4.3 are mainly due to the discontinuous
modelling of the current transition at the corners of the polygon, where the singular-field
behaviour occurs.
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Figure 4.7: Normalized RCS error (4.20) computed for several hybrid TE-EFIE implemen-
tations, relative to TE-EFIE[C], and the same number of unknowns (180 for triangular and
240 for square section) versus the height H of the testing domains for PEC cylinders with
equilateral triangular or square sections and side 0.2λ0 (λ0 = 0.06pim). The reference results
are computed with TE-EFIE[C] and very fine meshing (12000 segments for triangular and
16000 segments for square section)
4.4 Discontinuous MoM discretization of PMCHWT
for single penetrable targets
In general, the scattering analysis of a homogeneous z-infinite penetrable body, with
arbitrary section, illuminated by a TE-polarized plane wave is carried out, in light of
the equivalence theorem, through the superposition of the scattered fields, Esi and Hsi ,
associated with the homogeneous problems of, respectively, regions (i = 1) and (i = 2)
(see Fig. 4.8). These fields are generated by the equivalent currents over the penetrable
interface, J i and M i, so that the total fields arising from the summation of the incident
and scattered fields, Ei and Hi, are zero outside of the respective regions (see Fig. 4.8).
We assume that the incident electric and magnetic fields in the original problem are in
region 1, whereby the total fields, electric or magnetic, generated in the homogeneous
problems associated with region i, Ci, become
C1(ρ) =
{
CS1 (ρ) +Cinc(ρ), ρ ∈ region 1
0, ρ ∈ region 2 (4.21)
C2(ρ) =
{
0, ρ ∈ region 1
CS2 (ρ), ρ ∈ region 2
(4.22)
The electric and magnetic currents, J i andM i, are expanded with tangentially orientated
{f11...f1Ns ,f21...f2Ns} (4.2), and z-oriented {g11...g1Ns , g21...g2Ns} discontinuous piecewise lin-
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Figure 4.8: Application of the surface equivalence theorem to a z-infinite penetrable cylinder
with the arbitrary section under an impinging TE-polarized plane wave
ear sets of basis functions, such that
M i '
2∑
p=1
Ns∑
n=1
Mp,in g
p
n, i = 1, 2 (4.23)
J i '
2∑
p=1
Ns∑
n=1
Jp,in f
p
n, i = 1, 2 (4.24)
where the sequences {J1n}, {J2n} and {M1n}, {M2n} denote the unknown coefficients in the
expansion of the electric and magnetic currents over the ith-region’s side of the boundary
interface, respectively, and
gpn(ρ′) =
1
hn
[(ρ′ − ρpn) · lˆn]zˆ, ρ′ ∈ Ln p = 1, 2 (4.25)
The discretization of TE-PMCHWT relies on the approximated scattered electric and
magnetic fields in the problems associated with region i, E˜Si and H˜
S
i , which yield
E˜
S
i = −
2∑
p=1
Ns∑
n=1
jkiηiA
p,i
n (ρ)Jp,in −
2∑
p=1
Ns∑
n=1
∇Φp,in (ρ)Jp,in
−
2∑
p=1
Ns∑
n=1
Rp,in (ρ)× zˆMp,in , i = 1, 2
(4.26)
H˜
S
i =
2∑
p=1
Ns∑
n=1
Rp,in (ρ)× lˆnJp,in −
2∑
p=1
Ns∑
n=1
j
ki
ηi
F p,in (ρ)Mp,in , i = 1, 2 (4.27)
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The quantities ηi and ki represent, respectively, the wave impedance and the wave number
of the ith region and the potentials F p,in and Rp,in are defined as
F p,in (ρ) =
∫
Ln
Gki(ρ,ρ′)gpn(ρ′)dl′ (4.28)
Rp,in (ρ) =
∫
Ln
1
hn
[(ρ′ − ρpn) · lˆn]∇Gki(ρ,ρ′)dl′, p = 1, 2 i = 1, 2 (4.29)
where Gki denotes the Green’s function corresponding to the homogeneous problem as-
sociated with the ith region. The final matrices are constructed so that the tangential
boundary conditions are satisfied, Jp,1n = −Jp,2n and Mp,1n = −Mp,2n .
The electric field in (4.26) exhibits hypersingular kernel contributions over the boundary
line, associated with the terms ∇Φp,in . In contrast, the magnetic field in (4.27) does
not show such contributions because of the inherent zero magnetic charge density in the
TE-scattering problems. In consequence, whereas the scattered magnetic fields can be
Galerkin tested over the boundary line, the testing of the scattered electric fields needs
to be shifted off the boundary line, inside the region where, in light of the equivalence
principle, the electric and magnetic fields must be null (see Fig. 4.8). The wave number
and the impedance of the medium i occupying the region i are ki = k0
√
r,iµr,i and
ηi = η0
√
µr,i/r,i, where k0 and η0 denote the free space wave number and impedance,
respectively.
The Galerkin testing of the magnetic-field boundary equation at the boundary line results
in ∫
Lm
gqm ·Hincdl =
∫
Lm
gqm · (H˜
S
2 − H˜
S
1 )dl, q = 1, 2 1 6 m 6 Ns (4.30)
where the limiting values of the singular kernel contributions in (4.29), at both sides of the
boundary line, are canceled out so that such integrals can be taken as Cauchy principal
values.
Here, we present two nonconforming discontinuous MoM-discretizations of the TE-PMCHWT.
In both cases, we apply the magnetic-field boundary equation in (4.30). As regards the
electric-field boundary equation, we apply in one case the surface testing scheme, which
we call TE-PMCHWT[surf], and in the other case the tangential-normal testing, TE-
PMCHWT[tn]. In view of (4.9) and (4.10), the tested electric-field boundary equation in
TE-PMCHWT[surf] yields∫∫
S2m
P 2,qm ·EincdS =
∫∫
S1m
P 1,qm · E˜
S
2 dS −
∫∫
S2m
P 2,qm · E˜
S
1 dS,
q = 1, 2 1 6 m 6 Ns
(4.31)
where the set of testing functions {P 1,11 ...P 1,1Ns ,P
1,2
1 ...P
1,2
Ns
} and {P 2,11 ...P 2,1Ns ,P
2,2
1 ...P
2,2
Ns
}
adopt the definition in (4.7) over a set of quadrilaterals, respectively, {S1m} and {S2m},
attached to the boundary segmentation, inside regions 1 and 2 (see Fig. 4.9). Similarly,
in light of (4.14) and (4.15), the electric-field boundary equation in TE-PMCHWT[tn]
becomes
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∫
Lm∪N2,q+1m
t2,qm ·Eincdl =
∫
Lm∪N1,q+1m
t1,qm · E˜
S
2 dl −
∫
Lm∪N2,q+1m
t2,qm · E˜
S
1 dl,
q = 1, 2 1 6 m 6 Ns
(4.32)
where the set of testing functions {t1,11 ...t1,1Ns , t
1,2
1 ...t
1,2
Ns
} and {t2,11 ...t2,1Ns , t
2,2
1 ...t
2,2
Ns
} adopt
the definition in (4.12) in such a manner that the sets of segments {N1,11 ...N1,1Ns , N
1,2
1 ...N
1,2
Ns
}
and {N2,11 ...N2,1Ns , N
2,2
1 ...N
2,2
Ns
} are oriented from the endpoints of the boundary segments
{L1...LNs} into, respectively, regions 1 and 2 (see Fig. 4.9).
Figure 4.9: mth segment arising from the discretized section of an infinitely long penetrable
cylinder where the testing schemes are defined conformal to the boundary
Note that in both testing schemes, (4.31) and (4.32), the incident and scattered fields are
tested in the regions where, in accordance with the equivalence theorem, the total fields
must be zero. The performance of such implementations depends on the heights of the
testing domains (H ), which we set in terms of the length of the associated segments (h)
(see Figs. 4.1, 4.2 and 4.9). Here, we impose the same value of H for each of the testing
domains, in regions 1 or 2, attached to a particular boundary segment.
Our discontinuous implementation of the TM-PMCHWT can be readily obtained from
the expressions above. Indeed, in the TM case, the electromagnetic wave is impinging
upon the z-infinite cylinder so that the magnetic field is oriented transversally and the
electric field is z-oriented. In consequence, the sets of basis functions adopted for our
discontinuous TM-expansions of the electric and magnetic currents arise from the sets
of functions employed in the TE-expansions of, respectively, the magnetic and electric
currents. Similarly, since in the TM case the electric charge is zero, the electric-field
boundary equation is Galerkin tested, whereas the surface or the tangential-normal testing
needs to be applied to the magnetic-field boundary equation, giving thus rise to the
implementations TM-PMCHWT[surf] or TM-PMCHWT[tn].
4.4.1 Numerical results
In this section, we show TE/TM-scattering results, far-field (RCS) and near-field, for
infinitely long homogeneous penetrable objects with sharp-edged sections embedded in
the free-space. Equivalently to numerical tests performed in Section 4.3.3, we choose
the targets with small electrical dimensions, and moderate or high relative permittivity
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or permeability values since the singular field behaviour is observed at sharp edges and
corners [77] and the proper modelling of these singularities plays a crucial role in obtaining
reliable and highly accurate results.
In the TE-scattering problems of dielectric targets with moderate or high dielectric con-
trasts, we show the improved accuracy versus the number of unknowns (N ) and the
height of the testing domains (H ) of the discontinuous TE-PMCHWT numerical imple-
mentations, TE-PMCHWT[surf] and TE-PMCHWT[tn], with respect to the conventional
continuous implementation, TE-PMCHWT[C]. In the TE-scattering analysis of 2D tar-
gets with smooth sections and/or low relative permittivity contrasts, where no singular
fields are present [77], our nonconforming schemes show similar accuracy to the continuous
piecewise linear scheme, but doubling the number of unknowns.
Dually to our nonconforming TE-PMCHWT, the discontinuous nonconforming discretiza-
tions of TM-PMCHWT, TM-PMCHWT[surf] and TM-PMCHWT[tn], show accuracy im-
provements in the scattering analysis of small sharp-edged magnetic targets with moderate
or high relative permeability values. To illustrate this, we show the TM-scattering results
for electrically small 2D ferromagnetic targets. Similarly to TE-problems, no accuracy im-
provements were observed in the TM-analysis of smooth and/or low relative permeability
objects since no singular fields are observed for those cases [77].
The TE/TM-PMCHWT implementations presented here are scaled in order to improve
the condition numbers of the resulting impedance matrices. The magnetic-field equations
are then multiplied by the free space impedance η0 and the magnetic-current density is
expressed in terms of another unknown so that M i = η0M ′i [47].
The inner line integrals in the generation of the impedance matrix are computed with
the singularity subtraction technique [85], [86] and 6-point quadrature rule for all the
interactions involved. In TE/TM-PMCHWT[surf], we compute the surface testing over
each quadrilateral through surface integrals over two triangles with 3-point rule [87]. In
TE/TM-PMCHWT[C] and TE/TM-PMCHWT[tn], the outer line integrals are computed
with, respectively, 2 and 4 point rules, for the potentials A, F or Φ and with, respectively,
4 and 8 point rules for potential R. The scattered fields are computed under an impinging
+y propagating plane wave and the free space wavelength λ0 is set to 0.06pim.
We asses the accuracy of the TE/TM-PMCHWT implementations by computing the root-
mean-square relative error of the near field and RCS results, according to expressions
(4.17) and (4.18), respectively. We compute the relative errors in the same manner as
for the infinitely long PEC targets. For the sake of enhanced accuracy, all the testing
domains are defined conformal to the boundary.
The reference solutions in (4.17) and (4.18) are computed with the conventional imple-
mentations, TE/TM-PMCHWT[C], and very fine degree of meshing of the boundary line
(around 15000 segments for the tested objects). The reference results are computed on
a h-refined mesh equivalently to PEC case (see Section 4.3.3). The source integrals in
the computed far and near fields in (4.17) and (4.18) are carried out with 2 point and 10
point numerical rules, respectively.
4.4.1.1 Accuracy versus H
In view of Figs. 4.10 and 4.11, we show the error plots of our discontinuous TE-PMCHWT
schemes for an electrically small sharp-edged dielectric object with equilateral triangular
section and side of 0.2λ0 and several dielectric contrasts (relative permittivities of 5, 15,
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50, 90). Next, on Figs. 4.12 and 4.13, we show the error results of our discontinuous
TM-PMCHWT numerical implementations for two small sharp-edged infinitely long fer-
romagnetic targets. We plot our errors in terms of the height of the testing domains H
defined as a fraction of the mesh parameter h. We display the normalized near-field and
far-field errors, for each discontinuous implementation, which are defined with expressions
(4.19) and (4.20), respectively.
etnnear, esurfnear, and etnfar, e
surf
far arise from computing, respectively, (4.17) and (4.18) with the
corresponding discontinuous numerical implementations of TE/TM-PMCHWT. Similarly,
eCnear and eCfar are computed with TE/TM-PMCHWT[C]. In order for the comparison
to be fair, our discontinuous and piecewise continuous implementations handle the same
number of unknowns. Hence, TE/TM-PMCHWT[C] makes use of a twice the number
of segments employed by our discontinuous implementations. We establish uniform seg-
mentations of the boundary line so that the mesh parameters are the same in all cases
(h ' 0.0033λ0 for continuous piecewise linear implementations).
As predicted by the theory [77], the well-performing H ranges grow as the relative per-
mittivity/permeability rises and/or the target becomes sharper. Similarly to the observed
results for PEC targets, the H -ranges of improved far-field appear similar or slightly wider
than the near-field H -ranges. In general, we observe the accuracy improvements between
h/10 and h/600 for our nonconforming discontinuous TE/TM-PMCHWT discretizations
and high relative contrasts in both near-fields and far-fields. Furthermore, the surface
and tangential-normal implementations show a quite similar accuracy.
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Figure 4.10: Normalized RCS error (4.20) computed for several nonconforming TE-
PMCHWT implementations, relative to TE-PMCHWT[C], and the same number of un-
knowns (360) versus the height H of the testing domains for dielectric cylinders with equi-
lateral triangular section, side 0.2λ0 (λ0 = 0.06pim) and several relative permittivities (5, 15,
50, 90). The reference results are computed with TE-PMCHWT[C] and very fine meshing
(12000 segments)
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Figure 4.11: Normalized near-field error (4.19) computed for several nonconforming TE-
PMCHWT implementations, relative to TE-PMCHWT[C], and the same number of un-
knowns (360) versus the height H of the testing domains for dielectric cylinders with equi-
lateral triangular section, side 0.2λ0 (λ0 = 0.06pim) and several relative permittivities (5, 15,
50, 90). The reference results are computed with TE-PMCHWT[C] and very fine meshing
(12000 segments)
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Figure 4.12: Normalized RCS error (4.20) computed for several discontinuous TM-
PMCHWT implementations, relative to TM-PMCHWT[C], and the same number of un-
knowns (360) versus the height H of the testing domains for ferromagnetic cylinders with
equilateral triangular or square section, side 0.2λ0 (λ0 = 0.06pim) and two relative perme-
abilities (250, 600). The reference results are computed with TM-PMCHWT[C] and very
fine meshing (12000 segments for triangular and 16000 segments for square section)
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Figure 4.13: Normalized near-field error (4.19) computed for several discontinuous TM-
PMCHWT numerical schemes, relative to TM-PMCHWT[C], and the same number of un-
knowns (360) versus the height H of the testing domains for ferromagnetic cylinders with
equilateral triangular or square section, side 0.2λ0 (λ0 = 0.06pim) and two relative perme-
abilities (250, 600). The reference results are computed with TM-PMCHWT[C] and very
fine meshing (12000 segments for triangular and 16000 segments for square section)
4.4.1.2 Accuracy versus N
We present the relative far-field and near-field errors for our discontinuous and continuous
TE-PMCHWT discretizations as defined in (4.18) and (4.17), respectively. The errors
are plotted in terms of the number of unknowns N for electrically small infinitely long
cylinders with square or equilateral triangle sections and side of 0.2λ0.
Our nonconforming implementations employ H values that are inside the good performing
H -ranges shown on Figs. 4.10 and 4.11. As regards the far-field behaviour, in view of Fig.
4.14, TE-PMCHWT[C] exhibits around O(h1.3) decrease in the far-field error as the mesh
parameter h is reduced. As shown in Fig. 4.14, our discontinuous numerical implementa-
tions of the TE-PMCHWT exhibit the reduction in far-field errors around O(h1.8), with
the smaller observed errors than the errors produced by a continuous implementation.
As for the near-field performance, in view of Fig. 4.15, the continuous implementation
exhibits around O(h1.5) decrease in the near-field error. Our nonconforming implemen-
tations provide a faster reduction in the near-field error as h diminishes, when compared
with continuous implementations. Indeed, according to Fig. 4.15, our discontinuous im-
plementations show a reduction in the near-field error around O(h2). Our discontinuous
implementations of TM-PMCHWT exhibit the same performance as the TE-PMCHWT
counterparts if the values of relative permittivity and permeability are swapped (they are
dual to each other).
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Figure 4.14: Relative RCS error (4.18) computed for several TE-PMCHWT implementa-
tions discretized with discontinuous basis functions, versus the number of unknowns N, for
dielectric cylinders with equilateral triangular or square sections, relative permittivity 50,
and side 0.2λ0 (λ0 = 0.06pim). The reference results are computed with TE-PMCHWT[C]
and very fine meshing (12000 segments for triangular and 16000 segments for square section)
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Figure 4.15: Relative near-field error (4.17) computed for several discontinuous TE-
PMCHWT discretizations, versus the number of unknowns N, for dielectric cylinders with
equilateral triangular or square sections, relative permittivity 50, and side 0.2λ0 (λ0 =
0.06pim). The reference results are computed with TE-PMCHWT[C] and very fine meshing
(12000 segments for triangular and 16000 segments for square section)
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4.4.1.3 Hybrid TE-PMCHWT
The hybrid nonconforming implementations of TE/TM-PMCHWT, in the analysis of
sharp-edged infinitely long homogeneous penetrable cylinders with polygonal sections,
similarly to hybrid continuous-discontinuous TE-EFIE discretizations, arise from the
continuous expansion of the currents at nodes inside the sides of the polygon and the
discontinuous expansion at the corners. The hybrid discontinuous implementations of
TE-PMCHWT exhibit improved accuracy with respect to the continuous scheme in all
H-range (see Fig. 4.16). This proves that the observed trends in Fig. 4.10 are mainly
due to the discontinuous modelling of the current transition at the corners of the polygon,
where the singular-field behaviour is induced. The hybrid TE/TM-PMCHWT implemen-
tations make a suitable choice for the accurate analysis of single homogeneous penetrable
targets with sharp edges where the singular fields are involved.
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Figure 4.16: Normalized RCS error (4.20) computed for several hybrid continuous-
discontinuous TE-PMCHWT discretizations, relative to TE-PMCHWT[C], and the same
number of unknowns (360) versus the height H of the testing domains for dielectric cylinders
with equilateral triangular section, side 0.2λ0 (λ0 = 0.06pim) and several relative permittivi-
ties (5, 15, 50, 90). The reference results are computed with TE-PMCHWT[C] and very fine
meshing (12000 segments)
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4.5 Discretization of EFIE-PMCHWT with discontin-
uous basis functions for 2D composite PEC and
penetrable structures with junctions
Our discontinuous nonconforming implementations for the TE-scattering analysis of com-
posite infinitely long objects, with PEC or penetrable regions, TE-EFIE-PMCHWT, arise
from the following:
1. The definition of the expansions in (4.24) for the electric currents and the imposi-
tion of the electric-field boundary conditions (4.31) or (4.32) over all the boundary
interfaces
2. The definition of the expansion (4.23) for the magnetic currents and the imposition
of the Galerkin-tested magnetic-field boundary equation (4.30), exclusively, over
interfaces shared by penetrable regions (see Fig. 4.17).
Similarly, in the TM-scattering problems, our nonconforming TM-EFIE-PMCHWT is
defined from the following statements
1. Electric current is expanded with zˆ oriented discontinuous piecewise linear basis
functions and the electric-field boundary equation is Galerkin tested over all the
boundary-interfaces
2. Magnetic current is expanded with tangentially oriented discontinuous piecewise
linear basis functions and the magnetic-field boundary equation is tested with the
surface or tangential-normal schemes over interfaces shared by penetrable regions
In general, the single-trace continuous piecewise linear implementation of the EFIE-
PMCHWT formulation is defined in an analogous manner as the discontinuous imple-
mentation for basis and testing functions out of junctions, except for the fact that the
electric and magnetic field conditions are Galerkin tested. This scheme treats the in-
terface between two different regions as single lines, however, the single-line continuous
piecewise linear implementations become somewhat laborious at junction nodes from the
implementation point of view because specially tailored schemes need to be defined in
order to enforce the continuity conditions [46]- [50].
In Fig. 4.17, we show a composite structure with one penetrable junction [A], where all
the intersecting regions are penetrable, and three PEC-penetrable junctions [B], [C], and
[D], where one of the intersecting regions is PEC.
In both types of junctions, tangential electric field and current continuity conditions
around junctions need to be enforced; moreover, for the penetrable junction, the mag-
netic continuity of the current and field conditions are also required. Note that, unlike
the single penetrable object, where each unknown (electric or magnetic) is invoked by
the two homogeneous penetrable problems, the unknowns associated with the penetrable
junction node in Fig. 4.17 are invoked by the three associated homogeneous problems,
one for each intersecting region at the junction. Similarly, the (electric) unknowns at
each PEC-penetrable junction node [B], [C] or [D] are invoked by different pairs of as-
sociated homogeneous problems, respectively, regions 2, 3, 1, 2, or 1, 3. Clearly, the
node-based continuous single-line EFIE-PMCHWT implementation involves a significant
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Figure 4.17: Surface equivalence theorem applied to an infinitely long composite object
with two penetrable regions and one PEC region. The dashed lines denote line interfaces
between regions. The nodes denote junctions. TE-polarized plane wave is illuminating the
structure
burden when handling junctions if compared with our segment-based discretization, which
by definition ignores junctions.
Interestingly, another conforming implementation of the EFIE-PMCHWT can be ob-
tained by analyzing the composite structure as a set of disjoint objects, corresponding
to each of the regions of the composite object, immersed in the free space and with sep-
aration distances tending to zero (δ → 0) (see Fig. 4.18) [51]. This scheme considers
the interfaces as two contact lines and becomes easier to implement than the single-line
approach since no continuity exceptions need to be considered at junction nodes. How-
ever, the amount of unknowns is increased because redundant currents are defined over
the two contact surfaces. Also, in addition to the Cauchy principal value of the integrals,
the residue term needs to be computed and for some particular examples the multi-body
modelling may become complicated.
4.5.1 Numerical results
We show RCS results for infinitely long composite objects inside the free-space, with
piecewise homogeneous regions, PEC or dielectric. We show how our discontinuous im-
plementations of TE/TM-EFIE-PMCHWT for composite bodies, where the nodes are
ignored in both the current expansion and the field testing, allow agile management of
junction-nodes while providing similar or improved accuracy.
Furthermore, these implementations allow for easy management of composite objects
arising from the juxtaposition of penetrable targets meshed with independent segmenta-
tions, which are typically nonconformal (i.e., with nonmatching nodes, see Fig. 4.18(c)).
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Figure 4.18: Analysis of 2D composite objects. (a) Single-line interfaces and conformal
segmentations. (b) Interfaces with two contact lines and conformal segmentations when
δ → 0. (c) Single-line interfaces and nonconformal segmentations. (d) Interfaces with two
contact lines and nonconformal segmentations when δ → 0
Although in theory the two-contact-line approach can handle such problems (see Fig.
4.18(d)), in practice the required computation of the residue terms becomes bother-
some when the field and source segmentations do not match. For such composite multi-
penetrable structures, our discontinuous TE/TM-PMCHWT numerical implementations
allow the definition of the electric current and the electric-field boundary condition at one
nonmatching mesh and the magnetic current and the magnetic-field boundary condition
over the other nonmatching mesh. This is still a single-line approach because the field
equations and the currents are defined at one boundary line, but is meshed through two
different, overlapped, segmentations.
For the sake of the robust and flexible analysis of complex structures, we adopt testing
domains nonconformal to the boundary line, whereby no a priori knowledge on nodes is
required. In Figs. 4.19 and 4.20 we compare the RCS-performance of our discontinuous
TE-EFIE and TE-PMCHWT numerical implementations with testing domains defined
conformal[conf] or nonconformal[nonconf] to the boundary line. Some loss of accuracy
is observed for the nonconformal choice, which we attribute to the fact that the testing
elements bordering on abruptly sharp corners cross the boundary line. We minimize
such discrepancy in our discontinuous EFIE-PMCHWT numerical implementations with
a testing nonconformal to the boundary by adopting very small H -values (H = h/1e5).
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Figure 4.19: Normalized RCS error (4.20) computed for several discontinuous TE-EFIE
discretizations, relative to TE-EFIE[C][Ns = 240], versus the height H of the testing domains
(conformal or nonconformal to the boundary) for a PEC cylinder with square section and
side 0.2λ0 (λ0 = 0.06pim). The reference results are computed with TE-EFIE[C] and very
fine meshing (16000 segments). Ns denotes the number of segments
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Figure 4.20: Normalized RCS error (4.20) computed for several discontinuous TE-
PMCHWT implementations, relative to TE-PMCHWT[C] [Ns = 180], versus the height
H of the testing domains (conformal or nonconformal to the boundary) for a dielectric cylin-
der with equilateral triangular section, side 0.2λ0 (λ0 = 0.06pim) and r = 50. The reference
results are computed with TE-PMCHWT[C] and very fine meshing (12000 segments). Ns
denotes the number of segments
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When compared with the continuous implementations, our nonconforming implemen-
tations produce similar or better far-field results, if the same number of unknowns or
the same mesh, respectively, are adopted (see Figs. 4.19 and 4.20). In Figs. 4.21 and
4.22, we show RCS results for composite objects with PEC and dielectric regions and
our discontinuous implementations of the TE-EFIE-PCMHWT (Figs. 4.21a and 4.22) or
of TM-EFIE-PMCHWT implementation (see Fig. 4.21b). Whereas our TE/TM-EFIE-
PMCHWT implementations in Figs. 4.21 and 4.22 adopt the single-line approach, the
reference results are obtained with the continuous piecewise linear implementation and
the two-contact-line approach. In Fig. 4.23, we provide TE-RCS results for a composite
body with two dielectric regions arising from the juxtaposition of two independent meshes
resulting in a nonconformal mesh (i.e., with nonmatching nodes). In view of Fig. 4.23,
the single-line discontinuous TE-PMCHWT numerical implementations provide similar
accuracy as the continuous piecewise linear implementation with two contact lines. In
order to reach a fair comparison, we generate the impedance matrices of our discontinuous
and the piecewise linear implementations with similar sizes. In any case, the number of
unknowns handled by the continuous implementations, with two contact lines, is some-
what bigger because additional unknowns are introduced where boundary lines are in
contact. For all the 2D composite targets, the scattered fields are computed under an
impinging +y propagating plane wave and the free space wavelength λ0 is set to 0.06pim.
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Figure 4.21: Bistatic RCS of a composite object consisting of dielectric cylinder of square
section and a PEC cylinder of equilateral triangle section under an impinging (a) TE-
polarized and (b) TM-polarized +y propagating plane wave. The relative permittivity of
the region with square section is 20. The number of unknowns is 360 for our discontinuous
EFIE-PMCHWT numerical implementations and 440 for the continuous implementation,
which is adopted as reference
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Figure 4.22: Bistatic RCS of a composite object consisting of two dielectric cylinders of
square section and a PEC cylinder of rectangular section under an impinging TE-polarized +y
propagating plane wave. The relative permittivities of the two dielectric cylinders are 20 and
40. The number of unknowns is 640 for our discontinuous EFIE-PMCHWT discretizations
and 800 for the continuous implementation, which is adopted as reference
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Figure 4.23: Bistatic RCS of a composite object consisting of two dielectric cylinders of
square section assembled after juxtaposing two independent closed line meshes under an
impinging TE-polarized +y propagating plane wave. The relative permittivity of the two
dielectric cylinders is 20 and 40. The number of unknowns is 700 for our discontinuous
PMCHWT implementations and 960 for the continuous implementation, which is adopted
as reference
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4.6 Conclusion
The discretization with discontinuous piecewise linear basis functions of the currents and
the testing of the fields off the boundary interfaces, with surface or tangential-normal
testing, gives rise to new discontinuous nonconforming numerical implementations of the
EFIE and PMCHWT formulations for infinitely long homogeneous bodies, and of the
EFIE-PMCHWT formulation for infinitely long piecewise homogeneous structures, with
PEC or penetrable regions. Our tests with 2D objects, penetrable or PEC, with trian-
gular or square sections, suggest that the discontinuous TE-analysis of sharp-edged PEC
targets or penetrable objects with moderate or high dielectric contrasts (above 10) with
sharp wedges and corners, shows improved accuracy, versus the number of unknowns,
with respect to the conventional schemes. Indeed, while the continuous piecewise linear
implementations exhibit for the objects tested around O(h1.5) decrease in RCS or near-
field errors, our nonconforming implementations exhibit smaller errors and decrease rates
around O(h1.7) with an adequate choice of the height H of the testing elements. Our tests
show, as a general trend, that the best performing H -ranges lie roughly between h/10 and
h/100. The well-performing H -range rises, in the TE-scattering analysis, as the relative
permittivity increments and the target becomes sharper. The improvements in the near-
and far-field results are especially noticeable for the electrically small sharp-edged targets
since in these cases the correct modelling of singular fields near sharp vertices play an
important role in the overall accuracy of the results.
Our discontinuous numerical implementations of TM-PMCHWT for the 2D magnetic
objects with moderate or high relative permeabilities show equal performance to our
discontinuous TE-PMCHWT schemes in the analysis of the 2D dielectric targets and
moderate or high dielectric contrasts, since the two implementations are dual to each
other. We have used this fact to improve the accuracy in the scattering analysis of
infinitely long ferromagnetic objects.
We attribute the observed improved TE-performance for sharp-edged high-contrast di-
electrics or PEC targets, or TM-performance for sharp-edged high relative permeability
objects to the better characterization of the singular-fields thanks to the discontinuous
transition of the expanded currents at corner nodes and the convenient field testing inside
the null-field regions of the associated homogeneous problems, especially over domains
attached to corners, so that the null-field conditions assumed in the surface equivalence
theorem are better enforced. Consistently, the discontinuous TM-analysis of smooth
and/or low relative permeability 2D targets or the discontinuous TE-analysis of smooth
and/or low contrast dielectric sections, with no singular field behaviour, does not exhibit
improved accuracy versus the number of unknowns when compared with the continuous
analysis.
In any case, our discontinuous EFIE-PMCHWT implementations are very useful in prac-
tice in the analysis of composite objects with piecewise homogeneous regions. The conven-
tional node-based continuous schemes require elaborate management of junction-nodes,
where several regions intersect. In contrast, the use of segment-based discontinuous basis
functions in our nonconforming schemes, with no required knowledge about nodes over
the boundary, circumvents the inconvenient management of junction-nodes associated
with the continuous schemes.
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5.1 Introduction
The ideas and conclusions generated in Chapter 4 for the special cases of infinitely long
2D objects are extended, in this chapter, to arbitrarily shaped 3D geometries. Infinitely
long 2D geometries are an abstract concept and an idealization which can not be encoun-
tered in nature, however, their analysis is of paramount importance since the conclusions,
in many cases, can be extrapolated to the more practically valuable 3D problems. The
concept of a node and segment in the tessellation of 2D cylinders extends to the edge
and facet in the mesh of arbitrarily shaped geometries. Although a mesh of a single 2D
target is always geometrically conformal (all the inner nodes are sharing two segments),
a mesh of an object with an arbitrary shape can be geometrically nonconformal (two
adjacent facets have more than one edge in common). Nonconformal meshes are more
flexible than conformal counterparts since the two adjacent (flat) facets do not have to
be connected with the same pair of vertices and share a common edge. Nonconformal
meshes usually arise in the modular design of objects by juxtaposing open independently
meshed triangulations. They also may be generated by a simple mistake in the construc-
tion of a conformal mesh, i.e. the two neighbouring facets may not be well connected
and/or spurious slits may arise between the adjacent mesh elements. Standard edge-based
divergence-conforming schemes can not be applied on a nonconformal mesh, hampering
the versatility and the flexibility of integral equation schemes. For that reason, often a
tedious and time-consuming task has to be undertaken in order to transform the noncon-
formal mesh to the geometrically conformal mesh, which is not always fruitful. Clearly,
an integral equation scheme able to operate on conformal as well as nonconformal meshes
would be a great asset.
In this chapter, we address the robust, accurate and versatile single-surface scattering
analysis of PEC and penetrable objects with arbitrary shape and composite objects with
junctions. For this, we employ the EFIE–PMCHWT integral-equation formulation [48],
which follows from the application of the EFIE or PMCHWT formulations over boundary
surfaces, respectively, enclosing PEC regions or separating penetrable regions. The pro-
posed schemes rely on the expansion of the currents with the facet-based, discontinuous-
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across-edges, monopolar-RWG set [11]. Similarly to the 2D problems, this discretization
choice gives rise to integrals with hypersingular kernels, which we successfully handle
with volumetric or surface tangential-normal testing schemes. The volumetric scheme of
testing defines the testing functions over small volumetric domains, tetrahedral elements
or wedges, attached to the boundary surface and lying in the region where the fields are
zero according to the surface equivalence theorem. The surface tangential-normal scheme
deploys RWG testing functions over pairs of adjacent triangles such that one triangle
matches a boundary triangle and the other one is quasi-normally oriented into the null-
field region. These implementations are nonconforming to the natural divergence function
spaces since the finite-dimensional space spanned by the monopolar-RWG functions be-
longs to the space of square integrable functions, L2(Γ) [53]. However, similarly to the
results presented in the previous chapter, our discontinuous implementations of EFIE and
PMCHWT offer improved accuracy compared to standard RWG schemes in the scatter-
ing analysis of subwavelength sharp-edged PEC or penetrable targets. In the cases of
penetrable objects, the relative permittivity/permeability has to be moderate or high in
order for singular fields to be induced around sharp wedges and corners. A special case is
the correct modelling of plasmonic subwavelength nanoparticles with sharp wedges and
corners in the resonance domain, which requires the correct singular representation of the
localized surface plasmons. Moreover, our discontinuous schemes manifest in general great
flexibility in the single-surface analysis of composite objects with junctions as the special
modelling of currents at junctions is not required. Also, as we will show in this chapter,
the proposed implementations can handle nonconformal meshes when applied to piecewise
(or fully) homogeneous arbitrarily shaped objects. Our schemes become also well suited
for the enhancement of integral equation domain decomposition methods [31], [32], since
the transmission conditions between contiguous subdomains may be satisfied through the
off-boundary testing and the discontinuous monopolar-RWG expansion.
The concepts introduced in this chapter were partially published in [54], [55], [56] (Section
5.2), [57], [59], [60], [62], [63], [84] (Section 5.3 and Section 5.4), and [33] (Section 5.5).
5.2 Discontinuous discretization of the EFIE for con-
ductors
We expand the electric current J over the boundary-surface of a PEC object with facet-
based monopolar-RWG basis functions [11] mpn ∈ L2(Γ) as follows
J '
3∑
p=1
Nt∑
n=1
Jpnm
p
n (5.1)
where Nt denotes the number of triangular facets arising from the polygonal representation
of the boundary-surface and {Jpn} denotes the set of unknown coefficients associated with
the expansion of the electric current. The monopolar-RWG and RWG basis functions
share the same definition inside each triangle [11]. However, whereas the RWG set is
edge-based, with a normally continuous transition across edges, the monopolar-RWG set
is facet-based, with no continuity imposition across edges. In consequence, for a given
closed triangulation, the RWG discretization handles as many unknowns as the number
of edges, while the monopolar-RWG set gives rise to twice this amount of unknowns or,
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equivalently, three times the number of triangles. The subsets {m1n}, {m2n} and {m3n}
denote the three monopolar-RWG contributions sharing the nth triangle Sn arising in the
surface tessellation so that
mpn(r′) =
1
2An
(r′ − rpn), r′ ∈ Sn p = 1, 2, 3 (5.2)
where r1n, r2n and r3n represent the position vectors of the three vertices of Sn with area An.
The approximated scattered electric field E˜s radiated by the monopolar-RWG expansion
of the current in (5.1) becomes
E˜s =
Nt∑
n=1
ηT pn Jpn (5.3)
where the discretized monopolar-RWG electric field integral operator T pn is defined as
T pn =
1
jk
[∇∇ · ∫∫
Sn
G(r, r′)mpn(r′)dS′ + k2
∫∫
Sn
G(r, r′)mpn(r′)dS′
]
(5.4)
The constants k and η represent the wave number and the impedance of the surrounding
medium (usually free space), and G stands for the associated Green’s function. The
discretization of the EFIE with the monopolar-RWG basis functions is then defined on the
meshed surface of the PEC target by invoking the tangential electric boundary condition
as follows
γtE˜s =
Nt∑
n=1
ηγtT pn Jpn = −γtEinc (5.5)
where Einc stands for the incident time-harmonic electric field. We transform the dis-
cretized equation (5.5) into a matrix form by testing the tangential electric field with a
set of testing functions. The commonly used Galerkin scheme leads to
∫∫
Sm
ηmqm(r) · T pn JpndS = −
∫∫
Sm
mqm(r) ·EincdS, q = 1, 2, 3 1 6 n,m 6 Nt (5.6)
However, since monopolar-RWG basis functions are not divergence- conforming, the
Galerkin testing of the hypersingular part of the electric field integral operator, which
is related to the gradient of electric scalar potential, leads to the following identity
∫∫
Sm
mqm ·
[∇∇ · ∫∫
Sn
G(r, r′)mpndS′dS
]
= −
∫∫
Sm
∇ ·mqm
∫∫
Sn
G∇′ ·mpndS′dS
+
∫
lqm
mqm · nˆmc
∫∫
Sn
G∇′ ·mpndS′dl +
∫∫
Sm
∇ ·mqm
∫
lpn
Gmpn · nˆnc dl′dS
−
∫
lqm
mqm · nˆmc
∫
lpn
Gmpn · nˆnc dl′dl
(5.7)
In (5.7) lqm and lpn represent the edges opposite to the qth or the pth vertex in the field
and the source triangles, respectively, with the corresponding unit normals nˆmc and nˆnc
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perpendicular to them. The double-surface and the contour-surface integrals appearing in
(5.7) are easy-to-manage through well-known integration routines but, unfortunately, the
double contour integral becomes unbounded as the field and the source points approach
on the same line. In the integral equation discontinuous Galerkin (IEDG) method [53],
Zhen Peng et al. avoid the direct computation of the troublesome integral by introducing
two penalty terms. The first penalty term exactly cancels out the double-contour integral
and the second one is introduced to weakly enforce the continuity of the current across
the neighbouring mesh elements. The second penalty term comes with multiplicative
factor β, dubbed the interior penalty stabilization function, which directly depends on
the mesh size. However, the accuracy of the results and the stability of the formulation
are greatly influenced by the choice of β, which often changes from case to case. Moreover,
the second penalty term, which relies on the contour integrals between adjacent facets,
is complicated to implement for geometrically nonconformal elements [64]. Finally, the
accuracy of IEDG, when the interior stabilization function is well adjusted, is comparable
to the RWG scheme but doubling the number of degrees of freedom.
In this chapter, we introduce two non-Galerkin testing schemes, volumetric and sur-
face tangential-normal, carefully designed in order to transform the problematic double-
contour integral into integrals with a lower degree of kernel singularity, readily computable
with standard singularity subtraction techniques [85], [86]. From the practical point of
implementation, our schemes are more complicated than IEDG method since additional
contour or volumetric integrals have to be computed. Nonetheless, our discontinuous
schemes are more flexible, especially for nonconformal meshes, since no additional con-
tour penalty term has to be computed. Furthermore, our implementations produce more
accurate results, in the number of unknowns, compared to RWG schemes, in the analysis
of challenging problems involving singular fields.
5.2.1 Volumetric testing
The monopolar-RWG radiated scattered electric field is tested through a set of functions
defined over a set of tetrahedral or wedge elements. Each volumetric element is attached
to the particular boundary facet arising in the mesh and lying inside the PEC target where
the fields are zero. The testing elements can be defined conformal or nonconformal to
the meshed boundary. In the first case, the volumetric elements are shaped by the planes
bisecting the angles formed by the corresponding field triangle and the three adjacent
triangles. In the latter case, the definition of volumetric elements depends only on the
field triangle where the element is attached. This choice appears as particularly flexible
and versatile because no a priori knowledge of the boundary shape is required and because
nonconformal meshes can be handled. However, for triangles with an edge touching a
sharp corner, the testing element will break out of the null-field region and some numerical
error may appear.
• Tetrahedral testing functions
We define the volumetric tetrahedral testing functions as (see Fig. 5.1)
vqm(r) =
1
2AmHqm
(r − rqm), r ∈ V qm q = 1, 2, 3 1 6 m 6 Nt (5.8)
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where Hqm denotes the height of the qth tetrahedron associated with the field triangle
Sm, defined as a fraction of the mesh parameter hqm, which represents the length of
the qth side of the field triangle Sm. Am denotes the area of Sm and rqm represents
the position vector of the qth side of the field triangle’s vertex (see Fig. 5.1). The
volumetric testing functions are defined locally, inside the tetrahedral elements, in the
same manner as the SWG functions [88], but without normal continuity imposition
across common faces. Therefore, we call them monopolar-SWG testing functions. The
triangle opposite to the vertex rqm, in the definition of conformal testing tetrahedra, lies
in the plane bisecting the angle between two adjacent triangles, while in the definition
of nonconformal elements, this triangle is perpendicular to field facet.
Figure 5.1: Volumetric testing over the tetrahedral element V qm attached to the mesh
element Sm and lying inside PEC object (conformal to the boundary). The height of the
testing tetrahedral element Hqm is defined as a fraction of hqm the length of the associated
edge in Sm
• Wedge testing functions
We define the volumetric wedge testing functions as (see Fig. 5.2)
wqm(r) =
1
2AmHm
[
ρqm − (rqm − r) · nˆm tanαqm · ρˆqm
]
,
r ∈ V qm q = 1, 2, 3 1 6 m 6 Nt
(5.9)
where ρqm represents the projection of the vector (r−rqm) onto the plane of the triangle
Sm, and Hm is the height of the wedge associated with the field triangle Sm. This
parameter is defined as a fraction of the mesh parameter, which we set as the average
length of the side segments of Sm. The unit vector nˆm is oriented normally with respect
to Sm pointing outwards. The angle of the side edge of the mth wedge associated with
the qth vertex with respect to nˆm is denoted by αqm (see Fig. 5.2). For the wedge testing
elements nonconformal to the boundary, αqm = 0, whereby the second term on the right
hand side of (5.9) disappears, and the testing elements become triangular prisms. Note
how, for the case of tetrahedral elements, three different testing functions are defined
on three different tetrahedrons (V qm, q = 1, 2, 3) attached to the same triangle, while
for the case of wedge elements, three different testing functions are defined on the same
wedge (V qm = Vm, q = 1, 2, 3) attached to the mesh facet (see Figs. 5.1, 5.2).
The volumetrically tested monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE leads to the fol-
lowing matrix system
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∫∫∫
V qm
ηM qm(r)T pn JpndV = −
∫∫∫
V qm
M qm(r)EincdV,
q = 1, 2, 3 1 6 n,m 6 Nt
(5.10)
where the wedge or tetrahedral testing functions M qm are defined on wedge or tetrahedral
domains V qm. The volumetrically tested hypersingular part of the EFIO is now∫∫∫
V qm
M qm ·
[∇∇ · ∫∫
Sn
G(r, r′)mpndS′dV
]
= −
∫∫∫
V qm
∇ ·M qm
∫∫
Sn
G∇′ ·mpndS′dV
+
∫∫
Sqm
M qm · nˆms
∫∫
Sn
G∇′ ·mpndS′dS +
∫∫∫
V qm
∇ ·M qm
∫
lpn
Gmpn · nˆnc dl′dV
−
∫∫
Sqm
M qm · nˆms
∫
lpn
Gmpn · nˆnc dl′dS, p, q = 1, 2, 3 1 6 n,m 6 Nt
(5.11)
where Sqm represents a facet in the wedge or tetrahedron opposite to the qth vertex with
the unit normal nˆms perpendicular to it. All the integrals in (5.11) have weakly singular
kernels, computable with classical singularity subtraction schemes [85], [86]. The accuracy
of this implementation can be adjusted by varying the height of the volumetric testing
elements H.
Figure 5.2: Volumetric testing over the wedge element Vm attached to the mesh element Sm
and lying inside PEC object (conformal to the boundary). The height of the testing wedge
element Hm is defined as a fraction of the mesh parameter, which we set as the average
length of the side segments of Sm
5.2.2 Surface tangential-normal testing
The volumetric testing integrals in (5.11) are rather computationally expensive. In order
to reduce this burden, we present an alternative, surface testing technique. The tangential
fields are tested over a pair of edge-adjacent triangles such that one triangle matches a
facet arising in the surface triangulation, and the other one is oriented quasi-normally
inside the PEC target (see Fig. 5.3). This scheme can also be defined conformal or
nonconformal to the boundary depending on whether the off-boundary triangle lies in
the plane bisecting the angle between two edge-adjacent triangles or is oriented normally
with respect to the matching triangle.
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We define the tangential-normal testing functions as
tqm(r) =
{
f qm(r), r ∈ Sm
−gqm(r), r ∈ Sqm, q = 1, 2, 3 1 6 m 6 Nt
(5.12)
where f qm(r) and gqm(r) denote the two RWG contributions, respectively, over the triangle
Sm and over the triangle Sqm, oriented along the bisecting plane inside the PEC target
and defined as
gqm(r) =
1
2Aqm
(r − rq,intm ) (5.13)
where rq,intm andAqm represent, respectively, the position vector of the interior off-boundary
vertex and the area of Sqm (see Fig. 5.3).
Figure 5.3: Tangential-normal testing over the pair of triangles Sm ∪Sqm defined conformal
to the boundary. The height of the off-boundary element, Hqm, is defined as a fraction of hqm,
the length of the edge shared by Sm and Sqm.
The monopolar-RWG discretization of the EFIE with tangential-normal testing gives rise
to the following matrix system∫∫
Sm∪Sqm
ηtqm(r)T pn JpndS = −
∫∫
Sm∪Sqm
tqm(r)EincdS,
q = 1, 2, 3 1 6 n,m 6 Nt
(5.14)
The hypersingular part of the EFIO tested with tangential-normal testing functions now
becomes
∫∫
Sm∪Sqm
tqm
[∇∇ · ∫∫
Sn
G(r, r′)mpn(r′)dS′dV
]
= −
∫∫
Sm∪Sqm
∇ · tqm
∫∫
Sn
G∇′ ·mpndS′dS
+
∫∫
Sm∪Sqm
∇ · tqm
∫
lpn
Gmpn · nˆnc dl′dS, p, q = 1, 2, 3 1 6 n,m 6 Nt
(5.15)
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and is in a considerably simpler form than the volumetrically tested counterpart due to the
continuity of tqm across the common edge between the triangles Sm and Sqm. Again, all the
integrals in (5.15) have weakly singular kernels. Similarly to volumetric implementations,
the accuracy of this implementation can be fine-tuned by adjusting the height Hqm of the
off-boundary testing triangle Sqm, which we define as a fraction of hqm, the length of the
shared edge between Sm and Sqm.
5.2.3 Numerical results
In Section 5.2.3.1, we test the accuracy of our discontinuous discretizations of the EFIE on
several canonical electrically small (subwavelength) sharp-edged PEC objects discretized
with conformal meshes. Similarly to the 2D problems, we choose such targets, because
singular or near-singular fields are induced around sharp edges and corners and our dis-
continuous schemes show accuracy improvements in the near-field and far-field regions
compared to RWG implementation, EFIE[R], and the similar number of unknowns. In
the scattering analysis of PEC targets with smooth boundaries where singular field be-
haviour does not occur [77], our schemes offer for a given meshing similar accuracy as
the conventional RWG approach but doubling the number of degrees of freedom. As we
will see in Section 5.2.3.1, the tangential-normal implementation of the EFIE, EFIE[tn],
offers similar accuracy in near-field and far-field regions as our volumetrically tested im-
plementations, EFIE[vol-wed](wedge tested discontinuous discretization of the EFIE) and
EFIE[vol-tet](tetrahedrally tested discontinuous numerical implementation of the EFIE).
Since the EFIE[tn] is considerably easier to implement than volumetric discontinuous dis-
cretizations, one may find the volumetric schemes useless. However, our volumetrically
tested implementations offer better accuracy and stability in the analysis of nonconformal
meshes, especially around spurious mesh defects like slits or cracks, which is a crucial ad-
vantage of facet-based methods when compared to the edge-based continuous techniques.
The reason for this lies in the fact that tangential electric boundary condition is better
enforced through volumetric testing, than with tangential-normal testing. Therefore, the
nonconformal meshes will be analysed only with our volumetric implementations.
In Section 5.2.3.2 we prove the suitability of our volumetric monopolar-RWG EFIE im-
plementations in the analysis of various single PEC targets discretized with nonconformal
meshes, arising from the interconnection of different open triangulations, where the clas-
sical RWG-discretization cannot be adopted. Practically speaking, this choice makes
sense because the modular analysis of multi-scale targets, of great interest nowadays,
is often tackled through the interconnection of domains that are meshed with different
mesh sizes according to local characteristics. The multi-trace continuous approach [30]
can also analyse nonconformal meshes. However, these meshes have to be constructed
from the interconnection of conformally meshed closed subdomains. Moreover, additional
unknowns are assigned on the touching surfaces between the adjacent subdomains, which
can dramatically increase the impedance matrix size for a problem of practical inter-
est. The accuracy of our volumetric monopolar-RWG analysis of the single PEC objects
meshed with geometrically nonconformal meshes is checked against the standard RWG-
implementation and conformal meshing except for the sphere, for which the analytical
solution is available [2].
We compute the volumetric integrals over wedges in our numerical tests through the
decomposition of each wedge into three tetrahedral elements and the application of cuba-
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ture rules of 11 points per tetrahedron. The surface and line integrals are computed with
9-point quadrature rules. The quasi-singular contributions of the kernel are computed
analytically for the inner integrals of all the interactions. Whenever possible, for the sake
of enhanced accuracy, the volumetric and surface field integrals are swapped with the line
source integrals so that the well-known singularity subtraction techniques for triangles
or tetrahedral elements [85] can be applied. In all the examples, the scattered fields are
computed under an impinging +z propagating x-polarized plane wave, and the free space
wavelength λ0 is set to 1m.
5.2.3.1 Conformal meshes
We test the accuracy of our monopolar-RWG EFIE-implementations on several small
sharp-edged PEC targets; namely, a regular tetrahedron and a square pyramid, both with
sides 0.1m long. We choose such testing examples because the singular field behaviour
is observed at sharp edges and corners and, since the objects are electrically small, these
singularities play an important role in the scattered fields.
We define the root-mean-square near-field relative error enear as
enear =
[ K∑
j=1
|E˜s(rj)−EREFs (rj)|2 + η20
K∑
j=1
|H˜s(rj)−HREFs (rj)|2
]1/2
[ K∑
j=1
|EREFs (rj)|2 + η20
K∑
j=1
|HREFs (rj)|2
]1/2 (5.16)
where E˜s and H˜s denote the approximated scattered electric and magnetic fields com-
puted with our EFIE implementations on a set of K points {r1....rK} distributed around
the target under analysis at very close distance (one tenth of the average mesh parameter
adopted in the discretization for discontinuous implementations). Similarly, we compute
the root-mean-square relative bistatic RCS-error efar over a set of M observation angles
{θ1....θM} in E and H plane as
efar =
[ M∑
j=1
|RCSE(θj)−RCSREFE (θj)|2 +
M−1∑
j=2
|RCSH(θj)−RCSREFH (θj)|2
]1/2
[ M∑
j=1
|RCSREFE (θj)|2 +
M−1∑
j=2
|RCSREFH (θj)|2
]1/2
(5.17)
where θ1 = 0 and θM = pi − pi/M . All the errors are computed with respect to reference
results (REF) obtained with the conventional RWG-implementation of the EFIE and very
fine unstructured mesh (around 16300 triangles per target) with h-refinement near sharp
edges and corners. The source integrals in the evaluation of near fields are computed
with singularity subtraction technique and 9-point quadrature rules, while the integrals
involved in the far-field expressions are computed with a three-point rule. In our numerical
tests, we adopt K = 400 and M = 60, and all the testing elements in the monopolar-RWG
implementations are defined conformal to the boundary to ensure maximum accuracy.
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• Accuracy versus H
In Figs. 5.4-5.7 we show the normalized errors of our monopolar-RWG EFIE-implementations,
for the PEC square pyramid (Figs. 5.4 and 5.6) and the PEC regular tetrahedron (Figs.
5.5 and 5.7). We define the normalized RCS-error in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 similarly to the
definitions for 2D problems (4.20) as
e¯tnfar =
etnfar
eRfar
, e¯volfar =
evolfar
eRfar
(5.18)
and, analogously, the normalized near-field error in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 as
e¯tnnear =
etnnear
eRnear
, e¯volnear =
evolnear
eRnear
(5.19)
where the far-field errors etnfar, evolfar and the near-field errors etnnear, evolnear correspond to
the definitions in (5.17) and (5.16), respectively, for the tangential-normal or volumetric
EFIE implementations. Analogously, eRfar and eRnear denote the far-field and near-
field errors computed with the RWG-discretization of the EFIE formulation and the
similar number of unknowns as the monopolar-RWG implementations. Hence, our
discontinuous implementations, which double the number of unknowns with respect
to the continuous implementation, make use of a coarser mesh. Also, note how the
normalized errors in Figs. 5.4–5.7 are plotted with respect to the height of the testing
domains H, which in turn is set as a fraction of the mesh parameter h. In view of the
definition of the normalized errors in (5.18) and (5.19), there is an improvement in far-
field or near-field performance of the monopolar-RWG implementations with respect
to the RWG-scheme as long as the corresponding normalized error, which is defined as
the ratio between their respective relative errors, is smaller than one.
According to Figs. 5.4 and 5.5, our monopolar-RWG implementations outperform the
conventional RWG implementation in the far-field computation over the following H-
ranges: between H = h/1000 and H = h (tangential-normal), between H = h/1e4
and H = h/20 (wedge-volumetric) or between H = h/10 and H = h (tetrahedral-
volumetric). Our best performing monopolar-RWG implementations (in terms of H)
provide far-field normalized errors around five to ten times smaller than the normalized
errors observed for EFIE[R] and the similar number of unknowns. Similarly, in light
of Figs. 5.6 and 5.7, improved performance in the computation of the near fields is
observed for the H-ranges between hand h/1e4 in all cases and the best normalized
errors of our monopolar-RWG implementations, in terms of H, are around five times
smaller than the normalized errors obtained with EFIE[R] and the similar number of
unknowns.
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Figure 5.4: Normalized RCS error (5.18) computed for several nonconforming EFIE imple-
mentations, relative to EFIE[R], and the similar number of unknowns (around 1200) versus
the height H of the testing domains for PEC square pyramid with side 0.1λ0 (λ0=1m). The
reference results are computed with EFIE[R] and very fine mesh (around 16300 facets)
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Figure 5.5: Normalized RCS error (5.18) computed for several discontinuous EFIE numeri-
cal implementations, relative to EFIE[R], and the similar number of unknowns (around 1200)
versus the height H of the testing domains for PEC tetrahedron with side 0.1λ0 (λ0=1m).
The reference results are computed with EFIE[R] and very fine mesh (around 16300 facets)
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Figure 5.6: Normalized near-field error (5.19) computed for several discontinuous EFIE
implementations, relative to EFIE[R], and the similar number of unknowns (around 1200)
versus the height H of the testing domains for PEC square pyramid with side 0.1λ0 (λ0=1m).
The reference results are computed with EFIE[R] and very fine mesh (around 16300 facets)
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Figure 5.7: Normalized near-field error (5.19) computed for several discontinuous EFIE
implementations, relative to EFIE[R], and the similar number of unknowns (around 1200)
versus the height H of the testing domains for PEC tetrahedron with side 0.1λ0 (λ0=1m).
The reference results are computed with EFIE[R] and very fine mesh (around 16300 facets)
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• Accuracy versus N
We show the relative far-field and near-field errors, with respect to the number of un-
knowns N , for the same two examples of perfectly conducting targets (square pyramid
and tetrahedron with sides 0.1λ0). The height of the testing domains H is chosen from
the range of best performing heights displayed in Figs. 5.4–5.7.
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Figure 5.8: Relative RCS error (5.17) computed for several nonconforming EFIE imple-
mentations, versus the number of unknowns N for PEC square pyramid and tetrahedron and
side 0.1λ0 (λ0=1m). The reference results are computed with EFIE[R] and very fine meshing
(around 16300 triangles).
For all those examples the far-field and near-field errors observed for our monopolar-
RWG implementations are smaller than the errors exhibited by the RWG-implementation.
In Fig. 5.8, for the case of PEC square pyramid, we observe a decrease in the RCS-error
around O(h0.3) for all implementations. For the case of PEC tetrahedron (Fig. 5.8)
the reduction in the far-field error is around O(h1.3) for all schemes. In light of Fig.
5.9, all the implementations exhibit a reduction in the near-field errors around O(h0.4).
Analogously to the continuous-discontinuous hybrid TE-EFIE discretization for the anal-
ysis of single targets meshed with conformal meshes, monopolar-RWG basis functions
and the off-boundary testing (tangential-normal or volumetric) can be applied only on
the edges forming physical sharp edges and corners and the standard RWG basis functions
elsewhere. By this choice, we maintain the accuracy of the fully discontinuous implemen-
tations and at the same time drastically reduce the number of degrees of freedom. Our
hybrid EFIE implementations appear as an optimal and very accurate tool in the analysis
of sharp-edged PEC targets.
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Figure 5.9: Relative near-field error (5.16) computed for several nonconforming EFIE im-
plementations, versus the number of unknowns N for PEC square pyramid and tetrahedron
and side 0.1λ0 (λ0=1m). The reference results are computed with EFIE[R] and very fine
meshing (around 16300 facets).
5.2.3.2 Nonconformal meshes
In this section, we present the scattering analysis of two PEC targets meshed with geo-
metrically nonconformal meshes with our volumetric discontinuous EFIE discretizations.
In Fig. 5.10 we show the bistatic RCS and the normalized absolute value of surface
electric current for a PEC sphere with radius r = 0.5λ0. Furthermore, on Fig. 5.11, we
plot the bistatic RCS and the normalized absolute value of electric current for a PEC
target consisting of a cube and a regular square pyramid with side 0.4λ0. These meshes
are formed by juxtaposing independently meshed open triangulations, and as such, can
not be analysed with RWG-scheme. For the case of a sphere, we compare our results
with analytical Mie series solution [2], while for the cube-square pyramid we use a re-
sult computed with RWG discretization of the EFIE, conformal mesh and the similar
number of unknowns as a reference. The testing domains in the monopolar-RWG volu-
metric EFIE implementations, for the sake of flexibility, are defined nonconformal to the
boundary-surface.
Indeed, this definition depends only on the corresponding surface triangle, with no insight
into the facets around, which is appropriate in general for geometrically nonconformal
meshes. As for the height of volumetric testing elements H in the discontinuous analysis
of the nonconformal PEC meshes we develop two strategies. If the connection between
independently meshed subdomains contains slits (examples are curved objects like sphere
or cone), the height of the testing elements should be bigger (in the range from H = h/10
to H = h) in order for the null-field to be better enforced around cracks. For the cases of
connections without slits, any H choice from the range shown in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 works
satisfactory. In order to boost the efficiency and minimize the number of unknowns, we use
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Figure 5.10: Bistatic RCS of a PEC sphere (r = 0.5m) and the normalized absolute value
of the surface current under an impinging x-polarized z-propagating plane wave and λ0=1m.
The number of unknowns is 1700 for our hybrid monopolar-RWG EFIE-implementations.
The Mie series solution is adopted as reference. Volumetric tetrahedral and volumetric-wedge
implementations use H = h/5
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Figure 5.11: Bistatic RCS of a PEC object composed of cube and square pyramid with
side 0.4m and the normalized absolute value of the surface current under an impinging x-
polarized z-propagating plane wave and λ0=1m. The number of unknowns is 2688 for our
hybrid monopolar-RWG EFIE-implementations and 2772 for RWG implementation which
is adopted as reference. Volumetric tetrahedral and volumetric-wedge implementations use
H = h/1e4
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the hybrid continuous-discontinuous formulation of our volumetric EFIE implementations.
The hybrid EFIE schemes for nonconformal meshes use monopolar-RWG basis functions
and volumetric testing only over the nonconformal part of the mesh, where adjacent
triangles do not necessarily share a single edge, and RWG basis and testing functions
elsewhere. Excellent agreement between the results is observed in both testing examples.
5.3 Discontinuous discretization of the PMCHWT for
single penetrable targets
The scattering analysis of an arbitrarily shaped penetrable body immersed in a host
medium is usually carried out through the equivalent definition of the original problem
in terms of two homogeneous problems associated with each of the two regions, outside
(i = 1) or inside (i = 2) the body (see Fig. 2.1). The scattered fields Esi and Hsi
are generated in the homogeneous problem associated with the region i by J i and M i,
respectively, the electric and magnetic currents defined at the side of the boundary surface
Γ inside the region i. In light of the equivalence theorem, the total fields, resulting from
the summation of the incident and scattered fields, are zero in the equivalent problem out
of the corresponding regions (see Fig. 2.1). We expand the unknown surface currents, J i
and M i, with the monopolar-RWG set of basis functions (5.2) as follows
J i '
3∑
p=1
Nt∑
n=1
Jp,in m
p
n (5.20)
M i '
3∑
p=1
Nt∑
n=1
Mp,in m
p
n (5.21)
where Jp,in and Mp,in denote the sets of unknown coefficients in the expansion of the
currents.
The approximated scattered fields generated in the homogeneous problem associated with
the region i are defined as
E˜si =
Nt∑
n=1
ηiT p,in Jp,in −
Nt∑
n=1
Kp,in Mp,in (5.22)
H˜si =
Nt∑
n=1
Kp,in Jp,in +
Nt∑
n=1
1
ηi
T p,in Mp,in (5.23)
with the associated integral operators defined as
T p,in = −jki
∫∫
Sn
Gi(r, r′)mpn(r′)dS′ −
j
ki
∇Ψp,in (5.24)
Kp,in = ∇×
∫∫
Sn
Gi(r, r′)mpn(r′)dS′ (5.25)
The scalar function Ψp,in , from which the discretized electric and magnetic scalar potentials
are derived, is defined in general as [89]
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Ψp,in =
∫∫
Sn
Gi(r, r′)∇′ ·mpn(r′)dS′ −
∮
∂Sn
Gi(r, r′)mpn(r′) · nˆnc dl′ (5.26)
where ∂Sn and nˆnc denote, respectively, the closed contour around the source triangle and
the unit vector perpendicular to this contour. The function Gi represents the Green’s
function of the homogeneous problem associated with the region i (2.23), and ηi and ki
are the impedance and the wave number of the homogeneous medium occupying region
i.
The discretized PMCHWT formulation imposes the tangential electric-field and magnetic-
field boundary conditions over the two sides (i = 1, 2) of the meshed boundary surface
S˜ =
Nt⋃
t=1
St so that
γt(E˜
s
1 − E˜
s
2)S˜ =
Nt∑
n=1
γt(η1T 1n + η2T 2n )S˜Jpn −
Nt∑
n=1
γt(K1n +K2n)S˜Mpn ' −γtEincS˜ (5.27)
γt(H˜
s
1−H˜
s
2)S˜ =
Nt∑
n=1
γt(K1n +K2n)S˜Jpn +
Nt∑
n=1
γt
(
1
η1
T 1n +
1
η2
T 2n
)
S˜
Mpn ' −γtHincS˜ (5.28)
where Einc and Hinc stand for the incident electric and magnetic fields, respectively, and
the integral operators including differentiation should be interpreted in Cauchy principal
value sense if the field point is on the surface of the target. The currents at both sides
of the boundary-surface are related such that the tangential boundary conditions are
satisfied; i.e. Jpn = Jp,1n = −Jp,2n and Mpn = Mp,1n = −Mp,2n .
We cast the equations (5.27) and (5.28) into matrix form by testing the tangential field
conditions with an appropriate set of testing functions. The commonly used Galerkin
formulation, which adopts the same set for testing the fields and expanding the currents,
gives rise to ∫∫
Sm
(E˜s1 − E˜
s
2) ·mqm(r)dS = −
∫∫
Sm
Einc ·mqm(r)dS (5.29)∫∫
Sm
(H˜s1 − H˜
s
2) ·mqm(r)dS = −
∫∫
Sm
Hinc ·mqm(r)dS,
q = 1, 2, 3 1 6 m 6 Nt
(5.30)
The integration by parts of the testing integrals involving gradient of scalar potentials,
electric and magnetic, gives rise to double-contour integrals (5.7), which become un-
bounded for self-or edge-adjacent interactions. The penalty conditions derived in [53] can
be applied to cancel out the problematic double-contour integrals appearing in (5.29) and
(5.30) and to weakly enforce the continuity of the electric and magnetic currents across
the adjacent mesh elements. However, to author’s knowledge, this strategy (in the fre-
quency domain) was applied only in the discontinuous Galerkin discretization of combined
tangential formulation (CTF) [61]. In that work, the interior penalty stabilization func-
tion is set to zero, completely excluding the second penalty term, which weakly enforces
continuity of the currents. The accuracy and stability of the discontinuous discretization
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of CTF was explored manly on problems involving low contrast dielectrics, which are
not very challenging since the singular fields are not induced around sharp wedges and
corners.
Here, we adapt the non-Galerkin testing strategies introduced in our discontinuous dis-
cretization of the EFIE to the monopolar-RWG discretization of the PMCHWT. Since
there are two equivalent problems involved now, the new testing functions have to be
carefully designed in order to conform to the null-field condition arising from surface
equivalence theorem. We test the performance of our discontinuous discretizations of
PMCHWT on electromagnetically challenging problems, i.e. high relative permittivity
contrast dielectrics, ferromagnetics, and plasmonic nanoparticles.
5.3.1 Volumetric testing
We test the scattered fields through a set of testing functions which we define over a set
of wedge or tetrahedral elements attached to the boundary-surface inside the region i,
where the null-field condition must be accomplished according to the equivalence prin-
ciple (Fig. 5.12, 5.13). This scheme is analogous to the volumetric discontinuous EFIE
numerical implementation for conductors introduced in section 5.2, where the volumetric
testing domains are located inside the object. Equivalently to the volumetric elements
used for the discontinuous discretization of the EFIE, the wedges or tetrahedra used in
testing the discontinuous PMCHWT formulation can be defined either conformal or non-
conformal to the boundary. In general, we use conformal to the boundary definition if
we want maximum accuracy (analysis of single objects meshed with conformal meshes),
and nonconformal to the boundary definition if we want to increase versatility (analysis
of nonconformal meshes and piecewise homogeneous composite objects).
We define the volumetric tetrahedral testing functions over the two sides of the meshed
boundary (i = 1, 2) analogously to the definition for PEC targets, as (see Fig. 5.12)
vq,im (r) =
1
2AmHq,im
(r − rqm), r ∈ V q,im q = 1, 2, 3 1 6 m 6 Nt (5.31)
Figure 5.12: Volumetric testing over the tetrahedral elements V q,im attached to the mesh
element Sm and defined conformal to the boundary. The height of the testing tetrahedral
elements Hq,im is defined as a fraction of hqm, the length of the associated edge in Sm, and
with the same value at both sides of the surface
Alternatively, the volumetric wedge testing functions can be defined, similarly to (5.9) as
(see Fig. 5.13)
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wq,im (r) =
1
2AmHim
[
ρqm − (rqm − r) · nˆm tanαq,im · ρˆqm
]
,
r ∈ V q,im q = 1, 2, 3 1 6 m 6 Nt
(5.32)
Figure 5.13: Volumetric testing over the wedge elements V q,im attached to the mesh element
Sm and defined conformal to the boundary. The height of the testing wedge element Him is
defined as a fraction of the mesh parameter, which we set as the average length of the side
segments of Sm, and with the same value at both sides of the boundary
The volumetrically tested monopolar-RWG discretization of the PMCHWT leads to the
following matrix system
∫∫∫
V q,2m
E˜
s
1 ·M q,2m (r)dV −
∫∫∫
V q,1m
E˜
s
2 ·M q,1m (r)dV = −
∫∫∫
V q,2m
Einc ·M q,2m (r)dV (5.33)
∫∫∫
V q,2m
H˜
s
1 ·M q,2m (r)dV −
∫∫∫
V q,1m
H˜
s
2 ·M q,1m (r)dV = −
∫∫∫
V q,2m
Hinc ·M q,2m (r)dV (5.34)
where again, equivalently to (5.10), the wedge or tetrahedral testing functions M q,im are
defined on wedge or tetrahedral domains V q,im on both sides of the tessellated boundary.
Similarly to the volumetric discontinuous discretization of the EFIE, the problematic
double-contour integrals arising in the Galerkin monopolar-RWG discretization of the
EFIO are now avoided.
The accuracy of this implementation can be fine-tuned by adjusting the height of the
volumetric testing elements.
5.3.2 Surface tangential-normal testing
The scattered electric and magnetic fields are tested over a pair of edge-adjacent tri-
angles such that one triangle matches a facet arising in the surface triangulation, and
the other one is oriented quasi-normally inside the region where the fields become zero
according to the equivalence theorem (see Fig. 5.14). This scheme is analogous to the
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tangential-normal discontinuous EFIE implementation introduced in (5.14) and can be
defined conformal or nonconformal to the boundary. The testing integrals are now surface
integrals, which alleviates the computational effort otherwise required for the volumetric
integrals in (5.33) and (5.34).
We define the tangential-normal testing functions over the two sides of the boundary
(i = 1, 2) analogously to the definition for PEC targets,
tq,im (r) =
{
f qm(r), r ∈ Sm
−gq,im (r), r ∈ Sq,im , i = 1, 2 q = 1, 2, 3 1 6 m 6 Nt
(5.35)
where f qm(r) and gq,im (r) denote the two RWG contributions, respectively, over the triangle
Sm and over the triangle Sq,im , oriented quasi-normally inside the region i (see Fig. 5.14)
and defined as
gq,im (r) =
1
2Aq,im
(r − rq,im ) (5.36)
where rq,im and Aq,im represent, respectively, the position vector of the off-boundary vertex
and the area of Sq,im (see Fig. 5.14).
Figure 5.14: Tangential-normal testing over the pair of triangles Sm∪Sq,im defined conformal
to the boundary. The height of the off-boundary element, Hq,im , is defined as a fraction of
hqm, the length of the edge shared by Sm and Sq,im , with the same size on both sides
The monopolar-RWG discretization of the PMCHWT formulation with tangential-normal
testing gives rise to the following matrix system∫∫
Sm∪Sq,2m
E˜
s
1 · tq,2m (r)dS −
∫∫
Sm∪Sq,1m
E˜
s
2 · tq,1m (r)dS = −
∫∫
Sm∪Sq,2m
Einc · tq,2m (r)dS (5.37)
∫∫
Sm∪Sq,2m
H˜
s
1 · tq,2m (r)dS −
∫∫
Sm∪Sq,1m
H˜
s
2 · tq,1m (r)dS = −
∫∫
Sm∪Sq,2m
Hinc · tq,2m (r)dS (5.38)
where the testing of the gradients of the scalar potentials can be simplified through
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∫∫
Sm∪Sq,im
tq,im · ∇Ψp,in dS = −
∫∫
Sm∪Sq,im
Ψp,in ∇ · tq,im dS (5.39)
because
∫∫
Sm∪Sq,im ∇ · (Ψp,in t
q,i
m )dS = 0 thanks to the normal continuity of tq,im across the
common edge between the triangles Sm and Sq,im . The accuracy of this implementation is
fine-tuned by adjusting the height Hq,im of the testing triangle Sq,im , which we define with
the same value in both regions as a fraction of hqm, the length of the qth side in Sm, which
is shared with Sq,im (see Fig. 5.14).
5.3.3 Numerical results
In Section 5.3.3.1, we focus on the scattering analysis with our single-surface monopolar-
RWG PMCHWT-implementations of several single penetrable objects discretized with
geometrically conformal meshes. Several schemes of testing are used: wedge volumetric,
PMCHWT[vol-wed], tetrahedral volumetric, PMCHWT[vol-tet], or tangential-normal,
PMCHWT[tn]. The accuracies are checked against the conventional RWG discretization
of the PMCHWT, PMCHWT[R], which can be used because the adopted meshes are
conformal. The tested objects have sharp edges and corners and moderate or high rela-
tive permittivity or permeability values because it is in these cases where the observed
improved accuracy is especially evident. In the scattering analysis of penetrable targets
with smooth boundaries and/or low relative permittivities/permeabilities, where singular
field behaviour does not occur [77], our schemes offer for a given meshing similar accuracy
as the conventional RWG approach but doubling the number of unknowns. Analogous
observations have been reported in the scattering analysis of arbitrarily shaped conduc-
tors or 2D PEC or penetrable targets with our discontinuous implementations of the
corresponding integral equations.
In Section 5.3.3.2 we show the suitability of our PMCHWT monopolar-RWG implementa-
tions in the analysis of various homogeneous penetrable objects discretized with noncon-
formal meshes, where the single-surface RWG-discretization cannot be adopted. Here we
use only volumetrically tested discontinuous numerical implementations since better ac-
curacy and stability was observed when compared to tangential-normal implementations.
The accuracy of the volumetric monopolar-RWG techniques applied to the analysis of
the single penetrable objects meshed with nonconformal meshes is checked against the
standard RWG-implementation and conformal meshing except for the sphere, where the
analytical solution is available [2]. The computation of volumetric, surface and line in-
tegrals is achieved with the same numerical routines as in the discontinuous volumetric
discretization of the EFIE. In all the examples, the scattered fields are computed under
an impinging +z propagating x-polarized plane wave, and the free space wavelength λ0
is set to 1m.
5.3.3.1 Conformal meshes
The accuracy of our discontinuous discretizations of the PMCHWT is tested on electri-
cally small sharp-edged canonical targets: a tetrahedron and a square pyramid with side
0.1m and high relative permittivity/permeability constants. We chose such targets since
singular fields are induced near sharp edges and corners, and the observed improvement
of our schemes is especially remarkable.
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The near-field and far-field relative errors, enear and efar are calculated with the expres-
sions given in (5.16) and (5.17), respectively, identically as in the accuracy tests of our
discontinuous discretizations of the EFIE. The source integrals in the evaluation of near
fields are computed with singularity subtraction technique and 9-point quadrature rules,
while the integrals involved in the far-field computations are computed with a three-point
rule. All the testing elements are defined conformal to the boundary.
• Accuracy versus H
In Figs. 5.15–5.18 we show the normalized errors of our monopolar-RWG PMCHWT-
implementations, for the square pyramid (Figs. 5.15 and 5.17) and the regular tetra-
hedron (Figs. 5.16 and 5.18), and two moderately high dielectric contrasts (r = 40
and r = 80) for the square pyramid; (r = 20 and r = 50) for the regular tetra-
hedron. Furthermore, on Figs. 5.19 and 5.20, we show the normalized errors of our
PMCHWT discretization schemes for a ferromagnetic square pyramid with side 0.1λ0.
The normalized far-field and near-field errors are defined with the expressions (5.18)
and (5.19), equivalently as for the PEC objects. For the comparison to be fair, our
discontinuous implementations, which double the number of unknowns with respect to
the continuous implementations, make use of a coarser mesh. We plot our errors with
respect to the heights of volumetric testing entities, H. According to the definitions
of normalized errors, (5.18) and (5.19), our discontinuous schemes show improvement
in the near-field and far-field regions as long as the corresponding normalized error is
smaller than one.
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Figure 5.15: Normalized RCS-error (5.18) of our monopolar-RWG PMCHWT implemen-
tations, with respect to PMCHWT[R] and the similar number of unknowns (around 2400)
versus the height H of the testing elements for a square pyramid with side 0.1m (λ0=1m) and
two relative permittivites (40 and 80). The reference results are obtained with PMCHWT[R]
and a very fine mesh (around 16300 triangles)
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Figure 5.16: Normalized RCS-error (5.18) of our discontinuous PMCHWT numerical im-
plementations, with respect to PMCHWT[R] and the similar number of unknowns (around
2400) versus the height H of the testing elements for a tetrahedron with side 0.1m (λ0=1m)
and two relative permittivites (20 and 50). The reference results are obtained with PM-
CHWT[R] and a very fine mesh (around 16300 triangles)
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Figure 5.17: Normalized near-field error (5.19) of our discontinuous PMCHWT numerical
schemes, with respect to PMCHWT[R] and the similar number of unknowns (around 2400)
versus the height H of the testing elements for a square pyramid with side 0.1m (λ0=1m) and
two relative permittivites (40 and 80). The reference results are obtained with PMCHWT[R]
and a very fine mesh (around 16300 triangles)
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Figure 5.18: Normalized near-field error (5.19) of our monopolar-RWG PMCHWT imple-
mentations, with respect to PMCHWT[R] and the similar number of unknowns (around 2400)
versus the height H of the testing elements for a tetrahedron with side 0.1m (λ0=1m) and
two relative permittivites (20 and 50). The reference results are obtained with PMCHWT[R]
and a very fine mesh (around 16300 triangles)
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Figure 5.19: Normalized RCS-error (5.18) of our discontinuous PMCHWT implementa-
tions, with respect to PMCHWT[R] and the similar number of unknowns (around 2400)
versus the height H of the testing elements for a ferromagnetic square pyramid with side
0.1m (λ0=1m, µr = 100). The reference results are obtained with PMCHWT[R] and a very
fine mesh (around 16300 triangles)
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Figure 5.20: Normalized near-field error (5.19) of our discontinuous PMCHWT implemen-
tations, with respect to PMCHWT[R] and the similar number of unknowns (around 2400)
versus the height H of the testing elements for a ferromagnetic square pyramid with side
0.1m (λ0=1m, µr = 100). The reference results are obtained with PMCHWT[R] and a very
fine mesh (around 16300 triangles)
In light of Figs. 5.15, 5.16, and 5.19 the best performing H-ranges of our monopolar-
RWG implementations in the far-field computation are: between H = h/1000 and
H = h (surface tangential-normal), between H = h/1e5 and H = h/20 (wedge-
volumetric), or between H = h/10 and H = h (tetrahedral-volumetric). The best
performing discontinuous implementations (in terms of H) provide far-field normalized
errors around 50 times smaller than the normalized errors computed with PMCHWT[R]
and the similar number of unknowns. Similarly, in light of Figs. 5.17, 5.18, and 5.20
our discontinuous implementations show improved performance in the computation of
the near fields for the H ranges between h and h/1e4 in all cases and the best perform-
ing monopolar-RWG implementations, with well chosen value of H, are around eight
times smaller than the normalized errors obtained with PMCHWT[R] and the similar
number of degrees of freedom.
• Accuracy versus N
Here we present the relative far-field (Fig. 5.21) and near-field errors (Fig. 5.22), with
respect to the number of unknowns N , for two sharp-edged targets with moderate
dielectric contrasts and side 0.1λ0; namely, a regular tetrahedron with r = 50 and a
square pyramid with r = 40. The height of the testing domains H is carefully adjusted
in order to maximize the accuracy.
The computed relative errors of our discontinuous implementations are smaller than
the errors exhibited by the RWG-implementation in all examples. In light of Fig. 5.21
we detect a decrease in the RCS-error between O(h) and O(h1.5) with the tangential-
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Figure 5.21: RCS relative error (5.17) of several monopolar-RWG PMCHWT implemen-
tations versus the number of unknowns for a regular tetrahedron with side 0.1m and square
pyramid with side 0.1m (λ0 =1m), and relative permittivities 40 and 50, respectively, for
several values of testing heights H. The reference results are computed with PMCHWT[R]
and very fine meshing (around 16300 triangles)
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Figure 5.22: Near-field relative error (5.16) of several discontinuous PMCHWT numerical
implementations versus the number of unknowns for a regular tetrahedron with side 0.1m and
square pyramid with side 0.1m (λ0 =1m), and relative permittivities 40 and 50, respectively,
for several values of testing heights H. The reference results are computed with PMCHWT[R]
and very fine meshing (around 16300 triangles)
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normal and wedge testings and around O(h0.7) with the tetrahedral testing. The con-
tinuous low-order implementation of the PMCHWT formulation exhibits an error re-
duction around O(h0.6). According to Fig. 5.22, all the implementations exhibit a
reduction in the near-field errors around O(h0.4).
Singular field behaviour is expected to occur only near sharp edges and corners of the
penetrable targets under analysis. Therefore, it is reasonable to use hybrid continuous-
discontinuous PMCHWT numerical formulations, where the monopolar-RWG basis func-
tions and corresponding off-boundary testing is defined only on edges forming sharp
wedges, and RWG basis and testing functions on (quasi) coplanar pairs of triangles.
These hybrid PMCHWT formulations maintain the accuracy of the fully discontinuous
PMCHWT implementations, but drastically reduce the number of unknowns. They ap-
pear as appropriate choices in the accurate analysis of single sharp-edged penetrable
targets with high relative permittivity/permeability contrasts.
5.3.3.2 Nonconformal and defective meshes
• Nonconformal meshes
We show bistatic RCS results and normalized absolute values of surface field quantities
of our discontinuous PMCHWT implementations for the scattering analysis of several
single objects, discretized with nonconformal meshes. In Figs. 5.23 and 5.24, we show
the bistatic RCS and normalized absolute values of currents for two single dielectric
targets, respectively, a dielectric sphere, with radius of 0.4m and r = 20, and a di-
electric cone-cylinder, with radius 0.4m, height of 0.6m and r = 3. The nonconformal
meshes adopted in Figs. 5.23 and 5.24 arise from the interconnection of independently
meshed open triangulations. The testing entities in the volumetric monopolar-RWG
PMCHWT-implementations, for the sake of flexibility, are defined nonconformal to the
boundary-surface.
The conventional RWG-discretization cannot manipulate the nonconformal meshes in
Figs. 5.23 and 5.24 because some adjacent triangles do not have single matching edges.
For the case of the dielectric sphere in Fig. 5.23, the RCS results computed with our
monopolar-RWG schemes are compared with the Mie series solution [2] while for the
case of dielectric cone-cylinder, in Fig. 5.24, we compare our results with the solution
obtained using the RWG-implementation of the PMCHWT formulation, a geometrically
conformal mesh and the similar number of unknowns.
As for the choice of the height of volumetric testing elements, H, similarly to the anal-
ysis of nonconformally meshed PEC targets, we develop two strategies. If there are
slits between independently meshed subdomains (curved objects like cylinders, cones
or spheres) and/or the relative permittivity/permeability of the penetrable target is
high (a more challenging electromagnetic problem), we choose bigger heights of test-
ing elements (in the range from H = h/10 to H = h). For the cases of nonconfor-
mal meshes without slits and low relative permittivity/permeability values, any choice
from the H-ranges shown in Figs. 5.15 and 5.16 works good. In order to reduce the
number of unknowns, in the analysis of single penetrable objects meshed with noncon-
formal meshes, we use a hybrid version of our volumetric nonconforming PMCHWT
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Figure 5.23: Bistatic RCS of a dielectric sphere (r = 0.4m, r = 20) and the normalized
absolute value of the surface electric current under an impinging x-polarized z-propagating
plane wave and λ0 = 1m. The number of unknowns is 5292 for our hybrid monopolar-RWG
PMCHWT-implementations. The Mie series solution is adopted as reference. Volumetric
tetrahedral and volumetric-wedge implementations use H = h/2
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Figure 5.24: Bistatic RCS of a dielectric object composed of cone and cylinder with radius
0.4m and height 0.6m and the normalized absolute value of the surface magnetic current
under an impinging x-polarized z-propagating plane wave and λ0 = 1m. The number of
unknowns is 6010 for our hybrid monopolar-RWG PMCHWT-implementations and 6144 for
RWG implementation which is adopted as reference. Volumetric tetrahedral and volumetric-
wedge implementations use H = h/5
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schemes. Analogously to the hybrid version of the nonconforming EFIE for nonconfor-
mal meshes, this hybrid version of our nonconforming PMCHWT techniques assumes
the monopolar-RWG expansion of the currents and volumetric testing of the fields only
on the nonconformal part of the mesh, where adjacent triangles do not share the same
edge, and RWG basis and testing elsewhere.
• Defective meshes
A common unambiguous manner to describe a triangular mesh is the connectivity
file [3], which comprises a list of the vertices arising in the triangulation and a list
of facets, assigning to each facet the three involved vertices as indexed in the ver-
tex list. Whereas the connectivity file alone is enough for the facet-based discontin-
uous schemes to compute the electromagnetic response, the edge-based (divergence-
conforming) schemes require, prior to the scattering analysis, the execution of edge
finding algorithms, which may actually become rather time-consuming for electrically
large meshes. These algorithms focus exclusively on the search of interior edges, shared
by pairs of well-connected triangles, and discard boundary edges, belonging to a sin-
gle triangle each. The identification of interior edges allows the proper expansion of
the currents through divergence-conforming sets, which require a normally continuous
transition across interior edges.
Defected meshes form a subclass of geometrically nonconformal meshes which may
arise from the simple error in the construction of a conformal mesh; e.g. two edges
may not be properly connected forming two vertices instead of one, unwanted spurious
slits may arise between the edges etc. [90]. The edge search algorithms in these cases
normally misclassify interior edges as boundary edges, thereby modelling wrongly the
currents and perhaps giving rise to inaccuracies. Flaws in the mesh generation may
become unnoticed by the engineer, especially in the analysis of complex non-canonical
structures. In practice, the management of defective meshes constrains engineers to
spend much time in strenuous tasks such as stitching surfaces together or connecting
disjointed vertices.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.25: Schemes of meshing for the cube with 300 triangles. (a): geometrically
conformal mesh, (b): defective mesh (shifting 0.006m two vertices on top of sharp wedges)
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Our facet-based discontinuous schemes ignore by definition the edges arising from the
discretization, whereby they excel as grid-robust schemes, as shown in [91] for smooth
conductors.
A slightly defective mesh definition on sharp-edged objects, with just a few unconnected
vertices on top of a physical wedge, may be enough for the edge-based schemes to exhibit
important RCS-inaccuracies. On contrary, the RCS computed with our volumetric
monopolar-RWG PMCHWT schemes for such cases is similar to the RCS computed
with the RWG-schemes and well-connected conformal meshes, which is a proof of their
robustness.
In Fig. 5.26, we show the computed RCS and normalized absolute value of surface
electric current for two dielectric cubes with side 0.3m under an impinging x-polarized
z-propagating plane wave and: (a)r = 2, (b)r = 40. We make use of two meshes, con-
formal and defective, of 300 triangles. The defective mesh results from shifting 0.006m
four vertices of the conformal mesh along the sharp wedges (see Fig. 5.25). Four vertices
from the original conformal mesh become then four pairs of unconnected vertices in the
defective meshes (see circled vertices on Fig. 5.25(b)). Equivalently, six interior edges
of the conformal mesh are ignored by edge search algorithms in the management of de-
fective mesh. In light of Fig. 5.26, the hybrid continuous-discontinuous discretization
of the PMCHWT formulation with tetrahedral [tet][hyb] or wedge [wed][hyb] testing,
where the monopolar-RWG basis functions and volumetric testing are assigned only on
the defective parts of the mesh, exhibit similar accuracy as RWG-PMCHWT with the
conformal mesh.
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Figure 5.26: Computed RCS and normalized absolute value of surface electric current for
a dielectric cube with: (a) r = 2 and (b) r = 40 for two schemes of meshing (conformal and
defective), and 300 triangles. [RWG][conf] and [RWG][def] denote the RCS computed with
RWG-PMCHWT on both meshes, conformal and defective. [tet][hyb][def] and [wed][hyb][def]
denote the computed RCS with volumetric monopolar-RWG PMCHWT implementations and
H = h/10 on the defective mesh. The impinging plane wave is x-polarized and z-propagating
(λ0 = 1m).
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5.4 Discontinuous discretization of EFIE-PMCHWT
for arbitrarily shaped piecewise homogeneous ob-
jects with junctions
Our single-trace discontinuous implementation of the EFIE-PMCHWT for the scattering
analysis of arbitrarily shaped piecewise homogeneous objects with junctions is defined in a
similar manner as the discontinuous TE/TM-EFIE-PMCHWT discretizations (see section
4.5) except for the fact that both electric and magnetic boundary conditions are tested
volumetrically. Here we omit the tangential-normal testing strategy since the composite
objects are usually meshed with nonconformal meshes arising from the juxtaposition of in-
dependently meshed homogeneous subdomains. Similarly to the PEC problems, we have
observed that volumetrically tested implementations deliver better accuracy and stabil-
ity in the analysis of nonconformal triangulations when compared to tangential-normal
schemes. The junction-nodes defined in section 4.5 translate now to junction-edges and
the implementation of single-trace continuous EFIE-PMCHWT becomes awkward since
Kirchhoff current continuity conditions have to be satisfied around them [46]- [50]. How-
ever, this conforming technique has become widespread over the last decades because
of the observed good accuracy and the restrained number of unknowns. The use of a
moderate number of unknowns was particularly compelling in earlier times, when the
computational resources were limited. However, the establishment of the continuity con-
ditions at junctions demands some previous insight into the mesh topology in order to
identify edges and junctions, which may actually be rather time-consuming for intricate
or fine meshes, and gives rise in general to additional bookkeeping effort in the matrix
generation.
The single-surface RWG-discretization of the EFIE–PMCHWT formulation can handle
meshes, such as Fig. 5.27(a), where the intersecting regions at junctions are conformal
at the junction as long as the appropriate treatment at junctions is applied [46]- [50].
However, this approach cannot address the analysis of nonconformal meshes meeting
at junctions, arising very often from the juxtaposition of independently meshed tar-
gets, such as for example Fig. 5.27(c). Alternative conforming implementations of the
EFIE–PMCHWT formulation, double-surface or multi-trace, are obtained by represent-
ing the composite object as a union of disjoint homogeneous regions immersed in the
host medium with separation distances (δ) tending to zero (see Fig. 5.27(b) and Fig.
5.27(d)). The original interfaces between two regions are now considered as two contact
surfaces and thus junction-edges, which result from the intersection of more than two
regions, do not exist. The programming burden of these approaches is alleviated when
compared with the single-surface approach because the treatment of junction-edges is
avoided. However, the number of unknowns rises because of the definition of redundant
unknowns over touching interfaces. Although nowadays, in a context of sufficient mem-
ory resources, this requirement may seem of minor importance, in earlier times could
become prohibitive. Moreover, the two-surface analysis [51] requires the computation of
the residues of the integrals in (5.25), in addition to the Cauchy principal values, so that
the tangential field continuity conditions are satisfied between touching regions. This
becomes especially tricky if the touching meshes are nonmatching, as in Fig. 5.27(d).
Since the monopolar-RWG basis functions and the volumetric testing schemes are facet-
based, these approaches by construction ignore junctions. This is very advantageous
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Figure 5.27: Analysis of arbitrarily shaped composite objects. (a) Single-surface interfaces
and geometrically conformal segmentations. (b) Interfaces with two contact surfaces and con-
formal segmentations (δ → 0). (c) Single-surface interfaces and nonconformal segmentations.
(d) Two-surface interfaces and nonconformal segmentations (δ → 0)
because, unlike junction-edges, which arise from the intersection of several regions, all
the facets arising from the discretization of an arbitrary composite object separate two
regions only. Therefore, these schemes invoke the same number of homogeneous prob-
lems in the analysis of composite objects as in the analysis of single objects. Namely,
two if the bordering regions are penetrable and one if one region is PEC. In general,
our approach exhibits great flexibility when handling composite objects discretized with
conformal meshes, as in Fig. 5.27(a), because the special treatment of junctions of the
conventional schemes is avoided. Moreover, the single-surface discontinuous analysis of
the nonconformal mesh in Fig. 5.27(c), where the single-surface RWG implementation
fails because the two overlapping meshes do not match, is carried out through the expan-
sion (or testing) of the electric or magnetic currents (or fields) over a different overlapping
triangulation each.
The generation of the impedance matrix elements in our discontinuous schemes becomes
more elaborate than with the conventional RWG-schemes because line or volumetric in-
tegrals are computed. However, in our experience, this computational load is counterbal-
anced with the easier management of facet-to-facet interactions and one or two invoked
homogeneous problems for each interaction. Furthermore, it is well understood that these
facet-based schemes do not demand a search for edges or junctions as is required for the
edge-based schemes. Note that the edge-search procedures become difficult and time-
consuming for intricate and dense meshes and are bound to be fruitless for nonconformal
or defective meshes.
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5.4.1 Numerical results
Here we show the suitability of our single-surface monopolar-RWG implementations in
the analysis of various composite objects discretized with nonconformal meshes, where
the single-surface RWG-discretization cannot be adopted. The computed results with vol-
umetrically tested discontinuous schemes, wedge, EFIE-PMCHWT[vol-wed] and tetrahe-
dra, EFIE-PMCHWT[vol-tet], are compared with the two-surface RWG-discretization of
the EFIE–PMCHWT formulation. The composite targets are impinged by an x-polarized
+z-propagating plane wave and the free-space wavelength (λ0) is set to 1m.
We show far-field results of our single-surface monopolar-RWG EFIE–PMCHWT imple-
mentations for the scattering analysis of several composite objects with junctions, dis-
cretized with nonconformal meshes. In Figs. 5.28(a) and 5.28(b), we show the computed
bistatic RCS for two composite objects with dielectric or PEC regions. The nonconfor-
mal meshes employed in the composite objects of Figs. 5.28(a) and 5.28(b) arise from
overlapping two nonmatching triangulations (see Fig. 5.27(c)). The volumetric testing
elements are defined nonconformal to the boundary-surface.
The standard single-surface RWG-implementation of the EFIE–PMCHWT formulation
cannot handle the nonconformal meshes in Figs. 5.28(a) and 5.28(b) because the two tri-
angulations sharing an interface do not match. For this reason, the RCS results computed
with our single-surface monopolar-RWG implementations in Figs. 5.28(a) and 5.28(b) are
compared with the two-surface RWG-implementation (δ → 0) and the similar number of
unknowns.
Note that here we do not include the basic test example of a composite object discretized
with a conformal mesh (see Fig. 5.27(a)). Indeed, the circumvention of junctions in the
discontinuous analysis without sacrificing accuracy is already implicit in the observed re-
sults for the analysis of composite objects discretized with nonconformal meshes in Figs.
5.28(a) and 5.28(b), which are actually more challenging. The H-choice strategy for the
single surface discontinuous analysis of composite objects follows the plan developed for
the analysis of single penetrable targets developed in Section 5.3.3.2. Here we use full
monopolar-RWG volumetric EFIE-PMCHWT implementations in order to completely ig-
nore the search for junction-edges in the preprocessing stage, which substantially increases
the flexibility of the method.
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Figure 5.28: Computed RCS for two composite objects: (a) composite object comprised of
two dielectric cubes (r = 2 and r = 7) with sides of 0.2m and (b) composite object comprised
of a dielectric cube (r = 3, side = 0.5m) and a PEC square pyramid (side = 0.5m). The
number of unknowns are similar in our discontinuous single-surface approach and continuous
double-surface implementation (δ → 0), which is adopted as reference. The implementation
with wedge testing uses H = h/1e4 while the implementation with tetrahedral testing uses
H = h/5
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5.5 Discontinuous discretization of the PMCHWT for-
mulation for domain decomposition strategy
Divergence-conforming techniques are able to operate only on a conformal mesh, which
is a very stringent condition. Generating such a mesh for a realistic multi-scale struc-
ture composed of parts with disparate electrical sizes is a daunting task. Moreover, the
successful construction of such meshes often leads to ill-conditioned impedance matrices,
which slows down the iterative search of the solution with Krylov subspace methods. Re-
cently, integral-equation domain decomposition method (DDM) has been introduced for
the scattering analysis of large and multi-scale perfectly conducting (PEC) targets [30].
The convergence of DDM is strongly dependent on the transmission conditions estab-
lished between adjacent sub-domains. Usually, each independently meshed sub-domain
arising from the tearing of the original problem is enclosed with an artificial surface.
Then, auxiliary unknowns need to be defined on it in order to enforce the continuity of
the tangential fields. In this section, we introduce a discontinuous PMCHWT domain
decomposition method for the efficient analysis of multi-scale penetrable targets which
does not require the definition of artificial enclosing surfaces and auxiliary unknowns in
the process of tearing the original domain. The ability to deal with open surfaces rep-
resents a clear advantage since no additional mesh manipulation is needed in order to
enclose the sub-domains and, subsequently, no auxiliary unknowns are required. This can
significantly reduce the memory requirements. The transition of the electric and mag-
netic currents between adjacent sub-domains is enforced with the monopolar- RWG basis
functions along with volumetric testing procedure, introduced in Section 5.3.1, over the
tearing contour. The facet-based monopolar- RWG basis functions allow for the touching
triangulations between sub-domains to be geometrically nonconformal, which enables the
flexibility and modularity in the mesh generation associated to domain decomposition
methods. To further accelerate the iterative search of the solution, for large problems,
a block-diagonal preconditioner is implemented, with the blocks accounting for the self
sub-domain interactions.
We decompose the original penetrable target (Ω) into a number of non-overlapping sub-
domains (Ωk), so that Ω =
M⋃
k=1
Ωk holds. Each sub-domain is now an open surface
bounded with closed contour (Γk), and M is the number of sub-domains (see Fig. 5.29).

1
2
1
2
nˆ
1ˆn
2nˆ
Figure 5.29: Partition of the original geometry into two sub-domains
We approximate the unknown electric and magnetic currents with RWG basis functions
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{fk,n} over NΩk interior edges arising in the tessellation of each open surface (Ωk), cor-
responding to every particular sub-domain, as follows
JΩ '
M∑
k=1
NΩk∑
n=1
Jk,nΩ f
k,n (5.40)
MΩ '
M∑
k=1
NΩk∑
n=1
Mk,nΩ f
k,n (5.41)
where {Jk,nΩ } and {Mk,nΩ } represent the sets of unknown RWG-coefficients in the expan-
sion of the currents over the interior edges forming the sub-domain surfaces.
Furthermore, the transition of the tangential fields between the sub-domains is enforced by
expanding the associated electric and magnetic currents with the monopolar-RWG basis
functions {mk,p} over NΓk boundary edges arising in the discretization of the closed
contours (Γk) bounding the surfaces (Ωk) as
JΓ '
M∑
k=1
NΓk∑
p=1
Jk,pΓ m
k,p (5.42)
MΓ '
M∑
k=1
NΓk∑
p=1
Mk,pΓ m
k,p (5.43)
and {Jk,pΓ } and {Mk,pΓ } denote the sets of unknown monopolar-RWG coefficients associ-
ated with the expansion of the electric and magnetic currents over the boundary edges.
The total expanded currents, J and M , are the sum of their RWG and monopolar-RWG
components; J = JΩ + JΓ, M = MΩ +MΓ.
The monopolar-RWG Galerkin testing of the discretized electric field integral operator
T k,p arising in the discretization of the PMCHWT equation gives rise to double contour
integrals linked to the gradient of the scalar potentials (see Section 5.3). These integrals
become unbounded when the field point approaches the source point. To circumvent this
problem we test the fields with tetrahedral or wedge elements attached to the facets form-
ing the sub-domain boundary contours and lying inside the region where, in accordance
with the equivalence theorem, fields must be null (for the elaborate definition of these
testing schemes see Section 5.3.1). Note that, although the surfaces arising in tearing
the original domain are individually open, they are part of a closed domain, whereby the
surface equivalence theorem holds.
5.5.1 Numerical results
We study the electromagnetic scattering from an electrically small sharp-edged object
consisting of a cube and a regular square pyramid with side 0.2m and high relative dielec-
tric contrast (r = 40). Note that this is a challenging problem since singular fields are
induced around sharp wedges and corners due to the high relative permittivity of the tar-
get. For the sake of simplicity, we partition the original geometry into two sub-domains
and mesh them separately with different mesh sizes. We compare the far-field results
obtained with our discontinuous PMCHWT domain decomposition method, with wedge
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[DDM][wed] or tetrahedral [DDM][tet] testing (988 facets) to the result computed with the
standard RWG-PMCHWT implementation, [RWG], and a conformal mesh (784 facets).
Furthermore, we precondition the linear system with block diagonal preconditioner, as[
A1 0
0 A2
]−1 [A1 A12
A21 A2
] [
x1
x2
]
=
[
A1 0
0 A2
]−1 [b1
b2
]
(5.44)
where
P−1 =
[
A1 0
0 A2
]−1
(5.45)
is the proposed preconditioner and the blocks A1 and A2 account for the self sub-domain
interactions. Note that this preconditioning scheme is highly parallelizable in nature
because operations involving different sub-domains can be performed independently.
The target is impinged by an x-polarized plane wave propagating in the +z direction, and
the free-space wavelength λ0 is set to 1m. In view of Fig. 5.30, an excellent agreement
between far-field results as well as much faster solution convergence of the preconditioned
linear system obtained with GMRES solver are observed (residual required to the iterative
solver is set to 0.001).
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Figure 5.30: (a): computed bistatic RCS for a dielectric target consisting of a cube and
regular square pyramid, r = 40. (b): convergence history of the GMRES solver. The
number of facets is 988 for our discontinuous volumetric PMCHWT-implementations and
784 for RWG implementation which is adopted as reference. Volumetric tetrahedral and
volumetric-wedge implementations use H = h/10
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Monopolar-RWG Space
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Analysis of Sharp-Edged
Plasmonic Nanoparticles
6.1 Introduction
When metallic nanoscale particles are excited with electromagnetic fields at optical fre-
quencies, localized free charge oscillations, known as localized surface plasmons, are in-
duced on metal interfaces [92]. Plasmonic effects at the nanoscale are especially inter-
esting because they produce strong near-field enhancement giving rise to new interesting
applications in photovoltaic systems, waveguiding, optical metamaterials, nanoantennas,
photodetectors and nonlinear optics [93]- [101]. Therefore, efficient and accurate electro-
magnetic modelling of these phenomena is called for.
Among the plethora of numerical methods available for the analysis of plasmonic nanos-
tructures, such as the discrete dipole approximation (DDA) [102]- [104] and the finite
difference time domain (FDTD) [105] method, the surface integral equation approach,
sometimes referred as the boundary element method, is particularly attractive for open-
region (scattering) problems and for problems where the important physical phenomena
take place close to the boundaries. At lower frequencies (radio or microwave frequencies)
metals can be well approximated as perfect electric conductors. In optical regime, how-
ever, the penetration of the fields into the particle and the plasmonic effects have to be
accurately taken into account.
For penetrable objects, SIE can be expressed in many alternative forms. One of the most
popular formulation is the PMCHWT integral equation formulation [19]- [21], recently
applied widely also in the analysis of nanoplasmonic systems [106]- [108]. In the standard
Galerkin method of moments discretization of the PMCHWT equations [9] the unknown
equivalent electric and magnetic surface current densities are expanded with the low
order divergence-conforming RWG basis functions [34]. Then, the discretized equations
are cast into a matrix form by means of testing the tangential field components with
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the same set of functions. As elaborated in Chapter 3, this discretization of PMCHWT
equations is conforming with respect to fractional order vector Sobolev space mappings,
hence providing converging solutions as the number of degrees of freedom is increased.
However, the RWG-PMCHWT scheme is no panacea. Recent advances in nanofabrication
have allowed the manipulation of the shape of nanoparticles up to the subnanometer
scale [109]- [112] introducing atomically sharp tips around which electromagnetic energy
can be successfully confined (so called “hot-spots”) [113]. Therefore, accurate modelling
of the singular field quantities induced around abrupt geometrical singularities is of great
importance [114]- [117]. Unfortunately, standard divergence-conforming bases, including
the higher order versions, have difficulties with modelling this phenomenon efficiently [41],
[82]. In turn, slow convergence in the scattering and absorption spectra in the resonance
domain has been reported with respect to the number of degrees of freedom [106], [117].
It is clear that a better representation of the singular field quantities is needed. Singular
higher order divergence-conforming bases of the additive kind proposed by Graglia and
Lombardi [41], [82] are constructed for this purpose. In addition to the regular div-
conforming subset, they incorporate Meixner subset in order to capture singular behaviour
of the currents and charges near sharp corners better. However, these bases have been
applied to PEC objects only. Furthermore, the singular coefficients of the singular terms
have to be known a priori, and they directly depend on the angle and the material
properties of the associated wedge.
In Chapter 5, Section 5.3.1, the discretization of the PMCHWT integral equation formu-
lation with facet-based monopolar-RWG basis functions, discontinuous across edges, in
conjunction with volumetric-tetrahedral testing has been introduced. This discretization
scheme is nonconforming to the corresponding function spaces. Despite of that, as it
has been shown by several examples in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.3, the monopolar-RWG
discretization of PMCHWT equations produces more accurate results in the near-field
and far-field than the standard RWG approach for the cases of dielectric or ferromagnetic
objects that exhibit singular or near-singular field distribution near sharp edges. Unfortu-
nately, the improved performance of the monopolar-RWG PMCHWT approach was ob-
served for a restricted range of heights of the tetrahedral testing elements (see for example
Fig. 5.15). In this chapter we propose a hierarchical rearrangement of the monopolar-
RWG space into even monopolar-RWG (non-normalized RWG) and odd monopolar-RWG
subspaces. Although this discretization scheme is edge-based, wider tetrahedral testing
element height ranges with improved accuracy have been noticed when compared to the
monopolar-RWG PMCHWT technique [118]. Furthermore, this hierarchical discretiza-
tion of PMCHWT is beneficial since it can be made free from the low-frequency breakdown
after an appropriate solenoidal-nonsolenoidal rearrangement of the space of currents. The
performance of this even-odd (EO) monopolar-RWG discretized PMCHWT formulation
has been tested on subwavelength canonical sharp-edged ferromagnetic targets out of the
resonance domain [118]. The improvement in the far-field accuracy, when compared to
the standard RWG approach with the same number of unknowns, was attributed to the
better singular field modelling near sharp edges.
In this chapter, we focus on the scattering analysis of subwavelength sharp-edged plas-
monic nanoparticles in the resonance domain. We show with several numerical examples,
including hexahedral, octahedral or tetrahedral silver inclusions, that better convergence
in the scattering and absorption spectra with the proposed discontinuous EO-monopolar-
RWG PMCHWT implementation is achieved compared to the standard RWG-PMCHWT
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technique. Also, we show improved near-field results for the case of a hexahedral silver
inclusion computed with our discontinuous implementation and compared to the RWG
discretization. The convergence of the resonances of sharp-vertex particles is a particu-
larly interesting example of plasmonic enhancement with a long history [119] used as a
testbed for current physics and application-oriented plasmonic research [120]- [127]. More-
over, the presented methodology could be extended for cases, such as sub-nano particles
and gaps, where enhanced quantum phenomena affect the observed spectrum requiring
quantum-corrected classical approaches [128].
The work presented in this chapter is submitted for publication to Physical Review B.
6.2 Mathematical formulation
6.2.1 Surface integral equation formulation of the problem
Consider an arbitrarily shaped plasmonic nanoparticle with the orientable surface (Γ)
and electromagnetic parameters (2, µ2) embedded in a surrounding medium (usually
free-space) with parameters (1, µ1). Here, we assume that the particles are made of
silver and modelled according to the Drude model [129]
2(λ) = 0Ag(λ) = 0
(
∞ − (λ/λp)
2
1− jλ/λd
)
(6.1)
where ∞ = 5.5, λp = 130nm, λd = 30µm, and 0 is the electric permittivity of vacuum.
The time-harmonic incident electromagnetic field (Einc, Hinc) with angular frequency
ω is impinging upon the particle and time-dependency ejωt for the fields and currents
is assumed and suppressed. By invoking surface equivalence theorem, the total fields in
region Ωi, outside (i=1) or inside (i=2) the particle, (Ei, Hi), can be represented as the
sum of the incident fields generated in region Ω1 and the scattered fields (Esi , Hsi ) which
in turn are generated by equivalent electric and magnetic surface currents J i = nˆi ×Hi
and M i = −nˆi×Ei residing on the boundary-surface (Γ) inside region Ωi (see Fig. 2.1).
Here nˆi is the unit normal vector of Γ pointing into region Ωi. By exploiting appropriate
tangential boundary conditions and the integral representations of the fields, PMCHWT
integral equation formulation can be derived (for the derivation details see Chapter 2,
Section 2.6).
To summarize, we note that the original problem of finding the electromagnetic fields
Ei and Hi everywhere outside and inside the particle is reformulated as SIE for the
equivalent surface current densities. Once these currents are found they can be used to
evaluate the scattered electromagnetic fields everywhere in space. These fields, in turn,
can be used to determine, e.g., the scattering and absorption efficiency of the particle.
6.2.2 Discretization strategy
In a usual MoM strategy, the surface of the target is partitioned into Nt triangular
elements and the unknown currents are expanded with the set of known subsectional basis
functions with the local support on the mesh. In this chapter we approximate the currents
with two subsets resulting from the hierarchical decomposition of the space spanned by
triangle-based monopolar-RWG set (mn), namely even monopolar-RWG subset (men) and
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odd monopolar-RWG subset (mon) [54]. Even and odd monopolar-RWG basis functions
are edge-based and defined on two triangles (S1n ∪ S2n) sharing the nth edge as follows
men(r′) =
{
1
2A1n
(r′ − r1n), r′ ∈ S1n
− 12A2n (r
′ − r2n), r′ ∈ S2n
(6.2)
mon(r′) =
{
1
2A1n
(r′ − r1n), r′ ∈ S1n
1
2A2n
(r′ − r2n), r′ ∈ S2n
,
1 6 n 6 Ne
(6.3)
where A1n and A2n denote the areas of the corresponding edge-adjacent triangles, S1n and
S2n, respectively. The position vectors of the free vertices opposite to the nth edge are
designated by r1n and r2n, and Ne is the number of edges in the mesh of the surface.
According to (6.2), even monopolar-RWG subset can be interpreted as a non-normalized
RWG set because it maintains the continuity of the normal component of the current
across the edges. On the other hand, in light of equation (6.3), the odd monopolar-RWG
subset enforces the normal component of the current on both sides of the common edge
to have the same absolute value but opposite sign.
We approximate the unknown equivalent electric and magnetic currents, J i and M i,
over the two sides of the boundary of a plasmonic target (i=1,2) with the even and odd
monopolar-RWG subsets as follows [118]
J i(r′) '
2Ne∑
n=1
J inmn =
Ne∑
n=1
ai,en m
e
n +
Ne∑
n=1
ai,on m
o
n (6.4)
M i(r′) '
2Ne∑
n=1
M inmn =
Ne∑
n=1
bi,en m
e
n +
Ne∑
n=1
bi,on m
o
n (6.5)
where the sequences {J in} = {ai,en , ai,on } and {M in} = {bi,en , bi,on } represent the sets of
unknown coefficients in the expansion of the currents. In view of expressions (6.4) and
(6.5), our discontinuous nonconforming implementation defines two basis functions for
each edge originating from the discretization, thus leading to twice the number of degrees
of freedom compared to the standard RWG expansion, which defines one basis function
per edge. The approximated scattered electric and magnetic fields generated by the even
and odd monopolar-RWG subsets yield
E˜
s,e/o
i =
Ne∑
n=1
ηiT i,e/on ai,e/on −
Ne∑
n=1
Ki,e/on bi,e/on (6.6)
H˜
s,e/o
i =
Ne∑
n=1
Ki,e/on ai,e/on +
Ne∑
n=1
1
ηi
T i,e/on bi,e/on (6.7)
with associated integral operators defined as
Ki,e/on = ∇×
∫∫
S1n∪S2n
Gi(r, r′)me/on (r′)dS′ (6.8)
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T i,e/on =
1
jki
(
∇∇ ·
∫∫
S1n∪S2n
Gi(r, r′)me/on (r′)dS′
+k2i
∫∫
S1n∪S2n
Gi(r, r′)me/on (r′)dS′
) (6.9)
The hierarchical discontinuous PMCHWT formulation imposes the tangential electric and
magnetic field boundary conditions over the meshed boundary of the target S˜ =
Nt⋃
t=1
St
as follows
Ne∑
n=1
γt(η1T 1n + η2T 2n )e/oS˜ ae/on −
Ne∑
n=1
γt(K1n +K2n)e/oS˜ be/on ' −γtE
inc
S˜ (6.10)
Ne∑
n=1
γt(K1n +K2n)e/oS˜ ae/on +
Ne∑
n=1
γt
(
1
η1
T 1n +
1
η2
T 2n
)e/o
S˜
be/on ' −γtHincS˜ (6.11)
where ae/on = a1,e/on = −a2,e/on and be/on = b1,e/on = −b2,e/on is assumed such that the
continuity of the surface currents is satisfied. We cast the discretized equations (6.10)
and (6.11) into matrix form by means of testing the tangential fields with appropriate set
of testing functions. The standard Galerkin MoM procedure, which adopts the same set
for testing the fields and for the expansion of the unknown currents, leads to the following
statements ∫∫
S1m∪S2m
(E˜s,e/o1 − E˜
s,e/o
2 ) ·me/om dS = −
∫∫
S1m∪S2m
Einc ·me/om dS (6.12)
∫∫
S1m∪S2m
(H˜s,e/o1 − H˜
s,e/o
2 ) ·me/om dS = −
∫∫
S1m∪S2m
Hinc ·me/om dS,
1 6 m 6 Ne
(6.13)
Since the odd monopolar-RWG functions are not divergence-conforming, moving the gra-
dients to the basis and testing functions in the testing of T i,e/on operator leads to double
contour strongly singular integrals that are not integrable in Cauchy principal value sense.
In fact, these integrals become unbounded for self or edge-adjacent interactions. In this
work we circumvent this problem by the introduction of non-Galerkin testing scheme
defined over a pair of facet-adjacent tetrahedral elements attached to the corresponding
edge-adjacent triangles arising in the tessellation of the boundary. The testing elements
are confined inside the region where, in accordance with the surface equivalence theorem,
the fields must be zero (see Fig. 6.1) [118]. These odd monopolar volumetric testing func-
tions [118] {M i,om } are designed to best couple with odd monopolar-RWG basis functions.
They are defined over two facet-adjacent tetrahedral elements as follows
M i,om (r) =
{ 1
3vi,1m
(r − r1m), r ∈ V i,1m
1
3vi,2m
(r − r2m), r ∈ V i,2m
(6.14)
Here vi,1m and vi,2m stand for the volumes of the facet-adjacent tetrahedrons V i,1m and V i,2m
attached to the boundary, lying in the region i and sharing the mth mesh edge.
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We define the discretized EO-monopolar-RWG PMCHWT equations directly from ex-
pressions (6.12) and (6.13) by keeping the even surface testing and interchanging the
odd surface testing with odd volumetric testing strategy. The odd volumetrically tested
components of the matrix equation now become∫∫∫
V 2,1m ∪V 2,2m
E˜
s,e/o
1 ·M2,om dV −
∫∫∫
V 1,1m ∪V 1,2m
E˜
s,e/o
2 ·M1,om dV
= −
∫∫∫
V 2,1m ∪V 2,2m
Einc ·M2,om dV
(6.15)
∫∫∫
V 2,1m ∪V 2,2m
H˜
s,e/o
1 ·M2,om dV −
∫∫∫
V 1,1m ∪V 1,2m
H˜
s,e/o
2 ·M1,om dV
= −
∫∫∫
V 2,1m ∪V 2,2m
Hinc ·M2,om dV,
1 6 m 6 Ne
(6.16)
6.2.3 Numerical Implementation
There are a couple of important points related to the numerical implementation of the
proposed discontinuous hierarchical discretization technique. Firstly, special care has to
be taken when defining the geometry of volumetric testing elements near sharp wedges
and corners since they may break out of the null-field region and numerical error may
appear (see Fig. 6.1). In this work we define their geometry conformal to the boundary
(see Chapter 5, Section 5.3.1) taking into account the angles formed by the corresponding
field triangle originating from the surface tessellation and the three neighbouring triangles.
The accuracy of this implementation can be fine-tuned by adjusting the height of the
testing tetrahedral elements (Hm) which in turn is defined with the same value in both
regions as a fraction of the length of the mth edge, hm, shared by the corresponding field
triangles where the volumetric elements are constructed.
Another important point is that in order to minimize the number of degrees of freedom
and keep similar accuracy as in the EO-monopolar-RWG approach, we use the hybrid
version of the EO-monopolar-RWG discretization scheme of PMCHWT formulation, EO-
PMCHWT[hyb]. This scheme assumes the odd monopolar expansion of the currents
and the volumetric testing of the fields just over the edges forming the physical sharp
wedges and corners, and the conventional RWG-expansion of the currents and testing of
the fields over all the mesh edges. Therefore, for a given discretization, this formulation
handles a number of degrees of freedom comparable to the RWG-PMCHWT strategy,
PMCHWT[R].
In the nonconforming EO-PMCHWT[hyb] scheme, we compute the volumetric integrals
over tetrahedra with 11-point cubature rules. The surface and line integrals are computed
with a 9-point quadrature rule and the quasi-singular contributions of the kernel are com-
puted analytically for the inner integrals of all the interactions. In the RWG-PMCHWT
implementation, the quasi-singular kernel contributions are computed analytically for in-
ner integrals and near interactions only, while the far interaction integrals are computed
directly with a 4-point rule.
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Figure 6.1: Odd monopolar volumetric testing functions defined over a pair of facet-adjacent
tetrahedra attached to the corresponding triangular facets and defined inside the region 1
(free-space) and region 2 (plasmonic nanoparticle)
6.3 Numerical results
We present numerical results of the scattering analysis of three sharp-edged plasmonic
nanoparticles, namely, a hexahedron, an octahedron, and a tetrahedron, discretized with
geometrically conformal meshes. We choose such particles since their modelling is espe-
cially convoluted due to the singular field behaviour induced near sharp edges and corners.
In addition, for these particles, the redshift (resonances shift to the higher wavelengths) in
scattering and absorption spectra and the improvements in near-field computed with our
nonconforming EO-PMCHWT[hyb] implementation when compared to the PMCHWT[R]
implementation is especially evident. In all examples, the scattered fields are computed
under an impinging +z propagating x-polarized plane wave. All particles analyzed here
are of equal volume (V = 503 nm3).
6.3.1 Scattering and absorption spectra in resonance domain
We focus on scattering and absorption spectra around two main resonances. For all three
particles, we present three different sets of results. First, we compute the resonant effi-
ciencies with our nonconforming EO-PMCHWT[hyb] implementation and several values
of the heights of the testing elements H to illustrate the effect of H on the accuracy
of the results. We compare these results to the ones computed with the PMCHWT[R]
discretization technique. Next, we plot the induced electric and magnetic surface charges
and currents for the first two resonances, indicating the strongly singular behaviour over
the sharp edges and corners of the particle. Finally, a comparative convergence plot of the
main resonant peaks is presented, illuminating further the achieved enhancement of the
proposed new discretization technique versus the standard scheme. The scattering and
absorption efficiencies are computed directly from the surface currents and MoM matrices
according to the expressions given in [130]. All the meshes used in the computation of
scattering and absorption spectra are structured without h-refinements.
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6.3.1.1 Plasmonic hexahedron (cube)
The electromagnetic response of a hexahedron, or commonly known as the cube, has
been studied intensively during the last 50 years (see [117] and references therein). From
Fig. 6.2 we can notice the redshift of the first (dipole) and second (quadrupole) resonances
obtained with nonconforming EO-PMCHWT[hyb] and N =7440 when compared to the
resonances obtained with PMCHWT[R] and N = 8712 unknowns for both electric and
magnetic currents. Furthermore, for the best performing H, where the height of testing
elements is equal to the mesh parameter, H =h, the observed redshift is even more pro-
nounced, surpassing the spectra computed with PMCHWT[R] and 18432 unknowns. In
Fig. 6.3 we can notice singular surface currents and charges around sharp corners. In
particular, the surface electric charge density and surface magnetic current density show
extremely singular nature around sharp vertices for both resonances. In Fig. 6.4 we show
the convergence trends of the resonant wavelengths for the first two resonances in the
scattering and absorption spectra, respectively, versus the number of degrees of freedom
N. The results are computed with the EO-PMCHWT[hyb] and best performing H and
compared to the results computed with the standard PMCHWT[R] discretization. Our
hybrid discontinuous scheme exhibits faster convergence of resonant wavelengths com-
pared to the RWG implementation when the number of unknowns is increased. In par-
ticular, the dipole and quadrupole resonances computed with our nonconforming scheme,
and H =h, have been marked around the incident wavelengths of 428nm and 393nm, re-
spectively, using around 16560 unknowns for the electric and magnetic currents (see Fig.
6.4).
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Figure 6.2: Scattering (a) and absorption (b) spectra for a hexahedron (cube) with edge
length a = 50nm. The first resonance (I) exposes strong coupling with the incident field
(scattering efficiency ≈ 17). Resonance (II) shows moderate scattering amplitude (scattering
efficiency ≈ 7), but the absorption maximum is about the same magnitude as with the first
resonance
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.3: Normalized absolute values of electric and magnetic charges and currents around
dipole (I) and quadrupole (II) resonances for a cube with edge length a = 50nm. The colors
indicate minimum (blue) to maximum (yellow) normalized charge and current values. Electric
charge densities (I.a and II.a) and magnetic current densities (I.d and II.d) exhibits extremely
singular nature around corners for both resonances
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Figure 6.4: Convergence of the resonant wavelengths of two main resonances in scattering
spectra (a) and absorption spectra (b) versus the number of degrees of freedom for the same
hexahedron inclusion as in Fig. 6.2
6.3.1.2 Plasmonic octahedron
The octahedron has the dual shape of the cube and the solid angle sharper than the cube,
however, smoother than the one of the tetrahedron [117]. Therefore, we expect that its two
main resonances are going to be redshifted when compared to the cube, but blueshifted
(shifted to lower wavelengths) when compared to the tetrahedron [117]. Similarly to
the cube, the redshift of the two main resonances computed with EO-PMCHWT[hyb]
and different values of H with N =6528 degrees of freedom compared to the resonances
computed with PMCHWT[R] and N =7776 degrees of freedom is recognized in Fig. 6.5.
In light of Fig. 6.6, a strong concentration of surface field quantities is found around
sharp corners. The two resonances can not be distinguished solely by looking in electric
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charge and magnetic current distributions because they are too singular and concentrated
around vertices. However, the surface magnetic charge and electric current show different
nature for the dipole and quadrupole resonance. Furthermore, in view of Fig. 6.7, faster
convergence of the resonant wavelengths computed with EO-PMCHWT[hyb] and H =h
when compared to the resonant wavelengths computed with PMCHWT[R] is observed
when the number of unknowns is increased. We were able to spot the resonant wave-
lengths of the first and second resonances around 436nm and 400nm, respectively, with
our nonconforming implementation and around 16840 degrees of freedom for the electric
and magnetic currents (see Fig. 6.7).
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Figure 6.5: Scattering (a) and absorption (b) efficiency spectra for the octahedral inclusion
of edge length a = 64.245nm. In this case the maximum scattering and absorption efficiency
values are close to 10 and 5, respectively
(a) (b)
Figure 6.6: Normalized absolute values of electric and magnetic charges and currents around
two main resonances for an octahedron with edge length a = 64.245nm. Similarly to cube, we
notice strong singular field quantities near sharp edges and corners. The two resonances can
be distinguished by looking at the surface magnetic charge and electric current distributions
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Figure 6.7: Convergence of the resonant wavelengths of two main resonances versus the
number of degrees of freedom for the scattering (a) and absorption (b) efficiency of the octa-
hedral inclusion. The EO-PMCHWT[hyb] scheme indicates faster convergence with respect
to the standard RWG discretization scheme
6.3.1.3 Plasmonic tetrahedron
The tetrahedron is the sharpest member of the Platonic solids and its plasmonic reso-
nances are redshifted compared to the other members [117]. In view of Fig. 6.8, we can
notice the redshift of the scattering and absorption spectra computed with our hybrid
discontinuous implementations and N =4104 unknowns with respect to the RWG imple-
mentation and N =4800 unknowns. Similarly to the cube and octahedron, strong singular
fields are present near sharp features of the particle (Fig. 6.9).
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Figure 6.8: The scattering (a) and absorption (b) efficiency spectra for the tetrahedral
particle of edge length a = 101.98nm depicting the first two resonances. We can spot the
maximum scattering and absorption efficiency values around 12 and 10, respectively
Again, the two resonances are indistinguishable from the plots of surface electric charge
and magnetic current since they are focused near sharp vertices. Instead, one should look
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.9: Normalized absolute values of electric and magnetic charges and currents around
first (I) and second (II) resonances for a tetrahedron with edge length a = 101.98nm. Very
strong singular behaviour of surface electric charge and magnetic current densities is visible
near the sharp vertices
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Figure 6.10: Convergence of the resonant wavelengths of two main resonances in scattering
(a) and absorption (b) efficiency spectra versus the number of degrees of freedom for the
same tetrahedron as in Fig. 6.8
at the surface magnetic charge and electric current distributions, which show distinct
nature for particular resonance. According to Fig. 6.10, we can detect faster convergence
of the resonant wavelengths computed with EO-PMCHWT[hyb] when compared to the
resonant wavelengths computed with PMCHWT[R] as the number of degrees of freedom
is increased. In particular, we were able to spot the first and second resonance in the
scattering and absorption spectra around the incident wavelengths of 565nm and 490nm,
respectively, using our EO-PMCHWT[hyb] implementation with H =h and around 16000
unknowns for the electric and magnetic currents (see Fig. 6.10).
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6.3.2 Near-field computations in resonance domain
The results of the previous section indicate that faster convergence in the far field region
can be obtained with the proposed EO-PMCHWT[hyb] scheme than with PMCHWT[R].
Next, we test the near-field accuracy of our EO-PMCHWT[hyb] formulation around two
main resonances in the scattering spectra of a plasmonic cube with edge length a = 50nm.
For this purpose we define the root-mean-square (rms) near-field relative error enear as
follows
enear =
[
K∑
j=1
∣∣∣E˜s(rj)−EREFs (rj)∣∣∣2 + η20 K∑
j=1
∣∣∣H˜s(rj)−HREFs (rj)∣∣∣2
]1/2
[
K∑
j=1
∣∣∣EREFs (rj)∣∣∣2 + η20 K∑
j=1
∣∣∣HREFs (rj)∣∣∣2
]1/2 (6.17)
where E˜s and H˜s denote the scattered electric and magnetic fields, respectively, computed
with the EO-PMCHWT[hyb] or PMCHWT[R] implementation. The reference scattered
fields, EREFs and HREFs , are computed with standard PMCHWT[R] implementation on
an unstructured mesh with h-refinement around sharp edges and corners and maximum
number of degrees of freedom (18432) for the electric and magnetic currents. The near-
fields are computed on a set of K points distributed along the line with length 100nm
defined 2.5nm above the edge of the cube (see Fig. 6.11(a)). In our experiment we adopt
K = 200 and the fields E˜s and H˜s are computed using a structured mesh without h-
refinement.
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Figure 6.11: (a): Distribution of the points near a plasmonic cube, above one of the
edges, that are used in the near-field accuracy tests. (b): Near-field relative error at the
first and second resonances computed with the nonconforming [EO-hyb] and standard [R]
implementations versus the number of degrees of freedom N for a plasmonic cube with side
a = 50nm
In Fig. 6.11(b) we show the relative rms near-field errors versus the number of degrees
of freedom N computed with EO-PMCHWT[hyb] (H = h) and PMCHWT[R] implemen-
tations. In light of Fig. 6.11(b), we can observe smaller near-field errors obtained with
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the EO-PMCHWT[hyb] scheme and fewer number of unknowns when compared to PM-
CHWT[R].
6.4 Conclusions
We have introduced a hierarchical discontinuous method of moments discretization of
PMCHWT integral equation formulation applied to the scattering analysis of plasmonic
subwavelength nanoparticles with sharp-vertices in their resonance domain. The unknown
electric and magnetic surface current densities are expanded with edge-based even and odd
monopolar-RWG subsets, which stand for a hierarchical rearrangement of the monopolar-
RWG set. To make the problematic singular kernel contributions numerically manageable,
the fields are tested over pairs of small tetrahedral elements attached to the triangles on
the boundary-surface and lying in the null-field region.
The proposed technique appears to have improved performance features in the scattering
analysis of plasmonic nanoparticles with sharp edges and corners. For these particles sin-
gular field quantities around geometric singularities dominate the physical result, creating
a slow (or no) convergent solutions, particularly if standard discretization techniques are
applied. The observed accuracy-boost of the proposed implementation is attributed to
the better singular charge and current modelling near the sharp edges and corners with
a discontinuous expansion of the currents together with the volumetric testing of the
fields close to the boundary of the target. The accuracy of our results was tested for
both far-field and near-field characteristics, supporting an overall improvement in both
domains.
In particular, we observe that the redshift in the scattering and absorption spectra around
two main resonances, for the cases of canonical sharp-edged targets considered here,
becomes more evident as the height of testing elements H increases up to the maximum
value of the mesh parameter h. Additionally, we noticed a slower convergence of the second
resonance compared to the resonant wavelength of the first resonance as the number of
degrees of freedom increases. This indicates that the higher order modes experience slower
convergence than the lower ones.
Three different particles were purposefully presented in an increasing sharpness man-
ner, i.e., the solid vertex for the cube is pi/2 (rad), for the octahedron 1.359 (rad), and
for the tetrahedron 0.551 (rad). With this categorization, we can deduce that the pro-
posed nonconforming EO-PMCHWT[hyb] scheme exhibits faster convergence compared
to the conventional PMCHWT[R] scheme as the solid vertex decreases, i.e., sharper par-
ticles. Alternatively, the sharper the solid, the less degrees of freedom are required for
our nonconforming implementation to reach the same accuracy as with the standard
RWG implementation. This fact can be of particular interest for modelling even sharper
naturally or artificially occurring particles reducing at the same time the required mesh
burden, paving the way towards the efficient computational exploration of the resonant
physics and the design prospects of sharp nanoscatterers. The same methodology could
also be utilized in incorporating quantum corrected classical models that require a hybrid
surface-volume treatment that capture electron tunnelling and electron spill-out effects.
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7.1 Conclusions
In this work, we have presented innovative schemes of discretization for most prominent
surface integral equations, EFIE for the scattering analysis of PEC targets, and PM-
CHWT for the scattering analysis of homogeneous penetrable targets. We expand the
unknown currents with discontinuous vector facet-based monopolar-RWG basis functions.
This discretization technique is much more flexible than standard edge-based divergence-
conforming scheme since it allows the analysis of geometrically nonconformal meshes and
alleviates the preprocessing burden in the single-trace study of piecewise homogeneous
composite objects with junctions. Furthermore, the discontinuous transition of the cur-
rents allows for more flexible integral equation domain decomposition methods reducing
in the same time the number of degrees of freedom and the preprocessing load.
However, the discontinuous discretization of associated integral operators comes with an
additional computational cost. In the Galerkin discretization with discontinuous basis
functions of the hypersingular part of the electric field integral operator, which is associ-
ated with the EFIE and the PMCHWT, problematic unbounded integrals arise. In order
to avoid this problem, we build the monopolar-RWG discretized equations with two types
of specifically tailored testing approaches. In the volumetric testing scheme, we define our
testing functions on volumetric elements, tetrahedra or wedges, attached to the meshed
boundary and lying in the null-field region. This strategy is rather computationally ex-
pensive since additional volumetric and line integrals have to be computed. The second
testing technique, tangential-normal, carries out the testing of the scattered fields with
RWG basis functions over two edge-adjacent triangles such that one triangle matches the
facet arising in the mesh of the surface and another lies in the region where the fields
are constrained to be zero according to the equivalence principle. The tangential-normal
monopolar-RWG scheme of discretization avoids the computation of volumetric integrals
and becomes computationally cheaper when compared to the volumetric scheme.
Both discretization approaches, volumetric and tangential-normal, involve only weakly
singular integrals that can be readily computed with standard available numerical li-
braries. Our extensive numerical tests show that the volumetric discontinuous discretiza-
tion approach offers more accuracy and stability in the analysis of geometrically noncon-
formal or defective meshes when compared to the tangential-normal technique. Apart
from the inherent flexibility, our discontinuous schemes show superior accuracy and con-
vergence in both near-field and far-field regions compared to standard RWG-schemes in
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the analysis of sharp-edged targets where singular surface field quantities are induced
around abrupt geometrical singularities.
Therefore, with this work, we advance the state of the art in three directions:
• Flexible analysis of nonconformal meshes that often arise in the modular design of
complex objects is made possible.
• The programming burden in the analysis of piecewise homogeneous composite objects
with junctions is alleviated.
• The accuracy in the electromagnetic scattering analysis of targets with sharp edges and
corners (electrically small PEC or penetrable) is improved.
7.2 Future research lines
Future research in the discontinuous discretization of integral equations may encompass
the following topics:
• Discontinuous discretization of the CFIE for PEC targets with monopolar-RWG basis
functions and testing of the fields with tangential-normal or volumetric testing functions
can be implemented. An exhaustive study of the accuracy and convergence of the new
formulation should be conducted. This research is underway.
• New schemes of testing the monopolar-RWG discretized integral equations that will
produce, similarly to tangential-normal and volumetric testing, weakly singular inte-
grals and better accuracy in the analysis of sharp-edged targets can be explored.
• Further research in the modelling of plasmonic nanoantennas with our discontinuous
approaches should be conducted. There are possible improvements in the accurate
computation of the forces and torques in the plasmonic systems involving sharp-edged
nanoparticles.
• Discontinuous discretization of other integral equations used in the scattering analysis
of penetrable targets such are CTF or NMu¨ller formulation is possible and can be
studied.
• Automatic h-refinement based on the local residual error and our discontinuous schemes
can be implemented.
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